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Abstract

Cellular telecommunications networks are the largest, most widely used digital systems
ever constructed. Such sytems traditionally offer one of the most reliable infrastructure
for personal, business and emergency communications. To support as many users as possible, the resources of these networks have been tightly engineered based upon historically
expected usage patterns. However, the introduction of a vast range of new services and
connections with the larger Internet violate the basic assumptions upon which these networks are founded. Accordingly, the evolution from largely closed, specialized systems
to more open, common carrier networks significantly imperils the security and stability
of these networks.
In this dissertation, we explore vulnerabilities resulting from rigidity, or the inflexible
treatment of all traffic according to telephony-specific optimizations. We present several
demonstrative attacks capable of preventing legitimate users from receiving any traffic
(voice, text messages or data) in major metropolitan areas such as Manhattan with the
bandwidth available to a single home cable modem. We then more formally characterize
the impact of such attacks and measure the efficacy of countermeasures using queuing
techniques and simulation, and explore the underlying cause of such attacks using traditional network security methods. In so doing, this dissertation highlights the fact that
imposing deeply-rooted assumptions about the characteristics of circuit-switched flows
on packet-switched traffic creates an exploitable point of amplification through which an
adversary can disable these systems. We conclude with a discussion of open problems
and future work in securing telecommunications networks.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
The proliferation of communications networks has significantly altered the face of our
world over the past century. Instantaneous and inexpensive global-scale communication
has not only improved our ability to interact with each other, but has also served as
the catalyst for new industry, research and discovery. As a result, our standard of
living, quality of life and understanding of the world around us have all been improved
dramatically.
Cellular telecommunications networks have been critical in this expansion. These
systems allow users in virtually any location to remain connected to the rest the world
around them through both voice and data links. Whereas traditional data networks
such as the Internet service approximately one billion people on a daily basis, cellular
networks provide a communications infrastructure for more than two and a half times
that many customers [1]. In many rural areas, where modern infrastructure is simply
too expensive to deploy, cellular networks offer large portions of the world’s population
their only means of communicationg with the larger world. Moreover, because of the
relatively inexpensive and portable nature of user equipment, such networks can easily
be adopted by members of all socioeconomic classes. For these and many other reasons,
cellular networks will continue to be the driving force behind many of the advancements
in communications for the foreseeable future.
Unfortunately, the power and freedom enabled by such systems make them enormously tempting targets. As these networks continue to expand and connect greater
numbers of people, so too do the opportunities by which an adversary can attack them.
Our goal, as computer scientists and security researchers, must therefore be to ensure
the fidelity of these networks and the data passing through them in the face of those
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who would deny others their benefits. Tragically, such ends will not be easily achieved.
Secure systems and network design is a young field with seemingly more adversaries
than allies. Many of the security lessons learned in one type of network often can not be
directly applied to others. Worse still, as we shall see, the assumptions built into many
systems can unknowingly increase the vulnerability of those systems to attack.
Specialization by any system is simply an attempt to optimize performance, be it
economic or system resources, based on known environmental inputs. By building functionality specifically tailored to the operations and behaviors expected to take place in
that system, significant increases in performance and decreases in cost can be realized.
For example, as we discuss in greater detail in a later chapter, the mechanisms used
to digitally encode voices in cellular networks appreciably improve the sound quality of
conversations while simultaneously decreasing the bandwidth necessary to carry them.
However, if analog modems attempt to run over these encoders, their throughput is
limited to a few hundred bits per second.
By specializing these encoding mechanisms for the human voice, such systems exhibit rigidity, or the quality of being incapable of adapting or changing to meet changing
circumstances or requirements. The impact of such rigidity can vary considerably depending on the system itself. In the above example, a phone’s ability to be used as
a traditional analog modem is limited at best. Because most users never expect such
functionality from their phones, the repercussions of rigidity are limited in this case.
However, the consequences of rigidity can be more serious and have directly contributed
to the catastrophic destabilization of systems in the past.
The Tacoma Narrows bridge serves as a particularly pertinent example. When a
bridge connecting the two sides of the Puget Sound was proposed in 1937, a wind-blown
area known as the “The Tacoma Narrows” was quickly selected as the site of construction.
The design and engineering of the Tacoma Narrows bridge was like no other. The thick
steel trusses used to construct other suspension bridges had been replaced with more
flexible and lighter and less expensive girders. While this new architecture was more
than capable of supporting the weight of traffic, stiffening plate girders were added to
the sides of the span to reduce its significant flexibility and make the roadway drivable.
However, on the morning of November 7th, 1940, under the strain of winds averaging
only 38 miles per hour, the main span disintegrated into the water below and the Tacoma
Narrows bridge lay in ruins.
What caused a multi-million dollar structure designed to withstand winds more than
three times those experienced on November 7th to disintegrate? The bridge itself was
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designed to support its primary function, carrying automobile traffic, using the lightest
and least expensive materials available. To compensate for the flexibility these materials
created, the addition of stiffening girders helped reduce the presence of longitidunal
waves in the road’s service. Whereas other suspension bridges of the day allowed wind
to pass through the girders of the roadway, the stiffening plate girders added to the sides
of the span force wind around roadway. This design decision, while allowing the flexible
structure to become usable, caused the main span of the bridge to react to the oncoming
wind much like the wing of an aircraft. As the imbalance of air pressure above and below
the span persisted, the roadway elevated and sunk into positions never anticipated by the
designers. The full force of the bridge’s structure acting upon itself eventually became
enough to overcome its capacity for strain. While the bridge itself was built to sustain
the stress of wind, no architect or engineer ever considered the effects of aerodynamics
on the integrity of suspended roadway.
In the end, the Tacoma Narrows bridge was a victim of a failure to understand the
effects of inelastic structure in combination with the changing nature of the bridge’s
surroundings. In order to counteract the highly flexible nature of the roadway, rigid
structure was added to the span. This rigidity was introduced to protect the bridge
against known dangers and improve its availability to traffic; however, the assumptions
made by its designers did not consider the entire breadth of factors that could act on the
bridge. In the end, the unintended consequences of the bridge’s aerodynamic rigidity led
to its self destruction.
Our work is not the first to suggest that rigidity in the design of communications networks can negatively impact a system. Clark et al [2] argue that “tussles”, or arguments
between parties with divergent interests, may result in the customization of networks
beyond what is beneficial to all services. If a tussle results in an architectural decision
that “dictate[s] the outcome”, such a solution will lead to systems that will be broken.
If the involved parties can instead design to allow for variation and change, such systems
“will flex under pressure and survive.” These arguments are made largely in the context
of economics (e.g., issues of net neutrality) and stress that systems over-specializing may
stifle innovation and fail to evolve as better technology becomes available.
The implications we cast upon rigidity are significantly more serious. Instead of simply limiting the applications capable of running over a network, a system’s inflexibility
can be used as a weapon against all services. By exploiting the tension rigidity creates
between different layers in the protocols stack, an adversary can cause a system to overload at traffic levels well-below capacity. Throughout this dissertation, we use cellular
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networks to demonstrate this reality.

1.1

Thesis Statement

With a high degree of accuracy, voice call duration, frequency and even destination have
become predictable parameters in telecommunications networks. Accordingly, such systems have evolved and been optimized around anticipated user behavior. The level to
which these networks are tailored to statistically expected behavior is easily observable
through their reaction to non-standard traffic patterns. For example, the advent of dialup modems forced service providers to vastly increase capacity as users began occupying
call circuits for significantly longer call hold times than when only voice communication
was possible. The vast expansion of inter-connectivity between providers and the Internet, coupled with the introduction of general purpose computing platforms as end-user
devices, create an untold number of new avenues for unexpected and malicious use.
Damage to the network may take any number of forms. With expanded capabilities and open functionality, devices in and outside the network may probe critical core
servers for weaknesses. The possibility of gaining control of once-isolated core nodes
through vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows becomes a greater reality given the potential to create and send targeted, malformed control messages into the network. Such
messages could be used to enable malicious activities ranging from illicit eavesdropping
and fraudulent billing to denial of service attacks.
The research presented in this dissertation focuses primarily on the latter of the above
example attacks against cellular networks. Using carefully crafted streams of attack traffic, we demonstrate multiple vectors through which the normal operation of a cellular
network can be interrupted. However, unlike similar attacks witnessed on the Internet,
these attacks overwhelm such networks with volumes of traffic well below their proven
capacity. Although such vulnerabilities are being discovered in increasing numbers, no
cogent and cohesive theory for this family of attacks has been presented. Specifically, researchers have not yet asked the question “How does the architecture of cellular networks
make them susceptible to low-rate denial of service attacks? Through our discovery and
analysis of multiple examples of such attacks and the networks themselves, we explain
this phenomenon by suggesting the following thesis statement:
Cellular networks require all flows to use functionality optimized for circuitswitched services. This rigidity, or inflexible treatment of flows with distinctly different requirements and characteristics, inherently predisposes such
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networks to low-rate denial of service attacks.
Such attacks represent a significant departure for cellular networks. Often renowned
as being among the most reliable digital systems ever constructed, the existence of this
family of vulnerabilities meaningfully threaten that reputation and their utility. More
seriously, because such attacks are deeply rooted in an underlying architectural decision,
they are unlikely to be immediately addressable.

1.2

Contributions

In this dissertation, we make the following contributions:
• Identify the first attack on cellular telecommunications networks from the Internet:
Cellular and traditional telecommunications networks have long been unexamined
by the academic community. Closed standards and networks, in conjunction with
the inordinate expense of purchasing equipment, have long made independent experimentation and evaluation impractical. However, the expanded availability of
standards documentation and increasing inter-connectivity with external networks
make such research not only possible, but necessary. Our identification of targeted
text messaging attacks [3, 4, 5] represent not only the first academic evaluation
of attacks from the Internet on cellular networks, but are also a call to the larger
research community about vulnerabilities in this piece of critical infrastructure.
• Characterize the behavior of cellular networks under such duress and provide mitigation strategies: One of the most important responsibilities for a researcher discovering a vulnerability is in providing a means of mitigating the effects of its exploitation. Accordingly, we created queuing models and constructed an extremely
detailed GSM air interface simulator in order to accurately characterize the impact of such attacks on the network. We then provided a series of mitigation
techniques, which embody both variations on classical mechanisms and novel new
strategies [6, 7].
• Identify and characterize the first attack on cellular data networks: At a quick
glance, it would appear as if the above problems could easily be mitigated through
the use of high-speed data services such as GPRS and EDGE. However, we discovered that both such services are in fact also vulnerable to even smaller low-rate
denial of service attacks [8]. We present two new attacks on these high-rate services
a demonstration of systemic vulnerabilities.
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• Characterize the impact of rigidity on the security of cellular networks: When
analyzed as a group, the above attacks and limits of our mitigation mechanisms
point to the presence of a larger vulnerability. Why is it that added bandwidth
has little to no impact against such attacks? Why are high-bandwidth services
more vulnerable to attack than their low-band counterparts? As this dissertation
discusses, it is the rigid requirement that all flows rely on mechanisms optimized to
support only voice traffic that makes such systems vulnerable [8]. While patches
and ad hoc mechanisms may help prevent specific attacks, this class of attacks will
continue to affect all cellular networks until fundamental changes in the underlying
architecture occur.

1.3

Dissertation Outline

The goal of this dissertation is to understand the impact that convergence will have
on the security of cellular networks. In order to achieve this objective, we explore attacks enabled by services designed to enable greater inter-operation between phone and
traditional data networks.
In Chapter 2, we provide an in-depth description of the architecture and protocols
found in modern cellular networks. This includes an exploration of the most critical
network components, SS7 protocol stack and authentication procedures. While other
chapters offer overviews of specific scenarios, Chapter 2 offers the most comprehensive
description of the network. We follow with Chapter 3, which covers the gamut of related
research, from denial of service attacks to the End-To-End principle, necessary to develop
a full understanding of the impact of rigidity on the security of cellular networks.
Chapter 4 provides our first example attack on cellular networks. Through the careful
analysis of standards documents, we detail a vulnerability caused by a low-bandwidth
channel shared by both text messages and voice call setup routines. We next carefully
apply a series of gray-box tests to live carrier networks to determine whether or not such
attacks are possible. Our efforts then turn to the accurate targeting of phones within a
specific geographic area. Finally, by bringing all of these pieces together, we demonstrate
that an attacker with the bandwidth available to a single cable modem could deny service
to major metropolitan areas such as Manhattan.
Chapter 5 further characterizes the impact of this attack. Through the application
of blocking equations, we deermine that the attack rate estimate in the previous chapter
was too small; however, the attack is still executable with the bandwidth available to a
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single cable modem. We then present five different mitigation strategies from the fields
of queue management, scheduling and resource allocation. These mechanisms offer a
varying degree of success against such attack and, in their limitations, we uncover the
first signs of rigidity.
Chapter 6 explores rigidity in depth by presenting two new attacks on high-speed
cellular data networks. In the first, we demonstrate that access to such services can be
denied using less attack traffic than was necessary to launch the text messaging attack
in Chapter 4. If the mechanism allowing such attacks to occur is removed, we find
that both voice and data services can be attacked in spite of the alleged separation of
these services. When combined with the information learned from the first attack, these
new attacks demonstrate that it is the structure of the network itself that enables such
low-rate denial of service attacks.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and discusses the future of research in
this field.

Chapter

2

Cellular Architecture
For large portions of the world’s population, cellular networks represent the only persistent digital connection with the outside world. The combination of device portability,
reasonable cost and nearly ubiquitous coverage across an increasing percentage of the
globe make the services and applications provided by these networks generally more
accessible than those provided by broadband Internet access. While the services have
generally been limited in their breadth when compared to the Internet, the increasingly
interconnected nature of cellular systems and the Internet will create significant new
security issues. In order to understand the implications of this increased connectivity,
it is critical that engineers and scientists working in Internet domain are aware of the
architecture of cellular systems.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the architecture of GSM cellular networks.
We begin by exploring the history of cellular networks so as to understand the design
decisions behind current systems. We then present the core network elements supporting both voice and data communications. These discussions include the reuse of both
mechanism and design philosophy throughout the network. Our focus then turns to
the network and protocols connecting such elements - the Signaling System Number 7
(SS7) network. This architecture is directly compared against the more familiar Internet
protocol stack so that readers can easily contrast design decisions. After exploring the
wireless portion of the network, we then discuss common network operations including
registration and making calls. We finish our discussion be examining current security
mechanisms protecting both the core and wireless portions of such network.
A complete treatment of GSM networks is simply not possible outside of reading
several thousand pages of standards documents. Accordingly, we intend this chapter to
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should serve as a jumping-off point for researchers. With a firm understanding of the
architecture presented herein, those interested in further exploring additional specific
details of both current and next generation networks should consult the documentation
available through the Third Generation Partnership Plan (3GPP) website [9].

2.1

History of Cellular Telephony

The first analog cellular telephony systems were introduced in the early 1980’s. The
systems, typified by the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) allowed users to receive
telephone calls while roaming between systems. System bandwidth was segmented using
Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA). Bandwidth was broken into many carriers,
each of which was capable of supporting a single simplex voice channel. When a call was
active, one frequency was used in each direction to allow full duplex communication. Due
to propogation characteristics, spatial reuse of frequencies was possible, thus allowing
national coverage. These systems were limited in capacity due to inneffeciencies of analog
voice transport. They were also limited in terms of services due to the use of analog
signaling. While largely replaced by more efficient systems, analog cellular networks
are still in use across the globe. Products including the OnStar automotive security
system [10] and home security systems by ADT [11] and GE Security [12] still rely upon
AMPS to communicate with monitoring stations in many areas. Regulatory changes by
the FCC permitting cellular providers to cease support for AMPS in early 2008 [13],
however, will effectively bring an end to analog cellular systems in the United States.
To overcome these limitations, digital systems, called Second Generation (2G) systems were introduced in the early 1990s, most of which are still in use. The first systems
combine FDMA with Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) - each carrier is now also
divided into time-slots organized into repeating frames. With these systems, each voice
call is assigned a time-slot within a frame. Thus each carrier is capable of supporting
multiple calls. Each time slot carries one sample of digitized voice. Because digital
transmission allows for redundancy and error correction, transmission at lower power is
possible. This enables more aggressive frequency re-use, thus further increasing capacity.
The GSM system is the prime example of a TDMA cellular system. GSM originated in
Europe and is used in most parts of the world. In the US, a similar system based on
the IS-136 standard was introduced. However, most IS-136 will be phased out and fully
replaced by GSM by early 2008.
An additional important aspect of these systems was the introduction of digital con-
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Figure 2.1. The evolutionary paths of the major telecommunications standards.

trol channels. These channels allow for a great amount of information exchange between
the network and mobile device, thus enabling better security solutions and a richer set
of services, such as text messaging.
In parallel with the development of TDMA systems in the US, a second digital system
based on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) was developed and deployed. While
these systems provide seemingly similar services to TDMA systems, they use vastly
different wireless technology. These systems are based on the IS-95 series of standards.
We explore the differences between FDMA, TDMA and CDMA systems in greater depth
in Section 2.5.1.
As cellular voice services matured, the focus of service providers moved to providing
mobile data services. With the addition of these services, the so-called “2.5G” networks
were deployed. GSM systems were augmented with the General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS). GPRS provides packet services at data rates of tens of kilobits per second.
New modulation techniques called Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE),
often referred to as “2.75G” systems, were introduced to increase these rates to over 200
kbps. CDMA systems were likewise augmented with data services as part of the IS-95B
standard.
While theoretically high data rates are possible in 2.5 and 2.75G networks, users
typically experience bandwidth comparable to wired dial-up access. Third Generation
(3G) networks attempt to address this issue through the use of new spectrum and more
efficient encoding techniques. However, much of the old core infrastructure will be used
to run such networks. GSM, for instance, is being evolved to the Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS), and will use Wideband CDMA (W-CDMA) over
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the air. This represents a technolgocial disconnect as CDMA technology is introduced in
much of the world in which TDMA technology has been used. UMTS promisses increased
voice capacity and multimedia services with data rates of up to tens of Mbps. IS-95based systems continue to evolve using narrowband CDMA as part of the CDMA2000
standards. Packet data services at nominal rates of over 10 Mbps are provided using
1xEVD0.
The first, second and early third generation voice systems all re-use the signaling
infrastructure of the wired telephone networks. The emerging 3G networks are migrating
to Internet-based signaling and services.

2.2
2.2.1

Cellular Voice Networks
Voice Network Elements

The mobile telecommunication network evolved from the fixed wireline telephone network. These networks use highly intelligent switches made up of switch fabrics and
highly reliable processing elements. These processors execute programs to enact functions such as routing, resource reservation, digit analysis, etc. Separate processors, often
called adjunct processors or Network Control Points (NCPs), store and execute additional programs for services such as 800-number, credit card calls, etc. To build the
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mobile telecommunications network, these switches and adjunct processors are loaded
with additional software to provide the intelligence to perform mobility management.
Mobility management must address two main issues - connections over which communication takes place must be established between endpoints and services must be avaliable
to mobile users. In a wireline network these items are straight-forward. Switches store
routing tables by which a dialed telephone number may be routed to its destination.
Telephone switches that serve fixed phones have access to databases and processors to
provide services to their subscribers. In a mobile network, users must first be located
before a connection can be completed. A mobile phone number is simply a logical identifier for a phone; it has no strong geographical meaning. This requires the network to
track the location of devices and to locate them when a call arrives. Because a user
may receive a call through many different switches depending on their current location,
service profiles and software must be accessible to all switches in the network.
To acheive these goals the mobile voice network introduces several network elements.
A simplified network is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2

Home Location Register

The heart of the mobile network is the Home Location Register (HLR). Essentially a
massive database, the HLR addresses the issues created by mobility in a phone network
by storing permanent copies of user profiles. All requests involving the user, from incoming calls to the network determining whether a user is eligible to receive certain services
(e.g., call-forwarding), are handled by the HLR. Table 2.1 summarizes the mandatory
information stored in an HLR according to the standards documents [14].
One of the most important duties of the HLR is authentication. While standards
documents mention the presence of an Authentication Center (AuC), the functions of
these elements are absorbed by nearly every commercially available HLR. As is standard practice in the field, we therefore refer only to the HLR when such operations are
performed. In order to perform its authentication duties, an HLR assigns a unique identifier, known as the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), and a unique key,
Ki , to each user in the network. In order to determine whether or not a device should
be granted access to the network, the HLR creates a challenge that can only be correctly
responded to by the device with the correct Ki on its Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)
card. The protocol used to actually perform such authentication is discussed in greater
detail in Section 2.7.
Device level authentication is also possible in GSM networks using an Equipment
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Identity Register (EIR) – functionality that is also typically absorbed by the HLR. In
addition to an IMSI, which is stored in the SIM, each device carries a unique identifier
known as the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI). Should a device be stolen
or be known to be causing harm to the network, the HLR can simply add the IMEI to
a blacklist and prevent the device from attaching to the network.
Users are assigned to specific HLRs based on their phone number, allowing queries
to be efficiently routed. The number of HLRs in a network, however, is highly variable.
Limitations on processing power and the number of concurrent database lookups forced
early cellular providers to use many HLRs throughout the network. The advantages
to this approach were numerous. For instance, failure in one HLR meant that the
majority of the network would remain unaffected. However, the cost of administering
and maintaining so many databases in the face of rising computing power has led to a
significant centralization of network resources. A number of large providers have now or
are in the process of migrating to a single, network-wide HLR.
If an HLR were to fail or be compromised, especially given the move toward centralization, the corresponding cellular network would simply cease to operate. A successful
attack on such a device, while difficult, would also give an adversary access to information pertaining to every subscriber in the network. Recognizing this, HLRs are the best
provisioned and physically protected elements within the cellular network.

2.2.3

Mobile Switching Center/Visiting Location Register

Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs) act as telephony switches and deliver circuit-switched
traffic in a GSM network. Expressing their role so succinctly, however, fails to capture the
magnitude of functions tasked to these devices. Some MSCs, known as Gateway MSCs
(G-MSCs), act as portals between a cellular network and external telephony systems
such as the PSTN. They connect the wireless portion of the network with core elements
and have the most specific information about the location of users under their service.
A user’s current MSC, known as the Serving MSC (S-MSC), also facilitates mobility by
assisting devices performing “handoffs” between base stations and assists in the billing
process.
Managing such tasks requires more than simply switching. Because they are responsible for performing all of the above tasks, MSCs must be aware of context on a per-user
basis. Such information can be retrieved from user profiles in the HLR; however, constant lookups in the HLR can be expensive for a number of reasons. Limited bandwidth
network links (see Section 2.4), latency concerns and the impact of heightened load on
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Table 2.1. Mandatory data stored in the HLR and/or VLR.

Data
IMSI

TMSI/
TMSI
NAM

HLR
X

P-

MSISDN
RAND/SRES
and KC
Ki

VLR
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

VLR Number
MSC Number
SGSN Number
GGSN Number
Roaming
Restricted

X
X
X
X

Provision
of
teleservice
Transfer of SM

X
X

MNRR

X

MS purged for
non-GPRS flag
MS purged for
GPRS flag
GGSN-list

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Description
Permanent and unique identifier assigned to
each user. Different than the user’s phone
number (MSISDN).
Temporary identifier used to preserve the privacy of a user’s identity over the air.
Indicates whether a client is registered to receive voice, data or both services.
Voice phone number for an MS.
Random number, signed response and session
key in authentication triplets.
Encryption key shared between HLR and a
specific MS.
Identifies the VLR currently serving an MS.
Identifies the MSC currently serving an MS.
Identifies the SGSN currently serving an MS.
Identifies the GGSN currently serving an MS.
Notes that a feature is not supported in an
SGSN or MSC and can be used to prevent a
device from associating with an LA.
Identifies which services (e.g., voice, SMS,
data) an MS is able to receive.
Indicates whether a text message should be
sent via the voice or data network.
Specifies the reason why an MS is not reachable (e.g., not GPRS or IMSI attached).
MS information has been removed from the
VLR.
MS information has been removed from the
SGSN.
Notes the GGSNs (including their number
and IP address) to be contacted if a device
is not GPRS attached.

the HLR all prevent such frequent lookups from occurring. To address these issues,
temporary copies of user profiles are stored in a nearby database known as the Visitor
Location Register (VLR). As shown in Table 2.1, the VLR contains many, but not all, of
the same user profile data as the HLR. Most notably, the VLR does not have access to
a user’s Ki . This consideration is critical as phones can receive service from a network
operated by a parties other than their provider.
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The configuration between MSCs and VLRs varies from network to network. As
shown in Figure 2.2, a single VLR may provide service to multiple MSCs. In other
systems, the relationship between VLRs and MSCs is one-to-one, and such devices are
co-located (and even referred to as MSC/VLRs or simply as MSCs). While the latter
arrangement is more common in current networks, we distinguish between the functions
of each wherever possible.

2.2.4

Base Station Subsystem

The link connecting wireless devices to a cellular network is provided by Base Station
Subsystems (BSSs), which are composed of two components. Base Transceiver Stations
(BTSs) are simply the radios used to transmit messages between mobile devices and
the network. Most BTSs are composed of multiple (i.e., three) directional antennas
that divide a each cell into smaller sectors. Base Station Controllers (BSCs) provide
intelligence to the radios and are responsible for functions including scheduling and
encryption. Deployment is often vendor specific - a single BSC can be combined with a
single BTS, or a single BSC can service a large number of BTSs. In general, however, no
distinction is made and the unit is generally collectively recognized as the BSS or base
station.
Base stations are often arranged into groups of called Location Areas (LAs). Such
groups often correspond to geographic regions. For instance, New York City could potentially be divided into five LAs, each corresponding to one of five boroughs.

1

The

advantage to dividing towers into such collections are numerous. Mobile devices not
currently in a voice or data call with the network can move between towers within an
LA without reregistering with the network. Only moves across LA boundaries cause
inactive devices to notify the network of their new position. In so doing, signaling across
the constrained SS7 and wired channels is greatly reduced.
Users actively using the network are required to perform a handoff for a number of
reasons. As the number of users in a cell approaches capacity, the network may direct
devices to the resources of a tower providing overlapping coverage. Similarly, if conditions
on the wireless network degrade (e.g., increased noise), devices may also change towers.
The third, and most common cause of handoffs, results from user mobility. When such
an occasion arises, the transfer of device service between two base stations can occur in
one of two ways. Hard Handoffs require a mobile device to drop its connection with its
1

Given its size and population density, such a division is too coarse. Accordingly, Location Areas in
New York City are much smaller than this example.
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Figure 2.3. The network architecture of GPRS/EDGE enabled cellular systems.

previous tower before attempting to tune into a neighboring cell. Such a transition should
technically be instantaneous, but is often noticeable to users as seemingly unexplained
gaps in conversation or prematurely terminated calls. Soft Handoffs allow a device to
tune in to two or more base stations simultaneously, ensuring a more smooth transfer
between cells. Logically, because soft handoffs allow the use of resources in multiple
cells concurrently, they can reduce the overall capacity of the network. GSM networks
implement hard handoffs between base stations; however, the majority of next generation
systems will employ soft handoffs to improve overall quality.

2.3
2.3.1

Cellular Data Networks
Data Network Elements

The data communications system for GSM is called the General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS). A simplified architecture is shown in Figure 2.3. Recognizing that many of the
functions needed to provide cellular data service were already provided by the elements
supporting voice in the network core, significant portions of the infrastructure are reused.
In particular, signaling is done using SS7 and the HLR is used to perform authentication
and store user profiles.
Supporting the new data networking capabilities also requires the inclusion of a
number of new core elements. In anticipation of high levels of data traffic, providers have
deployed new higher bandwidth links within their networks. These links also connect
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two new network elements responsible for handling data – the Gateway GPRS Support
Node (GGSN) and the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN). We examine these new
elements in greater detail.

2.3.2

Gateway GPRS Support Node

Packets crossing the border between a cellular network and the Internet interact with a
gateway between the two networks. This node, known as the Gateway GPRS Support
Node (GGSN), is responsible for more than simply forwarding such packets to their
ultimate destination. To provide support for multiple networking protocols, the GGSN
can tunnel both IP and X.25 packets to a receiver. While the latter is rarely used,
support is provided to ensure that older networks can support data services. GGSNs
also provide support for operations more commonly associated with telecommunications
networks. Granting and enforcing Quality of Service (QoS) markings on specific flows
can be managed from the GGSN. The GGSN can also assist in the billing process by
recording the amount of bandwidth used by each customer.
The most important function of the GGSN, however, is address and mobility management. As devices register with the network, the GGSN acts much like a DHCP server
and assigns addresses. Both public (static) and private (dynamic) IP addresses are currently available from providers. After assigning an address, the GGSN then maintains a
listing of the mobile device’s current SGSN. Upon the arrival of incoming packets, the
GGSN then performs a lookup on the targeted device, determines its SGSN and then
tunnels the packet.

2.3.3

Serving GPRS Support Node

Much like MSCs, Serving GPRS Support Nodes (SGSNs) are responsible for more than
simply moving packets toward their ultimate destination. With the assistance of a location register, the SGSN stores user profile information locally. As is the case in MSCs,
such profile information is valuable in assisting handoffs, performing authentication and
in the billing process. Table 2.2, which is specified in standards documents [14], provides
a list of the values stored by both GGSNs and SGSNs.
Because an HLR’s knowledge of a user’s current location is limited to their current
SGSN, these nodes are responsible for tracking such information at a finer granularity.
If a specific client is actively receiving data traffic, for instance, the SGSN records the
cell or sector in which they are located. As such users move between cells, the SGSN is
updated. To reduce the amount of signaling in the network, inactive but registered users
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Table 2.2. Mandatory data stored in the SGSN and/or GGSN.

Data
IMSI

SGSN
X

GGSN
X

NAM

X

MSISDN
P-TMSI

X
X

TLLI

X

IMEI
RAND/SRES
and KC
Ciphering Key
Seq. Number
Ciphering Algorithm
RAI
Cell
Global
Identification
MNRG

X
X

X

X

MM State

X

X

PDP Type

X

X

PDP Address
NSAPI

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

SGSN address
QoS
ated

X

Negoti-

X

DRX Parameters

X

Classmark

X

X

Description
Permanent and unique identifier assigned to
each user. Different than the user’s phone
number (MSISDN).
Indicates whether a client is registered to receive voice, data or both services.
Voice phone number for an MS.
Temporary identifier used to preserve the privacy of a user’s identity over the air.
A signaling address between the SGSN and a
specific MS.
Unique identifier for an MS.
Random number, signed response and session
key in authentication triplets.
Identifier for the currently used KC .
Encryption algorithm in use between the
SGSN and MS.
Identity of current Routing Area for an MS.
A concatenation of the LAI and the Cell Identity.
MS not reachable because it is not GPRS attached.
The current mobility management state of an
MS.
Indicates the protocol used by an MS for data
communication (e.g., IP, X.25).
Lists the IP address of an MS.
Identifies a PDP context associated with an
address.
The IP address of the SGSN currently serving
an MS.
Notes the quality of service negotiated between an MS, its SGSN and the corresponding
GGSN.
Indicates that the MS is not constantly monitoring paging requests and that it should only
be paged during certain times.
Specifies the classes of content (e.g., WAP,
J2ME) an MS can support.
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Figure 2.4. The SS7 protocol stack with the Internet protocol stack as a reference for functionality.

(i.e., those whose devices are on but not currently exchanging packets with the network)
generally do not alert the network of movement between cells or sectors. Like in the voice
network, this is made possible by grouping multiple towers into sets. These Routeing
Areas (RAs) are typically smaller than their voice network Location Area counterparts.
Because many of the mobility management and authentication functions in GPRS
are the same as those in pure GSM systems, many of these operations can be performed
in parallel. For instance, when a device attempts to register with the voice portion of
the network (see Section 2.6), the network can also register the device with the data
elements automatically. To minimize the resources dedicate to locating a device, the
MSC can defer the process of locating a user (known as paging) to that user’s SGSN.
Such optimizations are discussed in Chapter 6.

2.4

Signaling Network and Protocols

With an understanding of the core elements found in modern cellular networks, we now
discuss the communications between them. We begin with an overview of the signaling
network itself. Our focus then turns to the SS7 stack and the role played by each protocol
layer in the network. Because we assume that most readers have some familiarity with
the IP networking, we cast the functionality of each of the layers of the SS7 protocol
stack against the Internet network model. Figure 2.4 provides a comparison of these
protocol stacks.
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2.4.1

Common Channel Signaling Network

The signaling messages exchanged between the switches, HLRs and VLRs are carried over
the Common Channel Signaling (CCS) network and are part of the Signaling System No.
7 protocol suite. A simplified view of the CCS network is shown in Figure 2.5. The CCS
network is built using special purpose highly redundant packet switches called Signaling
Transfer Points (STPs). Any element that generates a signaling message (e.g., a HLR,
VLR, or switch), is called a Signaling Control Point (SCP). All SCPs are connected to at
least two STPs. STPs are connected in a quad arrangement. Using this configuration,
no single failure in the CCS network will isolate a network element. Due to the cost of
the STPs the CCS network is very tightly engineered.

2.4.2

Message Transfer Part

Forming the foundation of the SS7 protocol stack is the Message Transfer Part (MTP).
MTP is tasked with the reliable delivery of signaling messages, including responding to
link outages. In order to support this functionality, MTP is split into three distinct
partitions.
Message Transfer Part Level 1 (MTP1) corresponds to the physical layer in the
Internet model. All links are bidirectional and support rates as high as 56 KBps in
ANSI standard networks and 64 KBps elsewhere. Up to four physical links between two
nodes can be combined to create an aggregate rate of 1.544 Mbps. In order to meet the
real-time requirements of telephony, no link can operate at a bit rate of less than 4.8
kbps.
Message Transfer Part Level 2 (MTP2) provides link layer functionality for the SS7
protocol stack. Accordingly, communications between two directly connected network
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nodes are handled by MTP2. However, MTP2 provides far more functionality than
simple point to point addressing. The first such functionality is reliable message delivery.
This is in direct contrast to the Internet model, which uses end-to-end reliablity services.
Delivery guarantees are provided by the Go-Back-N algorithm, which relies upon negative
acknowledgements to cause retransmission of packets within a window. Secondly, MTP
strictly monitors the error rate of all links. Should the number of errors detected on
the link surpass a threshold, MTP2 alerts higher level protocols and the link is shut
down. The proper functioning of links is of paramount importance – filler packets are
continuously transmitted on all links in the SS7 networks so that error detection can be
constantly executed. Finally, MTP2 offers explicit flow control mechanisms. Should the
congestion condition on a link exist for a number of seconds, the link is shut down. These
functions are handled at such a low layer in order to maintain the real-time requirements
of the network.
Many of the responsibilities traditionally assigned to Network layer protocols are
provided by Message Transfer Part Level 3 (MTP3). Accordingly, MTP3 is responsible
for routing packets between sources and destinations. Whenever possible, each STP will
attempt to balance traffic sent across each link. Like the Internet model, each packet
may therefore take slightly different paths through the network. Messages that must be
kept strictly in sequence, however, can be flagged to use the same physical link. MTP3
also responds to link outages reported by MTP2. Whether from processor failure, high
link errors or congestion, MTP3 will reconfigure routes around unavailable neighbors to
ensure that traffic is delivered. The combination of redundant links and the ability to
react quickly to network failure allow such networks to maintain their extremely high
levels of availability.

2.4.3

Signaling Connection Control Part

The routing functionality provided MTP3 is somewhat limited. The Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) addresses these issues by providing the remaining functions
common to Network layer protocols. Whereas MTP3 messages can only address nodes
in the network, SCCP allows specific functions to become the destination of a request.
For instance, support for special global numbers, such as 800 numbers, are supported by
SCCP. Requests can be delivered using one of five classes of service. Classes 0 and 1 are
connectionless and differ only by the ability to request that all packets be sent on the
same physical link in the case of the latter. Classes 2 and 3 are both connection-oriented
and require that all packets be delivered over the same links. They differ, however, in
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that Class 3 SCCP messages provide flow control. Class 4 messages are the same as Class
3, but allows for messages that can not be properly reassembled to be retransmitted.
In conjunction with the three levels of MTP, SCCP forms what is referred to as the
Network Services Part (NSP).

2.4.4

Transaction Capabilities Application Part

For services control, including mobility management, a transaction-oriented protocol
called the Transactions Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) is used. TCAP, which
offers functionality typically associated with the Session layer in the OSI stack, provides
a framework through which nodes throughout the network can request the execution
of remote procedures. For instance, Intelligent Network (IN) functions such as toll free
calling and automatic call blocking are invoked with TCAP messages. TCAP messages
also provide transaction identifiers, which are functionally similar to port numbers in
transport layer protocols.

2.4.5

Mobile Application Part

The majority of the network-supported procedures discussed in this book use the Mobile
Application Part (MAP). MAP provides application layer functionality to SS7 networks.
Services visible to the user, including call handling, text messaging and location-based
services are all carried by MAP messages. Less visible services, such as mobility management (both within and outside their home network), service profile downloads between
HLRs and VLRs, and authentication procedures are all conducted using MAP.
Because MAP messages contain so much critical information, they should be protected. We briefly discuss MAPsec in Section 2.7.

2.4.6

ISDN User Part

For connection control, the ISDN User Part (ISUP) is used. ISUP carries information so
that calls may be routed and resources reserved along the path. It is used for both fixed
and mobile networks. In fixed networks, routing is done based on the dialed number.
In mobile networks, the first portion of the connection is established using the dialed
number; from the gateway MSC to the serving MSC, the call is routed based on the
temporary routing number. ISUP messages are routing hop-by-hop through each switch
through which the connect will pass.
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Figure 2.6. Representations of the three main methods of spectrum access: FDMA, TDMA
and CDMA.

2.5

Wireless Network

In the following subsections we discuss various facets of the wireless portion of the network including access techniques, frequency issues, voice coding, and provide a brief
summary of procedures.

2.5.1

Wireless Access Techniques

Dividing wireless spectrum into a medium capable of supporting many users can be
achieved through a number of approaches. While many other methods for wireless
access exist, the frequency-, time- and code-division multiple access represent the three
technologies currently use by cellular telecommunications networks. Each of these general
classes has a direct impact on voice quality, interference and the maximum number of
users supportable in a cell. Figure 2.6 offers a comparison of these three methods.
2.5.1.1

Frequency-Division Multiple Access

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is the most basic means of providing concurrent wireless access to multiple parties. Users in an FDMA system each receive exclusive
access to independent frequencies, which are referred to as carriers. Such separation simplifies a number of systems issues. For instance, hosts do not need to be synchronized
in time with each other. Additionally, hardware support is vastly simplified as devices
only need to be able to tune to specific frequencies.
For their simplicity, FDMA systems suffer from a number of notable disadvantages.
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First, in order to prevent two frequencies from interfering, calls in a FDMA must be
separated by guard bands – unused spectrum in which interference between two frequencies is likely to be high. The size of guard bands is highly dependent upon the carrier
bandwidth allocated in the system. For instance, AMPS used 30 kHz carriers with 10
kHz guard bands [15]. The absence of such bands could significantly improve capacity
of such systems. Moreover, as the number of users in the system increases, so too does
the amount of interference. Pure FDMA systems also suffer from a fixed, relatively low
bit rate per carrier, thereby limiting the ability to transmit data in such systems.
Because of their simplicity, FDMA wireless access was used in analog (1G) cellular
networks (e.g., AMPS, TACS). However, because more efficient means of spectrum use
are now practical, pure FDMA cellular systems are no longer being deployed.
2.5.1.2

Time-Division Multiple Access

While FDMA systems reserve a small piece of spectrum per caller, the utilization of
this bandwidth is relatively inefficient. Periods of silence and short-term limits on the
dynamic range of the human voice (see Section 2.5.3) create the potential for individual
frequencies to be shared by multiple users. Recognizing this, Time-Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) systems provide service to users by partitioning a frequency into evenly
sized timeslots. Devices listen to a single timeslot, each of which are serviced in a roundrobin fashion. In GSM, for instance, each frequency on the air interface is divided into
eight timeslots, each of which are serviced every 4.615 msec. As the device samples its
assigned timeslot across multiple iterations, a virtual channel is created.
TDMA systems offer a number of advantages over their FDMA counterparts. Because
multiple users can share a frequency band, the number of concurrently supportable calls
by such a system is significantly increased. Moreover, the guard bands needed to protect
users in FDMA systems are no longer required between channels 2 , although they do
require guard times. Devices listening to a single timeslot, as opposed to constantly
monitoring a frequency, also dramatically increase the lifetime of their batteries. Finally,
by allowing mobile phones to potentially listen to multiple timeslots, TDMA systems also
allow flexible bit-rates for data communications.
These improvements over FDMA come at the cost of complexity. Because access to
wireless resources is based on time-division, all devices in the network must be tightly
time synchronized. To protect against clock drift, each timeslot must be buffered between
2

In practice, guard bands are still used in real TDMA networks such as GSM as networks use TDMA
over multiple frequencies to increase the number of supportable users.
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guard-time so as to reduce the probability that two devices will accidentally overhear each
other. Devices must also frequently resynchronize with the network in order to maintain
their ability to operate between the guard-time buffers. Finally, because multiple devices
are trasmitting on the same frequency, multipath distortion (i.e., reflections of signal
received later than the intended timeslot) can significantly impact call quality.
While these costs are significant, TDMA cellular networks far outperform FDMA
systems. Examples of deployed networks relying on this technology include IS-136 and
GSM, the most widely deployed cellular networking technology in the world [16].
2.5.1.3

Code-Division Multiple Access

Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems avoid the issue of separating users by
time and space by allowing them to transmit simulatenously on the same frequency. To
achieve this, each user in a cell receives a unique code (i.e., mask) to spread the spectrum
they transmit in to each bit of their data. The size of this code is many times larger
than each bit.
Wireless access via CDMA has a number of advantages over the two previously
discussed methods. The process of coding transmission not only allows users to a share
frequency range, but also provides a level of confidentiality for the system. Unlike FDMA
and TDMA systems in which an adversary can simply scan frequencies or timeslots
to intercept traffic, locating a specific signal from within the combined traffic of the
network is computationally infeasible as the chip rate becomes large without knowledge
of a specific code. However, most codes are available as part of the specification, thereby
reducing the search space of an attacker. The additive nature of the coding also places
no theoretical limit on the number of users that can be supported in a single area; rather,
the number of users to be supported can be increased at the expences of the quality of
service received. Moreover, the spreading of signal across a wide band of frequencies
reduces the impact of multipath distortion and provides improved quality for voice.
Systems using CDMA face a number of challenges. Because of the additive nature
of the coding, the network must keep strict control over the transmission power used by
each of the nodes in a cell. As devices move towards and away from the tower and pass
behind occlusions, the effort needed to coordinate power control becomes significant.
Devices can also potentially self-jam if the pseudo-noise sequences used to spread their
signal across the spectrum are not exactly orthogonal.
In spite of these difficulties, CDMA schemes represent the most advanced wireless
access systems in the world. Originally used by the military because of their inherent
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confidentiality and robustness to jamming, CDMA systems are increasingly being used in
the civilian arena. While the use of CDMA radios is largely limited to cellular networks
in the United States (e.g., IS-95), all major third generation networks will use CDMAbased radios as their wireless access method.

2.5.2
2.5.2.1

Frequency Issues
Frequency Assignment

In spite of being the most widely deployed cellular networking technology, a GSM-capable
mobile device may not be able to interact with every GSM network it encounters. Even
in the presence of nearly universal roaming agreements, one issue still impedes access
to telephony services through any GSM network on the globe – frequency assignment.
Because each nation is able to regulate how the wireless spectrum is divided and used
within their borders, consistent use of spectrum across the world does not exist.
In response, GSM systems exist in one of a number of possible frequency bands.
The first networks, deployed largely in Europe, operated within the 900 MHz band and
are referred to as GSM-900. These systems, which offer a total of 124 bidirectional 200
kHz carriers, now represent the vast majority of deployed GSM networks in the world,
and are deployed on every continent. In response to rising demand on these networks,
most GSM-900 systems now also include an additional 50 carriers and are referred to
as extended-GSM networks (EGSM). Because this portion of the spectrum was already
dedicated for other purposes in many locations, other GSM systems transmit at twice the
original frequency, or 1800 MHz, and offer up to 374 carriers. Such networks, known as
GSM-1800, can be found throughout the United Kingdom, Brazil and parts of Southeast
Asia [1].
Similar problems of spectrum allocation exist in the Americas. Because the 900 MHz
frequency range used in GSM-900 systems was already allocated to other systems (e.g.,
IS-54), new spectrum had to be dedicate to support GSM. In less densely populated
areas, providers deployed GSM-850. Largely similar to GSM-900 (i.e., supports up to
123 carriers), these networks take advantage of these lower frequency waves to expand
their coverage areas. Because higher frequency transmissions allow for increased capacity
(up to 298 carriers), GSM-1900 has been deployed in larger metropolitan areas. Such
deployment strategies are not compulsory, but generally guide the specific technology
deployed when creating new coverage areas.
With all of these possiblities, a logical question arises: Given a mobile device with
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Figure 2.7. A series of cells in a network with a frequency reuse factor, Fu , of three. Note that
no cell borders another cell operating on the same frequency.

a single radio, in which frequency band should that device listen in order to receive
uninterrupted service? In the ideal case, a provider’s network would offer widespread
coverage using a single band. In reality, however, neither of these conditions holds.
Mobile users may require the use of other networks operating in a different frequency
band to maintain connectivity. This case is especially common as users cross national
borders. Moreover, a single provider may deploy base stations operating in different frequency bands throughout their network. Accordingly, devices must be able to tune into
multiple frequencies in order to ensure service. The majority of modern mobile devices
therefore come with so-called tri-band and quad-band capabilities, which allow them to
operate in the presence of most (three) and all GSM frequency bands, respectively.
2.5.2.2

Frequency Reuse

In spite of the seemingly large wireless capacity available to GSM networks, no single
cell has access to the full complement of carriers described above. For instance, if multiple providers offer service to a single geographic area, the spectrum must be divided
between them. Moreover, no two bordering cells can use the same carriers, because calls
occuring on the same carriers in two neighboring cells will create significant co-channel
interference. Accordingly, spectrum reuse across cells must be carefully planned.
We use Figure 2.7 and a GSM-900 network to step through a simple example. Accordingly, a total of 124 carriers will be available for all GSM activity in this region.
As is done in many real networks, cells are assumed to be hexagonal in shape. For the
purposes of this example, we assume that two providers offer competing service within
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this geographic region. Assuming equal division of resources between the two providers,
this immediately halves the number of available carriers. In order to prevent calls in
two cells from interfering, a frequency reuse factor, Fu , of three is set. Accordingly, the
number of carriers that any one cell can use is further divided by Fu . If cells are further
divided into sectors, the number of carriers is again divided by three. The maximum
number of TDMA channels that can be provided in each sector of such a network is
therefore:

124 carriers
1
1 cell
8 channels
×
×
c×
2 providers
3(Fu ) 3 sectors
1 carrier
= 48 channels/sector/provider

Channels = b

Given such a setup, it may be possible for a provider to support as many as 46
concurrent voice and data calls in an area (the other two channels would be used for
network signaling). The implifications of such an arrangement are, in many ways, more
complex. Some cells cover an area of up to 10 square miles, meaning that a large number
of users may be forced to compete for a relatively small number of total channels. In
more densely populated areas, much smaller micro- and pico-cells may instead be used
to combat this problem. However, the relationship between cell/sector size and Fu is
inversely proportional. Accordingly, the number of cells that must be between two cells
using the same frequency must increase. Network planning must therefore be done in an
extremely careful fashion.
2.5.2.3

Frequency Hopping

While carefully planning frequency reuse throughout a coverage area can significantly
reduce interference, GSM networks adopt additional techniques in order to lessen the
impact of unrelated transmissions. Because frequency reuse generally protects devices
from each other, the most significant source of interference is often a device’s own signals.
As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, signals reflecting off of nearby objects (e.g., buildings) can
considerably degrade the quality of a connection. Much like speaking loudly in a room
without sound dampening materials, unaccounted-for multipath disortion can literally
make coherent communcation impossible.
GSM networks deal with multipath distortion by regularly changing the frequency
used within a cell. This technique, known as frequency hopping, allows devices simply
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to tune into a new frequency and timeslot. Instead of receiving signals that may be
consistently in the opposite phase of the transmissions sent by the tower, this technique
randomizes the effects of interference. Because random noise can easily be removed using
error correcting codes, the overall quality of calls in the network is drastically improved.
Note that this frequency hopping occurs at a much slower rate than in spread spectrum
systems that use frequency hopping explicitly (e.g., Bluetooth).
Frequency hopping in GSM can operate under one of two modes – cyclic and pseudorandom [17, 18]. In order to determine the mode used in a sector, devices simply listen
for the broadcast of the Hopping Sequence Number (HSN) on the control channels. If
HSN is set to zero, devices simply use the next highest numbered carrier above their
current position at each frequency change. After reaching the highest available carrier,
devices simply wrap around to their provider’s lowest available carrier. If the HSN is set
to a number between 1 and 63, devices change carriers according to tables of pseudorandomly generated sequences. While cyclic frequency hopping is easier to implement,
the use of pseudo-random sequences better randomizes the multipath distortion observed
by mobile devices.
2.5.2.4

Future Frequency Management Issues

The most critical problem facing cellular providers in the future, according to most
memebers of the industry, is spectrum allocation.

While current narrowband (200

kHz/carrier) GSM networks deliver voice and data services, higher bandwidth services
and improved connection to larger IP networks (i.e., the Internet) will only be possible
through the allocation of new spectrum. Unfortunately, procuring additional spectrum
for so-called wide-band services is a timely and expensive process. Most large portions
of the usable spectrum have already been allocated. Accordingly, buyers must often wait
for technology that previously had exclusive access to a frequency band to become obsolete or unused. Because such events are fairly infrequent, competition for new spectrum
is often intense. Wireless providers have, in the past, proposed bids for tens of billions
of dollars for access to these new bands.
Spectrum allocation will continue to be a major issue facing all wireless providers
in the foreseeable future. At the time of the writing of this dissertation, the Ultra-High
Frequency (UHF) portion of the spectrum once used for analog television (the 700 MHz
band) is being prepared for public auction. Unlike previous auctions, however, a number
of non-traditional parties have already expressed interest in acquiring a portion of this
band. Google, for instance, has proposed an initial offer of US$4.6 Billion [19]. Because
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it is unlikely that another large portion of the wireless spectrum will become available
again during the next decade, bidding is expected to grow well beyond this initial value.

2.5.3

Voice Encoding

Modern cellular networks provide high-quality voice communications via digital encoding. Until the mid 1990’s, however, only analog service was available. Analog phone
systems suffer from a number of significant limitations. As mentioned in Section 2.1,
systems suchs as AMPS operate by transmitting each call on distinct frequencies. The
maximum number of users supported in each cell is therefore directly dependent upon
wireless spectrum allocation – an expensive and infrequently conducted process. Because noise in analog signals is added at each hop along its traversal between source and
destination, the quality of voice telephony is such systems was low. This inability to
transmit high-fidelity signals is one of the chief limiting factors in using encryption in
early mobile phone systems.
Digital cellular systems offer significant improvements in spectrum efficiency, bandwidth and voice quality. Whether in a TDMA (e.g., IS-136, GSM) or CDMA (e.g., IS-95)
system, modern systems no longer require a single frequency per user in an area. Instead,
devices in these systems sample, digitize and compress speech. While we focus on the
specific mechanisms available to GSM networks, similar techniques are used across all
systems.
Analog signals are encoded digitally through Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). Instead
of capturing the entire analog signal itself, PCM uses regular sampling and records a
binary representation of the magnitude of the sound wave. Each sample is encoded as an
integer, and a ceiling function is used to remove ambiguity. The G.711 encoder, which
takes either 14-bit or 13-bit signed integers depending on the compression algorithm
applied (µ-law and A-law, respectively), then converts each of the inputs into 8-bit
samples [20]. At a sampling rate of 8,000 times per second (8 kHz), the resulting voice
stream is encoded at 64 kbps. As a comparison, CD quality audio is typically recorded
at 1411.2 kbps [21].
While music requires a high bitrate encoding to capture its dynamic and potentially
complex nature, because of physical limitations governing the speed in which the mouth
can meaningfully change sounds, much of the information included in the 64 kbps stream
is redundant. Accordingly, speech encoding can be made more efficient by removing
unneeded samples. To achieve these ends, phones apply the Regular Pulse Excitation
- Long Term Prediction (RPE-LTP) algorithm, which reduces the average bit rate of
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Figure 2.8. A high level overview of voice encoding. Voice is sampled (white arrows) at a rate
of 8,000 times per second (8 kHz) using PCM. Groups of 160 samples (20 msec) are then sent
to the RPE-LTP encoder, which generates a 260 bit frame. When this frame is delivered to the
receiving client, the reverse process occurs and the voice signals are reconstructed.

the stream to 13 kbps [22, 23]. RPE-LTP takes as input either the unmodified A- or
µ-law code or can convert the above 8-bit data to the 13-bit uniform PCM format [24].
The encoder then takes batches of 160 samples (20 msec) and outputs 260-bit encoded
blocks. When received by the phone at the other end of a connection, each 260-bit block
is used to reconstruct the 160 speech samples. This process is summarized in Figure 2.8.
Reducing the bandwidth required to transmit voice between two parties not only
improves spectrum utilization, but also saves power. As mobile phones have traditionally
been highly resource constrained, such an improvement significantly improves the lifetime
of such devices. Applying additional context-specific information can provide further
power savings. For instance, during an average phone call, each user is likely to speak
for approximately 50% of the conversation. Accordingly, there is no need for a device
to transmit when its user is silent. Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) mode addresses
this condition by allowing a device’s transmitter to be turned off when a user is not
producing “useful” information [25]. In order to determine whether or not a user is
producing useful information, DTX relies upon Voice Activity Detection (VAD) [26].
VAD analyzes the 20 msec frames generated by the RPE-LTP algorithm to determine
whether or not speech is present. If only background noise is detected, the transmitting
phone does not send a frame.
While saving a notable amount of power, pure DTX mode is often criticized for
adding a decidedly mechanical characteristic to a conversation. Much like two individuals
communicating via walkie-talkies, the detection of silence by VAD often makes a voice
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seem choppy and unnatural given the small detection window. The receiving side is
also left listening to silence, which is also frequently confused with call disconnection.
These problems are addressed through the addition of “comfort noise” [27]. When VAD
determines that voice signals are no longer being sent, the phone transmits a final frame
containing a Silence Descriptor (SID). This frame includes information to assist the
receiving side to generate noise similar to that present on the transmitting side during
periods of silence.
There are a number of reasons that individual frames of encoded voice are not received
by a destination device. The air interface is inherently noisy and, while error correcting
encoding can improve proper reconstruction, some frames can simply not be recovered.
The network may also purposfully drop packets in a process known as frame stealing.
Frame stealing allows a provider to conduct in-band signaling to users already engaged
in a call. For instance, if the user needs to be alerted of an incoming call-waiting
request, the network drops a frame of the current conversation to notify the user. For
single frames dropped due to noise or for non-disruptive signaling requests (i.e., not
call-waiting), devices can either repeat the previous frame or extrapolate the missing
values from previous successful frames [28]. The loss of multiple frames is handled by
temporarily muting the call.
These techniques allow for wireless providers to offer high-quality voice communications at greatly reduced costs when compared to previous analog systems. Digital
encoding reduces the average bandwidth needed to transmit voice by a factor of four
over analog methods. In combination with techniques such as DTX, these systems can
provide power-efficient yet natural sounding voice between two parties.

2.6

Registration and Call Setup Procedures

To complete registration, location update or call procedures over the air interface, elaborate signaling exchanges are performed over well structured control channels. The details
of these control channels are discussed in later chapters. Here we discuss one subtle, but
signficant service provoided on the air interface that provides some measure of privacy.
We present it here because this eases the understanding of the discussion in latter sections
of this chapter.
To protect the privacy of a mobile device, during each registration and location
update, the mobile device is given a psuedonym called a Temporary Mobile Subscriber
Identifier (TMSI) that is sent over an encrypted channel. This TMSI is the indentifier
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Figure 2.9. The message flow for a mobile device registration.
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Figure 2.10. The message flow for call setup to a mobile phone.

used by the mobile device when communicating over the air. In this way, an eavesdropper
cannot track the location of a device. The TMSI used as the index into the subscriber
records in the access portion of the network, i.e., by the VLRs and MSCs.
We now explain the operation of the mobile network through an example. Please
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Figure 2.11. The hierarchy of location information in a cellular network.

refer to Figures 2.9 and 2.10 during the following discussion.
At a high level, the user registration with the network occurs as follows: The registration message (or location update message), is sent to the serving MSC/VLR. If
the device has already registered previously, it uses its TMSI as its identifier. If the
MSC/VLR do not have a record for the mobile device, the message is routed to the HLR
of the user based on its mobile telephone number. After authentication procedures are
performed, the details of which are discussed in Section 2.8, the HLR enters the current
VLR serving the mobile device into its database. A copy of the user’s service profile is
then sent from the HLR to the VLR. At this time, the HLR points to the VLR, and the
MSC/VLR has the ability to provide services to the mobile device.
When a mobile device is powered on, or if it moves, it must regsiter with the network
using the procedures described above so that it can be located if a call for it is placed.
While the HLR records the MSC/VLR currently serving the user, it is not aware of a
user’s current LA. Location updates to the HLR are only made when a mobile device’s
MSC/VLR changes or periodically to alert the network that it is still alive. A mobile
device’s serving MSC/VLR stores its current LA. A summary of the hierarchy of location
information is shown in Figure 2.11.
Having registered with the network, a mobile device can then receive incoming voice
calls. Such calls can originate from mobile devices within and outside a provider’s network, from the PSTN or an external data network such as the Internet. Regardless,
call setup begins by the transmission of an Initial Address Message (IAM). The gateway
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Table 2.3. MAPsec Protection Levels

Level
1
2
3
4
5
6

Invoke
PM1 (Integ.)
PM1 (Integ.)
PM1 (Integ.)
(Integ. + Conf.)
(Integ. + Conf.)
(Integ. + Conf.)

PM0
PM1
PM2
PM1
PM2
PM0

Result
(No Protection)
(Integ.)
(Integ. + Conf.)
(Integ.)
(Integ. + Conf.)
(No Protection)

PM0
PM0
PM0
PM0
PM0
PM0

Error
(No Protection)
(No Protection)
(No Protection)
(No Protection)
(No Protection)
(No Protection)

MSC receiving this message determines the HLR corresponding to the targeted phone
number and then sends a request for that device’s current location. Upon receiving this
request, the HLR performs a lookup on the device and then queries the MSC/VLR listed
as currently serving the device. If the MSC/VLR responds with the correct user profile information and the HLR acknowledges receiving this information, the MSC/VLR
forwards a temporary local phone number by which a targeted device can be addressed.
Having received the temporary local phone number, the gateway MSC can route the
call itself toward the serving MSC/VLR and ultimately the user. Chapter 4 provides
the remaining details of how calls are delivered between the MSC/VLR and the mobile
device.

2.7

Core Network Security

Recently, efforts to provde so called Network Domain Security (NDS) have been made
to secure the core of the mobile telecommunication network. The aim of these efforts
is to provide authentication of signaling messages between network nodes and networks,
and to gaurantee message integrity. Message confidentially can also be provided. The
instantiation of NDS is a protocol targeted at protecting MAP called MAPsec [29, 30].
Thus, security is provided at the application layer.
MAPsec requires that security associations be established between network nodes
and networks. These may be manually distributed or be distributed automatically using
key distribution centers. MAPsec is optionally applied to messages, i.e., it may be used
to protect selected messages. When MAPsec is used it may provide integrity only or
encryption and integrity. Integrity is ensured by generating a CBC MAC using AES
over the security header. Encryption is provided using AES counter mode.
MAPsec provides six levels of protection as shown in Table 2.3. The protection level
used depends on the information sent in the messages. For example, protection level
three is used on messages related to authentication. The invocation of authentication
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Figure 2.12. The challenge/response authentication protocol for GSM.

does not contain any secret information, but the reply from the HLR includes the various
keys used for encryption and integrity, and must therefore be kept confidential. Handover
requests use protection level four because their invocation contains the TMSI. This must
be kept confidential so an eavesdropper on the signaling network cannot correlate the
mobility of a user.
MAPsec is not yet widely deployed. It is expected to be effective at combating
message insertion and modifications. However, it will not protect against propagation of
attacks if they are launched from a legitimate network or node.

2.8

Air Interface Security

On the air interface of GSM, there are three main algorithms. The A3 algorithm is
used for authentication, A8 for generating a cipher key, and A5 for ciphering data. All
security operations are based on a 128 bit key, Ki , shared between the mobile device
(actually, the SIM card in the mobile device) and the HLR.
A flow highlighting the authentication procedures is shown in Figure 2.12. When a
mobile device first registers with a network, the VLR retrieves a set of five triplets from
the HLR: RAND, SRES, and Kc . RAND is a random value used by the VLR to challenge
the mobile device. SRES is the expected response to the challeng. Kc is the cipher key
to be used for communication. When the VLR receives the set of triplets, it challenges
the mobile device with RAND. Using the A3 algorithm with Ki and RAND as input,
the mobile device computes and returns a 32-bit SRES to the VLR which compares it
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to the expected value. If it matches, the mobile device is authenticated. In essence, the
HLR authenticates the mobile device. The mobile device uses the A8 algorithm with Ki
and RAND as input to generate the 64-bit cipher key, Kc used to protect subsequent
communication.
The base GSM security solution has many weaknesses. First, the algorithms are
supposed the be secret, but in fact have been found to be typically COMP128. COMP128
can be broken using a chosen challenge attack [31, 32]. Second, while the cipher key is
specified as 64 bits, it is typically 54 bits padded with zeros and can be broken with a
brute force attack. Third, the mobile device does not authenticate the network. This
has led to false base station attacks in which an adversary can perform chosen challenge
attacks and learn the identity of mobile devices by sending it messages. Finally, ciphering
in these systems was termianted at the base station. Because wireless backhaul is often
used to connect base stations to central offices, eavesdroppers could learn challenges and
responses, mobile device indentifiers, and most importantly, ciper keys.
Many of these issues were addressed with the introduction of UMTS. The procedures
in terms of message flows for UMTS are similar to those of GSM, but different information
is carried in the messages. UMTS uses five algorithms, F1-F5. The algorithms use a
random number, RAND, some local material, a sequence number and a key, K, shared
with the mobile, as input at the HLR. F1 outputs a MAC, F2 outputs a signed response
(XRES), F3 outputs a cipher key (CK), F4 outputs an integrity key (IK) and F5 outputs
an authentication key (AK). The sequence number, AK, local material and MAC are
used to generate an authentication token, AUTN. Upon registration, the HLR sends the
VLR a set of 5-tuples: RAND, XRES, CK, IK, and AUTN.
The mobile device is sent RAND and AUTN and has local copies of the local material
and K. Using these items it can compute XRES, MAC, CK, IK, and AUTN. The AUTN
is an authentication token for the network. If the AUTN computed by the device matches
the AUTN it received, the device has authenticated the network. If so, it returns the
XRES to the VLR for comparison. If the XRES supplied by the mobile device matches
the XRES provided by the HLR, the network has authenticated the mobile device. In this
way, mutual authentication is performed. CK is used by the mobile device to encrypt
all communications. IK is used by the network to sign signaling messages. It is used
because the network may command the mobile device to send information in the clear,
i.e., disable ciphering. To prevent false base stations from performing this operation,
signaling messages are signed with IK.
UMTS uses the public KASUMI algorithm as the basis of its algorithms. Also,
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encryption is carried back into the wired network to prevent eavesdropping. Combined,
these improvements overcome most of the limitations of GSM air interface security from
the perspective of stealing service and cloning.

2.9

Summary

In this chapter, we presented an overview of the architecture of a GSM network. We
began by offering a historical perspective and providing an intuition behind some of the
design decisions made in currently deployed networks. For instance, by understanding
the weaknesses of analog cellular systems such as AMPS, it is possible to see why security appeared to be a largely “solved” problem in digital networks from the provider
perspective. We then explored the nodes, protocols and physical connections needed to
support both voice and data services in GSM networks. Issues ranging from the details of a user’s profile and device registration to spectrum allocation offered insight into
the many complex technical and political challenges facing real systems. We concluded
by discussing the mechanisms used to provide security for both the core and wireless
portions of these networks.

Chapter

3

Related Work
Understanding how and why cellular networks exhibit rigidity requires a significant appreciation for a wide range of related research and technologies. As such networks
represent an amalgamation of circuit- and packet-switched systems, are connected to
both trusted and untrusted neighboring domains, and are composed of the most diverse
set of end-user platforms for any digital system, knowledge of all such elements, their
architectural considerations, security vulnerabilities and mitigation techniques are all
necessary to full understand the implications of rigidity.
The aim of this chapter is to discuss not only how such networks have been vulnerable in the past, but how the incorporation of new services creates new and unexpected
problems. Accordingly, we begin the chapter with an analysis of Denial of Service attacks as explored in the space of IP networks. We then examine specific attacks on
telecommunications networks, paying special attention to their uniqueness to these formerly closed environments. Our examination then shifts to denial of service mitigation
techniques and notes how most of these schemes would fail to address similar problems
in a cellular network. Finally, we discuss the End-To-End principle, compare it against
opposing approaches to networking and note its influence on such attacks.

3.1

Denial of Service

The security of a system is often judged, at a high level, by its ability to provide the
following characteristics: confidentiality, integrity and availability. In the case of the
first, well-known, publicly vetted cryptographic algorithms can be used to shield the true
contents of any piece of information from all but the sender and intended receiver. While
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weaknesses in many of the widely used algorithms ensuring the integrity of data have
recently been identified [33, 34, 35], more secure solutions exist and are being developed.
It is in the case of the third characteristic, coming to any conclusive statement about
the availability of a service or device is difficult. Unlike the other two goals, which are
largely statically verifiable (i.e., data with cryptographic integrity and confidentiality
protections will remain protected until those mechanisms are removed by a permitted
party), availability is a continuously evolving property. Accordingly, there is no simple
function or mechanism, cryptographic or otherwise, that can be used to universally
ensure availability.
The ramifications of this observation are significant. Stated simply, a system’s current availability offers little if any clue as to that system’s future availability. Such a
platitude is best demonstrate by Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. While their methods
and profiles run the gamut of complexity, all such attacks share a single common characteristic - they degrade the experience of or, in the worst case, prevent legitimate users
from gaining access to a resource. Such attacks can occur locally, such as when a user
with administrative access on a shared machine revokes another user’s access to a file
or service, or remotely across a network. We focus exclusively on attacks conforming to
the latter classification throughout the remainder of this dissertation.
Such attacks have been experienced in nearly every imaginable setting. For instance,
websites ranging from DNS roots [36], search engines [37, 38] and software vendors [39]
to online casinos [40] and news services [41] have all been temporarily disabled by overwhelming volumes of traffic. Even real-world processes and resources connected to the
Internet have been negatively impacted by such attacks. For example, both banking
networks and emergency services [42], which were not directly targeted, were made unavailable accidentally by traffic generated by the Slammer worm. Even the physical
delivery of traditional mail by the US Postal Service has fallen victim [43] to such attacks. While concern for the availability of cellular and data networks has been expressed
by officials as high as the President of the United States [44, 45], all networks remain
susceptible to such attacks.
In this section, we discuss how DoS attacks are classified, detected and mitigated in
the literature. Where appropriate, we examine how such observations apply to cellular
networks and offer forward pointers to chapters dealing with specific issues and concerns.
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3.1.1

Classifications

Just as it is helpful to classify living organisms based on their characteristics and morphology, we now offer a brief overview of DoS attack mechanisms. Because the variation
between such attacks is so significant, these distinctions are provided to help readers understand the often subtle variation between different families of attack. For the definitive
taxonomy of such attacks, please see Mirkovic and Reiher [46].
3.1.1.1

Physical

Physical DoS attacks are those that occur in the physical world. Accordingly, such
attacks typically require the least technical sophistication. For instance, the theft or
destruction of server hardware, are extremely effective means of denying service to legitimate users. More critically, the perpetrators of such attacks need to have little if any
understanding of how such devices work in order to disable them. In general, real-world
attacks on any resource necessary to deliver service (e.g., sabotaging electrical lines,
cutting network connections, abducting the administrator of a computing resource) fall
under this category.
Little can be done from a technical perspective to solve many of these attacks. For
instance, a multi-homed domain may be robust to an adversary cutting fiber optic cables
far from their location, but little prevents the same adversary from launching the same
attack where network cables terminate outside of an office building. Because the focus
of this dissertation is not security in the physical world, we limit our discussion going
forward to attacks via the network.
3.1.1.2

Logical/Semantic

Denying service to legitimate users need not require an inordinate amount of adversarycontrolled resources. Instead, by carefully targeting specific virtual bottlenecks in protocols and processes or exploiting known bugs in software (i.e., logical or semantic fragility),
an attacker can successfully paralyze a broad range of systems. While such attacks are
not the first to come to mind when denial of service is mentioned, this family of attacks
represents many of the most well-known attacks on computer systems. We examine some
of the more illustrative examples herein.
While buffer overflows are typically associated with attacks on the control of a platform, many early examples of such attacks were actually focused on crashing machines.
As a high-level overview, such attacks occur when the information written to a statically
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sized buffer exceeds the size of that buffer. If a sufficient amount of extra information
is included, critical control flow elements can be affected. For instance, many attacks
attempt to overwrite the stack pointer such that the termination of a legitimate function
redirects control to an adversary’s injected code. Such attacks can also occur on the
heap by overwriting critical dynamic memory allocation links. If the values entered into
these overwritten fields are invalid (i.e., they do not point to legally accessible or even
real memory addresses), the program will typically crash. If a program is running in
user-space, legitimate users will be denied access to the program and its resources until
it is restarted. However, if the vulnerability exists in kernel code, the system itself can
become destabilized. Such was the case in the famous “Ping of Death” attack. By transmitting an ICMP Ping message slightly larger than the maximum size specified in RFC
791 [47] (65,535 bytes), machines running Windows 95, Windows NT, early versions of
Solaris and Linux prior to 2.1 could be instantly frozen. Other similar coding errors,
such as format string vulnerabilities, can also be used to launch attacks inducing similar
results.
Many attacks on logical or semantic weakness can invoke flooding-based DoS attacks
(see Section 3.1.1.3). The “Smurf Attack” for instance, prevents legitimate users from
transmitting on a network by creating a flood of packets. Specifically, this attack works
by sending an ICMP echo message to a subnet’s broadcast address. Upon receiving this
message, all nodes within that subnet immediate attempt to respond, thereby flooding
the network with traffic. The closely related “Fraggle Attack” achieves the same using
UDP echo packets. Because broadcast messages are directed at all nodes, such an attacks
exploit an unintended amplification point to render a network unusable.
The best known example of a logical DoS attack is the SYN attack [48, 49]. When
initiating a TCP three-way handshake, a client includes a SYN flag in their first message
to the server. The server responds with a SYN-ACK, to which a properly functioning client
responds with an ACK. Should the client fail to respond within a reasonable time period,
which by default can be up to 511 seconds seconds [50], the server then reclaims the
“half-open” virtual connection resource and allows other incoming requests to be serviced. Understanding this, an adversary can prevent legitimate users from being granted
resources by ensuring that all of the maximum 1024 incomplete connections per socket
are monopolized. In most modern systems, however, the attack is not as simple as simply
acquiring and holding these incomplete connections. Rather, when all 1024 connections
are held, the kernel drops the oldest request and grants it to new incoming requests. Accordingly, if the adversary can send requests fast enough (i.e., faster than the assumed
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RTT), requests by legitimate clients can be dropped. In some implementations, however, this attack simply causes the server to lock or crash by starving critical processes,
thereby denying service to all users. Note that this attack is generally possible because
of a logical decision to limit the number of unresolved requests to 1024 per socket.
A similarly related attack, known as the NAPTHA attack [51], attempts to drain
the server itself of logical resources. By inundating the operating system’s incomplete
connection queue, where connections can languish as long as 75 seconds [52], all connections with a machine can be dropped. While a server may have significantly more
resources, the buffer space allocated by the kernel for this specific function makes the
system attackable by a far less-capable adversary.
The most critical characteristic linking this wide range of attacks is that they minimize the effort necessary to execute an attack. Whether filling a small buffer, exhausting
a virtual resource or exploiting a lack of bounds checking in code dealing with usergenerated input, the adversary is almost always assured the upper-hand in such attacks.
Worse still, the existence of such weaknesses may not be discovered under normal, nonmalicious use. We examine some of the proposed mitigation techniques in Section 3.3.1.
3.1.1.3

Flooding/Brute Force

When DoS attacks are mentioned, the image materialized in the minds of most people
is one of torrents of incoming traffic. Services provided by the public’s favorite domains,
be they news, banking or shopping, are slowly ground down to unusable levels by wave
after wave of the attacker’s traffic. However, few people realize the diversity of resources
that can be targeted in such brute force or flooding DoS attacks. We therefore explore
some of the most common targets of this family of attacks in this section.
The most common DoS attacks are designed to exhaust a target’s networking or
computational resources. Specifically, an adversary able to saturate the communications
infrastructure between a domain and the rest of the Internet or, failing that, send enough
traffic to exceed the server’s CPU capacity can prevent legitimate users from gaining
access to a resource. As an example of the former, the servers of search engine Yahoo!
and the retailers Amazon and eBay were pummeled by over a gigabit of traffic per
second in an attack in 2002 [38]. Sites using SSL to provide integrity and confidentiality
protections to their customers are also at risk of such attacks. Because the process of
certificate exchange, key generation and initialization are expensive, attackers can easily
cripple a targeted server by forcing it to perform a huge number of such operations. While
the load required to launch such an attack is well below the maximum allocated to the
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server, the resources dedicated to the session are quickly consumed. Online banking
websites, for instance, are increasingly becoming the target of such attacks. Firewalls
may also be susceptible to such computation-targeting attacks. Should such devices
contain an extremely large set of rules through which packets must be screened, an
adversary can easily overwhelm the gateway to a domain and prevent other users from
accessing its services.
Other resources can be similarly consumed to deny service to users. For instance,
an online discussion board may allow visitors to upload arbitrary comments, photos and
files. Left without any limitations, an adversary can easily fill the entirety of such space
with garbage data. Even if the particular website offering the functionality is hosted on a
server with much greater capacity, as is done by most third-party hosting companies, the
space allocated to particular clients may be small enough to permit such attacks. While
such an attack would not prevent other clients from necessarily viewing the website, it
may impede how they use the service (i.e., prevent them from uploading their files or
viewing files others intended to upload).
Unlike logical DoS attacks, flooding attacks typically require that an adversary amass
a huge pool of resources unless amplified. While such a task may appear too daunting
for most adversaries, it can actually be accomplished easily through other means. For
instance, by gaining control of a large number of vulnerable machines, an attacker can
use a large number of devices with moderate resources to overcome their target. Alternatively, through network attacks such as DNS poisoning in which traffic is maliciously
rerouted toward a target, an adversary can again direct the necessary flood of traffic
toward a victim domain.
We explore some of the mechanisms proposed to counter such attacks below in Section 3.3.
3.1.1.4

Traffic Characterization

Even within a family of attacks, the variation between the type, dynamics and structure
of attack traffic can be significant. This diversity makes characterization and identification a non-trivial task when under attack. Accordingly, we examine some of the
adjustable vectors used in different DoS attacks and discuss their impact on a target’s
ability to protect itself.
One of the more critical concerns for defense is the ability to distinguish attack from
benign traffic. For instance, a logical DoS attack may generate a series of identical
malformed packets. Like an antivirus program looking for very specific profile, network
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defenses (i.e., firewall rules) can very easily be tailored to combat such attacks. For
example, packets to addresses within a domain that are not hosting approved servers
can have incoming packets with the TCP SYN flag dropped at the gateway. However, not
all characterizable traffic is necessarily filterable. For instance, the structure of packets
in a flood of well-formed requests to a web server would be indistinguishable from nonattack traffic. Worse still, some attacks may simply not be characterizable. Attacks
employing a wide range of packet types and sizes spread over a considerable amount of
time may never even register as an attack, yet alone be quickly detectable by defenses.
Where a packet’s form may fail to alert a targeted domain of an attack, the rate at
which such packets arrive may offer additional insight. A constant barrage of requests to a
web server when such traffic is one such sign. Recognizing this, some attacks may employ
fluctuating rates of flooding to make detection less certain. Periodic service outages may
be enough to accomplish an adversary’s goal (i.e., convince potential customers that the
competition’s service is unreliable). Accordingly, traffic volume can both elucidate and
cloud the process of attack characterization.
3.1.1.5

Attack Source

Just as understanding the method used to target a victim, whether logical or flooding,
is critical to combating a DoS attack, so too is the ability to characterize the source
of such traffic. We therefore briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of both
centralized and distributed attack infrastructures from the perspective of the adversary.
In many cases, attacks from a single domain can be a highly effective means of
denying services to legitimate users. For instance, launching a logical DoS attack such
as the Ping of Death may require only a single packet. From the perspective of a flooding
attack, as long as a single domain possesses more resources than its target, such attacks
can also be successful. However, there are a number of complications facing attacks from
a single origin. For instance, repeated attempts to launch a known logical DoS attack
may simply result in the target developing source address-based filters1 . In the case of
the flooding attack, gaining legitimate control over enough resources to exhaust a major
corporation or ISP is unlikely for all adversaries except perhaps governments. However,
as is generally the case for centralized systems, such an infrastructure would give the
adversary tight control over their attack resources.
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are far more common today than their
centralized counterpart. While such an attack could potentially be implemented as a
1

Which, in turn, could be bypassed using source IP address spoofing
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number of adversaries collaborating to bring down a service, they are typically the result
of a huge number of compromised devices forming a “zombie network” or “botnet”.
Recent estimates of the largest of such networks range between 2 and 50 million, giving
its controller(s) more raw computing power than the world’s largest supercomputers [53].
Distributing an attack across such a huge number of hosts makes defenses extremely
difficult. For instance, because each client can send only a small amount of traffic,
determining malicious from normal traffic becomes an even more difficult feat. Moreover,
vastly distributed attacks become more difficult to meaningfully trace, as the owner of
a compromised computer can not really be held responsible. We investigate how this
impacts different mitigation techniques in Section 3.3.

3.1.2

Resources, Measurement and Detection

Determining how widespread DoS attacks are used is a difficult problem. Some attacks
are clearly visible as a widely used service (e.g., shopping, news, etc [38]) can not be
accessed. However, a significant number of websites are constantly under attack by
a wide range of adversaries with motivations ranging from extortion to political gain.
Because many believe that admission of such attacks would decrease the confidence
legitimate users have in victim services, the vast majority of such instances are simply
never reported. We therefore examine some of the tools and trends within this sphere.
While the vast majority of DoS attacks go undocumented, a number of attempts have
been made to quantify such activity on the Internet. One of the earliest known large
scale analysis was conducted by Howard [54]. As part of his dissertation, Howard examined incident reports received by the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT).
While his results provided an initial glimpse into the scope of the problem, they did not
offer a particularly wide view of the current state of such attacks. As joint study by
the Computer Security Institute (CSI) and the FBI surveyed security professionals and
revealed that 27% had observed a DoS attack during the year 2000. However, the scale
of the study and the expertise of some of those interviewed led many to argue that the
report significant under-reported the problem. CERT has since published its own analysis of attack trends [55], however, little data was offered for public consumption. Moore
et al made the first study attempting to measure such attacks through the presence of
“backscatter” analysis [56]. Simply, by assuming that source addresses are spoofed in
a uniform random manner, the amount of traffic received by end hosts that did not
actually attempt to contact a domain from which such response packets are emitted can
be used as an accurate sample of DoS traffic. From a dataset spanning three weeks and
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containing over 200 million backscatter packets, this paper was able to identify some
12,805 attacks but also characterize their rate and duration. This work led to advanced
tools for remote inference techniques such as network telescoping [57] and distributed
listening techniques including Honeypots [58].
Analysis of the tools used to launch such attacks is also a valuable means of defending
against them. A number of websites, such as the one run by the University of Washington’s Dave Dittrich [59] actively track DDoS tools, news stories and advisories. Such
resources serve as a valuable means of understanding both past exploits and emerging
trends in DoS attacks.

3.2

Attacks on Phone Networks

The physical and logical isolation of cellular networks from other systems has long provided many of the advantages of so called “air-gap” security. Even still, these networks
have historically exhibited significant security vulnerabilities. In this section, we explore
many of the most critical of such weaknesses. Our examination ranges from the collapse
of proprietary cryptographic algorithms and the lack of authenticated messages between
elements in the network core to a growing pool of smart phone-based malware. In combination with the attacks discussed in the previous section, the information in this section
can help the reader understand the current state of security in cellular networks.

3.2.1

Weak Cryptographic Algorithms

For much of the history of cryptography, ensuring that a cipher remained secret was an
integral part of protecting the confidentiality of data. However, the passage of time has
repeatedly demonstrated that secret algorithms as simple as the Caesar Cipher to the
complex Content Scramble System (CSS) used to protect DVDs frequently contain fatal
weaknesses. Starting around the turn of the twentieth century, however, a movement
toward the creation of strong, publicly vetted algorithms arose. Spurred by Kerckhoff’s
principle, which states that strong algorithms must assume that adversaries possess
complete knowledge of the system, the majority of modern cryptography is instead based
around the idea that secrecy lies in the key and not the algorithm.
While history provides us with countless examples of proprietary cryptographic algorithms failing once examined by adversaries, cellular providers and equipment manufacturers have long resisted analysis of the algorithms used to provide authentication
and confidentiality in their networks. We offer a brief overview of how the most critical
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current and next-generation algorithms have been broken through cryptanalysis.
From the perspective of the network, the most important function of cryptography
is the ability to vet users as they attempt to login to a network. Unique identification
allows a provider to associate the use of specific services with a specific account, thereby
providing a means of accurate, unforgeable billing. In GSM networks, this functionality
is embodied generically as A3/A8, which is specifically implemented by variants of the
COMP128 algorithm. Specifically, the A3 algorithm is tasked with authenticating a user
with the network using a 128-bit key Ki (See Chapter 2). The A8 algorithm creates
a 64-bit session key Kc , which consists of the last 54-bits generated by the COMP128
algorithm and 10 zeros appended to the end, for communication with the network.
While the use of COMP128 for authentication was believed to be strong (given the key
length), a number of attacks have been demonstrated by the academic community. For
instance, Goldberg et al [31] noted that the secret key Ki could be recovered by querying
a GSM SIM card approximately 219 times, which can take between six and eight hours to
accomplish. Soon after this work was published, the code for COMP128 was leaked and
published on multiple sites on the Internet. Rao et al [32] used this information later to
dramatically improve the performance of attacks against COMP128, creating a method
through which Ki could be recovered in under one minute. Accordingly, the COMP128
is widely viewed, even by the industry, as a vulnerable algorithm.
A number of mitigations have been proposed to protect against the weakness of
COMP128. For example, many smart card developers limited the functional lifetimes
of their SIM cards to under 216 operations. While this mechanism certainly prevents
the original attack by Goldberg et al, it does not prevent more modern attacks such as
the work by Rao et al. More critically, it allows malicious code to potentially deny a
legitimate user the ability to use their phone (See Chapter 4). Most networks, however,
now rely on modified versions of the COMP128 algorithm, known as COMP128-2 and
COMP128-3. While the GSM trade organization, GSM World, actively supports the
adoption of one of these algorithms [60], it is unclear how many networks have fully
upgraded beyond the original COMP128 algorithm. Specifically, full substitution of
A3/A8 algorithms requires that all SIM devices are replaced. Because the details of
these new algorithms remain private2 , little is known of their strength.
From the perspective of the user, the most important security feature provided by
the network is the confidentiality of conversations. Unlike the Internet, the vast majority
2

Publicly, it is claimed the COMP128-2 and COMP128-3 fix the problems of COMP128, with
COMP128-3 addressing the appended zeros in Kc .
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of people believe that their communications via cellular networks can not be intercepted
by third parties. The network, in fact, does provide encryption for voice calls between
the user’s phone and the base station. In GSM networks, this algorithm is known generically as A5 and comes in a number of variants. A5/1, for instance, is used throughout
the United States and Europe. Due to the political environment at the time of their
development, the purposefully weakened A5/2 algorithm was developed for export to
other parts of the world. Like A3/A8 before them, however, both such algorithms were
found to be critically flawed when examined by external cryptographers. Golic [61] published the first cryptanalysis of the algorithm believed to be A5/1 and discovered that
the key could be recovered in approximately 240 operations. Biryukov et al [62] developed the first such attack in 2000, in which they demonstrated the ability to recover an
A5/1 key (Kc ) by processing the first two minutes of a conversation using a standard
desktop PC with 128MB or RAM and two 73 GB hard drives. This attack was able to
successfully able to recover the key in under one second. Biham and Dunkelman successfully reduced the complexity of the attack and decreased the storage to execute it to
38 GB [63]. Barkan et al [64] then developed an attack requiring no preprocessing and
only a short sample of known text. Petrovic et al [65] instead examined the weaker A5/2
algorithm and demonstrated that only approximately 216 operations, requiring no more
than 10 milliseconds, were necessary to recover the key. Barkhan et al [66] later proposed a cipher-text only attack against A5/2 requiring no more than a few milliseconds
to recover the key.
The alleged evolution of both encryption algorithms is also interesting. Ross Anderson, for instance, has argued that insider information revealed that politics ultimately
decided the cipher used to secure voice communications in GSM systems [67]. During
a meeting of the NATO signals agencies during the mid 1980’s, nations argued over
whether or not GSM should be protected by a strong algorithm. Countries bordering Warsaw Pact nations, especially Gemany, argued that strong encryption should be
used to protect communications against eavesdropping. However, the majority of other
nations disagreed with this assertion and ultimately settled on a less-strong, French designed algorithm. Whether or not the details are true, the story reflects the atmosphere
of fear of the widespread use of strong cryptography in the late part of the twentieth
century.
Next generation cellular networks have made great leaps forward in their application
of modern, publicly vetted cryptography. The descendant of GSM networks, or so-
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called WCDMA networks3 , use the new A5/3 algorithm. Also known as Kasumi, A5/3
is significantly stronger than its predecessors. However, research by Biham et al [68]
demonstrated that the key can theoretically be recovered using 254.6 chosen plaintexts
(with a time complexity of 276.1 Kasumi operations). Accordingly, such an attack is currently beyond practical implementation. The work by Barkhan et al [66] demonstrated
that weaknesses in the protocol used by GSM networks and not Kasumi itself allow for
the recovery of the key. Networks based on the CDMA2000 standard instead now apply
a derivative of AES, for which no weaknesses have yet been reported.

3.2.2

Vulnerabilities in the Network Core

Logical and physical isolation have been especially important to the security of the core
of telecommunications networks. However, as the capabilities of and access available to
the general public have expanded, so too has the ability of adversaries to gain unfettered
access to critical services. In this section, we investigate some of the better known
vulnerabilities in traditional and cellular telecommunications networks. These models
ultimately point to a changing reality - that the security measures taken by such systems
must change to reflect the reality of threats to the system.
One of the best known historical examples of a telecommunications vulnerability
came as the result of the end of an era in long distance communication. Beginning in the
1940’s, the AT&T network began offering many of its customers so called “direct distance
dialing”, or the ability to place long distance calls without the assistance of an operator.
Because the technology allowing operator-free local calls was not capable of supporting
long distance calling, AT&T developed a new series of protocols for carrying signaling
information over the existing infrastructure. Specifically, by transmitting audio signals
over the same line as voice calls, the network was able to accurately route and bill calls
without human intervention. The new system spread quickly and, by the late 1950’s, was
deployed nearly universally across the United States. The ability to manipulate such inband signaling from the end-points of the network was soon noticed. Nicknamed “phone
phreaks”, hackers with access to signal generator equipment were able to enable free longdistance calling. For example, by briefly emitting a pitch at 2600 hertz, which is the tone
used by the network itself to indicated that a trunk line is not in use, an adversary could
cause the network to stop billing for a call while maintaining the connection end-to-end.
As the tools evolved from a cereal box toy (i.e., the Cap’n Crunch “Bosun Whistle”) to
the more sophisticated “Blue Box” [69], providers recognized that such an exploit could
3

See Chapter 2 for details on the evolution of these networks.
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only successfully be prevented by removing in-band signaling from the network. While
the vast majority of such systems were replaced digital switching systems by the mid
1980’s, the vulnerabilities remained in related products. For instance, Sherr et al [70]
noted in 2005 that even modern legal wire-tapping equipment could be disabled through
a similar in-band audio attack. Such vulnerabilities speak directly to the evolving state of
the perimeter of telecommunications networks. Specifically, the increasing availability of
advanced technology to end users and vastly expanded interconnection between provider
networks invalidate the many of the assumptions of an entirely controlled environment.
Increased access and interconnection with external networks creates opportunities for
a much wider array of attacks than billing fraud by an individual. The belief that modern
networks retained their formerly isolated status led the designers of the current Signaling
System Number 7 (SS7) network (see Chapter 2 for an in-depth overview) to design
signaling protocols without any real system of authentication. Because nodes trust that
all values contained in packets exchanged between network nodes, from source address
to request type, an adversary with even minimal access to the SS7 infrastructure can
cause significant damage to telecommunications networks nation- and even world-wide.
For example, a lack of origin authentication allows messages indicating a link failure to
be injected into a system, thereby forcing the network to route around (or toward) a
target. Accordingly, an adversary with access to an ISDN connection or a cable can
easily cause portions of the network to become unreachable or reroute all traffic toward
a single victim node [71, 72]. Moreover, the cryptographic algorithms discussed in the
previous section offer no protection of confidentiality in the core. Because traffic is only
encrypted between a user’s phone and a base station, anyone able to gain access to a
cable or switch can easily eavesdrop.
Like much of the software used on the Internet, weaknesses in the implementation
of protocols in the network core have also been discovered. One of the more significant
such vulnerabilities was discovered in parsers of the Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN.1)
language. ASN.1 is used widely throughout the core of SS7 networks for tasks including
call routing. However, many implementations of parsing functions fail to do sufficient
input checking, thereby making a number of buffer overflow vulnerabilities exploitable.
Work by researchers at Oulu University revealed that nearly every device running the
SNMP protocol, which uses ASN.1 to communicate, was vulnerable to compromise.
Such vulnerabilities were not simply due to the code itself, but also the compiler used
to generate the parsers themselves. Many within the industry used the occasion to note
that such development should leverage the knowledge of the security community [73];
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however, the vast majority of systems used by telecommunications networks remain
opaque to independent security researchers.
Telecommunications networks simply do not have the isolation upon which their security once relied. As the Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires [74, 75], an individual
or group can connect to the SS7 infrastructure simply by paying a relatively small fee.4
Accordingly, the security of such networks must evolve to address the changing nature
of user access and behavior.
The damage possible by such attacks has already been observed in such networks,
except that the source of the harm was not malicious. In 1990, AT&T updated the
software in all of its 4ESS “long haul” switches. When the software on a single switch
noticed that it could not correct a fault, it alerted its neighbors that it was going out
of commission for four to six seconds to fix the problem [76]. The first communication
from the problem switch to its neighbors after such a message indicated that the switch
was able to process messages again. However, the new version of the software caused
the neighboring switches to go into their fault mode when they received the next signal
from the now functional switch. This behavior caused a cascade effect of outage in all
of the switches in the network, thereby shutting down the entire long distance network
in the country. Because AT&T was aware that the software caused the problem, they
were able to restore service within a few hours by reinstalling an older version of the
switching software. However, had an adversary instead exploited a vulnerability, similar
problems in the future may not be so easily fixed.

3.2.3

Wireless Eavesdropping

Protecting the content of conversations sent over the air has not always been possible.
Limitations in the capabilities of user devices and tight government controls on cryptography left first generation analog cellular systems such as AMPS (see Chapter 2)
vulnerable to eavesdropping. Second generation cellular networks, such as GSM, were
able to provide protection against direct interception by all but the most sophisticated
adversaries.5 However, poor protocol design in some modern networks can render the
cryptographic protections offered by the network useless.
One of the great lessons in underestimating the capabilities of an adversary comes
from the wireless portion of GSM networks. Users attempting to authenticate themselves
to the system use the combination of A3 and A8 algorithms to generate the correct
4
5

In 1999, this fee was only $10,000.
See Section 3.2.1 for an examination of the weaknesses in the cryptographic algorithms used in GSM.
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response and session key based on a challenge transmitted by the base station. However,
the base station and therefore the network itself do not authenticate themselves to the
user, allowing anyone with equipment capable of interacting with a phone the ability
to pretend to be the network. Worse still, because encryption is only enabled in a
negotiation after the user correctly responds to the challenge, the false base station can
force the user to use the A5/0, or null, encryption algorithm. By acting as a man-inthe-middle, the presence of a false base station allows the conversation of any user to
potentially be illegally monitored. While most providers initially downplayed this attack
given the expense of base station equipment, an adversary could easily assemble the
necessary equipment for under $10,000 [77]. While this issue has been addressed in third
generation cellular networks, it should serve as a reminder that communications over the
majority of current networks are in fact vulnerable.
Breaking well vetted cryptographic algorithms may not be required to gain access
to conversations in reality. A number of networks can in fact operate with encryption
turned off entirely. For example, the A5/0 cipher in GSM networks alerts the user during
connection setup that no encryption at all will be applied. Unlike the above false base
station attack, the network itself may allow conversations to be exposed. Countries that
legislate strict controls on cryptography, such as France, explicitly require the use of
A5/0 in all GSM networks within their borders [78]. It is unknown how widespread such
practices are, but rumors of the disabling encryption during periods of elevated traffic
have been previously suggested. While a number of end-to-end encryption mechanisms
for phones are available [79, 80], such solutions are generally limited to VoIP devices and
not currently readily available to most consumers.

3.2.4

Jamming

When moving from a wired to a wireless transmission medium, the attack surface of a
network inherently expands. In particular, the ability of an attacker to interfere with
or “jam” communications increases significantly simply by being within the transmission range of a base station. Most of the jamming technology operates by making the
network’s control channels, for either uplink, dowlink or both directions, unusable by
phones in an area. Because the frequency of the control channel is always known to the
adversary (unlike the traffic channel used in CDMA communications - see Chapter 2 for
more details), all cellular networks are susceptible to attacks by an adversary with the
correct radio.
Jamming technology varies significantly in its intended uses and effective range. For
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example, many “personal” jamming units can deny service to all users within 10 meters
of the device [81, 82]. Devices used in military or counter-terrorism operations, such as
the Tactical Response Jammer (TRJ) Series [83], can have effective jamming radius of
up to five miles. Units with ranges somewhere between these two extremes are being
used in some parts of the world to stifle calling in movie theaters, subways and other
enclosed spaces.
The legality of such devices, of course, varies wildly. In the United States, for instance, the “manufacture, importation, sale or offer for sale, including advertising, of
devices designed to block or jam wireless transmissions is prohibited” [84], as specified
by the amended Telecommunications Act of 1934. Because providers are required to
pay for spectrum, violation of this law is considered property theft and is punishable
by fines of as much as $11,000 for the first offense and up to a year in prison for additional infractions. In spite of these restrictions, such devices are available and popular
throughout the country [85]. France, alternatively, permits blocking in many of the enclosed spaces mentioned above [86]. Accordingly, jamming represents a real threat in
most environments.

3.2.5

User Tracking and Privacy

In many circumstances, an adversary may find their target’s location information more
valuable than the content of their conversations. By tracking an individual’s location,
an adversary may be able to inflict any number of physical attacks. For instance, developing knowledge of a user’s usual behaviors may allow their actions to be predicted and
privacy violated. From a technological perspective, tracking a user to their bank may
allow targeted attacks such as “spear phishing” to gather more effective information. Accordingly, protecting a user’s identity from eavesdroppers is an important consideration
for cellular networks.
Early cellular networks such as AMPS provided no protection against user tracking.
To verify their identity to the network, users in the AMPS system transmitted a unique
32-bit identifier known as the Electronic Serial Number (ESN). However, because of the
limited bandwidth of this analog system and the lack of cryptographic mechanisms on
user devices, this number was broadcast in the clear. In addition to tracking users, this
allowed adversaries with listening equipment to intercept ESNs and make fraudulent
phone calls. This attack is said to have cost providers at least a million dollars a day in
the 1990’s6 [87].
6

As a note, the author’s father was a victim of such an attack in New York City, and was made aware
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Modern digital cellular networks do not have quite the same privacy concerns. Increased device capability, in combination with increased bandwidth and the use of cryptography, make tracking individual users nearly impossible. To augment these protections further, networks such as GSM even create temporary identifiers for use over
the air such that even unencrypted transmissions leak nothing about a user’s identity.
The growing move toward cellular phones becoming general purpose computing devices,
however, presents new risks to privacy and security [5]. Viruses and malware, as will be
discussed in greater detail in Section 3.2.7, may purposefully leak such information to
eavesdroppers. Accordingly, while the problem of user tracking has evolved, it has not
evaporated from cellular networks.

3.2.6

Overload

Like the Internet, telecommunications are susceptible to overload conditions. Such conditions occur for a very simple reason - resources for networks simply are not allocated
for worst-case scenarios in which all users want to use the service at the same time.
Instead, providers typically allocate enough resources to operate within a reasonable tolerance expected load. For instance, a provider may allocate enough spectrum to handle
normal rush-hour volumes plus enough extra resources to handle usage spikes as large as
20%. The cost of extra equipment and spectrum coupled with the somewhat infrequent
occurrence of overload make under-utilized resources simply too expensive to maintain.
Tighter integration of these networks with the larger Internet and an expanding set
of services are rapidly redefining “typical” traffic in cellular networks. Outside of the
work presented in this dissertation, a number of others have also noticed the increasing
potential of this phenomenon. Soon after the attacks of September 11th, for instance,
the National Communications System (NCS) issued a report on the potential of using
SMS during an emergency [88]. While SMS performed admirably during the attacks in
2001, the service was largely unused by most cellular subscribers. Predicting an upswing,
however, this report noted that the current infrastructure would have to be expanded
by nearly 100 times to reliably support wide-scale usage of SMS during such elevated
periods.
After the initial publication of our attacks, a number of other authors investigated
malicious overload conditions in cellular networks. Serror et al [89], for example, noted
that the effort needed address a linearly increasing set of request on the paging channels in
of it when the United States Secret Service contacted him in regards to phone calls made to Iraq during
the first Gulf War.
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CDMA networks grew extremely quickly. Racic et al [90] noted that phones themselves
could easily be overloaded with requests targeted at draining their batteries. As we
discuss in Chapter 6, the fundamental tension caused by the network’s handling of data
traffic will continue to reveal similar such attacks.

3.2.7

Malware

Viruses, worms and spyware continue to plague traditional data networks. It should
therefore come as little surprise that increasing connectivity with the Internet and dramatically improved device capability have raised the specter of malware polluting cellular
networks. While the impact of such malware has not yet been felt to any great extent
in this environment, there is little evidence to suggest that this environment is any less
susceptible.
The vast majority of viruses targeting cellular phones have not been observed “in
the wild”. Specifically, most such malware has been created as a proof of concept and
attack a variety of services. Skulls and its variants, for example, pose as a benign
Flash application and disable SMS and MMS functionality on infected Symbian Series
60 phones [91]. The Cabir worm, alternative, spreads via Bluetooth. The functionality
of the worm, however, is extremely limited. For example, it requires the user to accept it
being downloaded before it can infect a targeted device. Once infection occurs, the worms
simply attempts to replicate itself again [92]. Commwarrior-A because the first virus to
spread via MMS [93]. Mabir, a worm related to Cabir, uses the propagation methods
of the previously mentioned viruses (SMS and MMS) to infect new hosts [94]. Viruses
targeting other phone operating systems, such as Duts [95], have also been identified.
While a number of companies currently offer antivirus software for such devices, the vast
majority of users do not use such services.
Internet-based malware may also present a threat to cellular networks. Ricciato [96]
surmised that the traffic generated by Internet-scale worms such as Slammer may be
sufficient to accidentally deny service to users of cellular data networks. Off the record
conversations with providers and equipment manufacturers have indicated that significant activity has already been observed in the other direction. Specifically, laptops
equipped with GPRS modems and infected with spyware and malware cause significant
and unexpected spikes in network usage and behavior. Such behavior is expected to
become even more commonplace as so-called “smart” phones become the norm.
The potential for such malware to rapidly expand is greatly assisted by the number
and systematic nature of the vulnerabilities in cellular-capable devices. Mulliner and
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Vigna [97] investigated the security of MMS agents implemented on PocketPC-based
phones and discovered a number of previously unknown vulnerabilities. Through the
use of fuzzing techniques, this team found a number of buffer overflow vulnerabilities in
this software without gaining direct access to the source code itself. By exploiting these
weaknesses, an adversary may be able to gain full control over such devices. As we discuss
in Chapter 4, our own work on Symbian phones noted that few internal controls exist at
all. Most critically, because the device only has a single user, all commands issued to the
kernel are executed without question. Such weaknesses allowed us to develop exploits
including keylogging software and will ultimately allow more powerful malware to gain
complete control over a mobile phone.

3.3

Denial of Service Mitigations

Nearly as broad as the variety of DoS attacks are the solutions proposed by the research
community. In this section, we provide a comprehensive overview of the most influential
techniques suggested to combat these attacks to date. Where applicable, we also discuss
why such techniques can not be directly applied to cellular networks.

3.3.1

Preventing Logical DoS Attacks

Because the target of logical DoS attacks are so varied, so too are the solutions. For
instance, attacks exploiting input checking such as buffer overflows (e.g., the “Ping of
Death7 ”) represent a significantly different attack vector than logical resource exhaustion.
A nearly uncountable number of network-based techniques, from deep packet inspection
and intrusion detection systems [98, 99] to automatically generated, application-specific
firewalls [100], provide variable degrees of success for addressing examples of the former.
We examine three well-known classes of mitigations addressing the latter.
We use the SYN attack as an example of solutions addressing logical resource exhaustion. Because these attacks exhaust virtual resources such as counters, mechanisms
to reduce of offload state are commonly suggested to defend against such threats. For
instance, SYN caching [101] replaces per-socket queues with a global hash table. Entries
are created using a keyed hashing algorithm (e.g., HMAC) so as to prevent individual
hash buckets from being targeted for overflow by an adversary. SYN cookies, alternatively, shift state to the client through the initial sequence number. The host simply
7

These types of vulnerabilities can be considered DoS attacks if their intention is to crash a program
and not redirect control flow.
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stores the preimage of the sequence number and, upon completion of the three-way
handshake, validates the connection. Both such techniques add significant robustness to
the system and, in many cases, improve the average running time of TCP handshakes.
However, many practical concerns exist. SYN caching, for example, can significantly
delay the handling of legitimate packets during attack periods. SYN cookies can bypass
firewall rules preventing externally initiated sessions (i.e., packets with SYN or SYN,ACK
flags set) as malicious ACK messages are capable of starting new sessions.
Client puzzles represent another attempt to avoid virtual resource exhaustion attacks.
Like SYN cookies, client puzzles attempt to take the onus of state off of the server. Unlike
SYN cookies, however, this mechanism attempts to force clients self-regulate their access
to resources. Also known as “proof of work” systems, client puzzles require users to solve
computationally difficult problems before gaining access to a resource. For example, a
client could find the preimage of a hash value created using a short key, find the greatest
common factor for two large numbers, or determining some number of bits for a key used
in a particular cipher. Such protocols were first proposed by Juels and Brainard [102],
and were extended by Aura et al [103] to protect authentication protocols. Selecting the
appropriate puzzle type and difficulty, however, is non-trivial. If a puzzle is too easily
solvable, an adversary controlling a large number of compromised machines can still
exhaust resources. Alternatively, puzzles that require too much time may turn legitimate
users away from a website (thereby denying them service). Certain puzzle problems, such
as finding the GCF or inverting a hash value, are also perfectly parallelizable, meaning
that an adversary can use multiple hosts to search the solution space more quickly. In
such cases, forcing clients to perform repeated, non-parallelizable functions (e.g., hashing
a value 10,000 times [104]) may be more appropriate. As one final concern, because the
resources needed to generate some puzzles (e.g., computing the GCF) can be significant,
puzzle generation may need to be offloaded to other servers to prevent puzzle creation
from becoming a bottleneck [105]. Accordingly, while such mechanisms can be effective in
reducing the impact of logical resource exhaustion attacks,properly tuning client puzzlebased mechanisms is difficult in practice.
Most DoS attacks are extremely automated and require little human interaction after
being launched. Indeed, many of the sources of DDoS attacks are compromised and
unattended machines. Accordingly, one means of disrupting such attacks is by forcing
the source side to prove that a human is indeed making the request. Known more
broadly as a Reverse Turing Test, such protocols present puzzles that should be easily
(i.e., visually or aurally) by users but not by a computer. The best known example of
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such puzzles, known as a “Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers
and Humans Apart” or CAPTCHA, was first published by von Ahn et al [106, 107].
This work presented users with a distorted image of random alphanumeric characters
and asked them to respond with the corresponding text string. However, advances in
optical character recognition (OCR) have made many such puzzles easily solvable by
computers [108]. Others have tried to make CAPTCHAs more robust by asking users
to identify the subject of an image [109] or further obscuring the text [110]. All such
solutions suffer from usability issues and are subject to so-called CAPTCHA-farming
attacks, which trick legitimate users into solving the puzzles.

3.3.2

Traceback

Knowing the source of a DoS attack may offer targets some recourse. For instance,
high-speed filters can be installed to immediately drop traffic from an adversary. Moreover, with knowledge of the source of an attack, a victim may attempt to contact the
administrative domain hosting the adversary to push filtering as close to the source as
possible. However, because the source address given in an IP packet is easily spoofable [111], a reliable means of determining a packet’s origin is necessary. A number of
tracing techniques, both proactive and reactive, have been suggested to provide such
information.
The first reactive scheme was investigated by Savage et al [112]. Known as packet
marking, this approach relies upon extending the functionality of core Internet routers
to probabilistically alter a small proportion of packets to include their address. More
specifically, such routers modify an IP header’s “Identification” field to include their
address. As flows, both malicious and benign, stream toward their ultimate destination,
the information provided by packets marked by intermediary routers can be used to
reconstruct a path from source to destination. Noting weaknesses such as the adversary
themselves being able to inject false information into this field [113], a number of authors
provided improvements to the robustness of this approach [114, 115]. Alternatively, the
IETF has suggested an ICMP-based messaging scheme to implement traceback [116].
Instead of marking packets, routers would probabilistically send an ICMP Traceback
message to a destination address, thereby alerting that domain that a specific packet
passed through.
Reactive approaches to source disambiguation actively search for an adversary. Burch
and Cheswick first developed a hop-by-hop traffic perturbation mechanism to determine
the source of long-lived flows [117]. This approach began by mapping the connections of
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a core routers using any number of techniques [118], and then pruning connections by
filling links with random UDP packets (generated using Chargen). When DoS traffic is
temporarily slowed, the correct link has been filled and the process continues recursively
until the source is determined. Because this approach injects a potentially dangerous
amount of traffic into a network, other reactive methods have been put forward. MCI’s
DoSTracker allows a program to log into upstream routers and observe their logs. When
packets that are part of a DoS stream are located, the program then uses this information
to log in to the next upstream router and continues the process until the ultimate source
is found. Baba and Matsuda [119] improved upon this approach by increasing the types
of information stored by such nodes while reducing the storage overhead.
A number of problems face all traceback mechanisms. From the technical perspective,
all of the proactive schemes require a large amount of traffic from a single adversarial
node in order to accurately determine the source of an attack. Should an attack be highly
distributed or a large number of intermediary routers not support traceback, the likelihood of accurate detection drops significantly. The ICMP-based traceback scheme adds
additional traffic to the network, which is unlikely to help when a destination is already
inundated. Reactive schemes suffer from misconceptions of trust between autonomous
systems. There is little if any incentive for an administrator to allow arbitrary users to
log in and view the logs on their routers. Even if trusted relationships can be established
a priori (i.e., to limit access to such information to a small set of directly connected
neighboring domains), such relationships are unlikely to be sufficiently established to
provide meaningful information to a domain under attack. Finally, from a philosophical
standpoint, accurate information about the source of an attack is unlikely to actually
affect traffic in a network. Even if an administrator in a source network can be contacted, it is unlikely that they will cooperate with an unknown destination to disable
(and therefore deny service to) an adversary.

3.3.3

Pushback

Resource asymmetry enables flooding-based DoS attacks. Whether from a single source
or a distributed array of compromised platforms, the target of such attacks simply lack
the resources to process the deluge of malicious packets thrust upon them. Accordingly,
many argue that the only effective means of combating such attacks is within the network
core itself, where significantly more resources exist. By pushing filtering into the network
itself, an end host or domain may be able to continue to operate for the duration of a
DoS attack.
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Pushback is the most prominent of such approaches. Originally suggested by Mahajan et al [120], Pushback works by allowing besieged resources contact their upstream
router and request that traffic destined for it be rate limited. This router, in turn, determines which of its upstream routers are sending traffic matching the attack pattern and
propagates a request to rate limit traffic. Ioannidis and Bellovin [121] then examined
the practical considerations of implementing such a system and developed a firewall-like
ruleset for expressing rate limiting policies for specific congestion signatures.
Similar to Traceback, Pushback mechanisms are difficult to implement in real networks. Specifically, allowing a potentially arbitrary entity to set filtering policy in a
core router may allow a different kind of DoS attack. Even if a server is trusted by its
immediate upstream router, the non-transitive nature of trust means that routers three
and four hops away have little or no reason to believe that a policy is not malicious.
This is especially true across autonomous systems. Within a sufficiently large domain,
such as a backbone provider, however, such a mechanism may be possible (at least for
major domains).
We discuss how this and other such schemes violate the End-to-End argument [122]
in Section 3.4.

3.3.4

Back-Pressure

Flow control algorithms, such as those found in TCP [123, 124], provide protection
against an accidental denial of service. For instance, should a sender surpass the receiver’s
ability to process packets, the receiver can drop a single packet. When the sender fails to
receive an acknowledgment, it automatically and dramatically reduces the rate at which
it sends packets. By communicating with the sender, a receiver is able to establish so
called back-pressure to prevent itself from being overwhelmed. It is by ignoring such
mechanisms that many flooding DoS attacks are achieved.
A number of solutions for advanced back-pressure mechanisms have been suggested.
Ramakrishnan et al [125] argued for a more explicit congestion notification message
to be added to IP packets, thereby providing a measure to regulate traffic not aware
of TCP’s dropped message semantics. These and other similar suggestions to provide
explicit notification are now the focus of the IETF’s Congestion and Pre-Congestion
Notification Working Group [126]. While such approaches are certain to offer general
relief to congested links, they are unlikely to slow malicious hosts that intentionally
ignore such signaling.
In a more controlled network, however, it may be possible for the network to enforce
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such mechanisms. For instance, some have argued that cellular networks are ideal candidates for such mechanisms as a single administrative domain should be able to exert
such control. As we discuss in Chapter 5, this is in fact not the case for a large number of
attacks as nodes in the network do not have sufficient context or the necessary knowledge
of topology to make such decisions correctly.

3.3.5

Overlays

Understanding the intent of traffic, whether it was sent as part of a legitimate request
or as a drop in a flood of attack traffic, is a difficult problem. However, in some cases,
a pre-established relationship between a source and destination can be leveraged as
an indication of benevolent intentions. A number of authors have argued that such
knowledge, when paired with a number of distributed, application layer proxies forming
an overlay network, can mitigate potential DoS attacks on a large percentage of systems.
As first presented by Keromytis et al [127], overlay network defenses work as follows: Packets destined for a particular host can only be delivered if they arrive from
an “approved” source address. A subset of a larger collection of proxy nodes, each with
significant resources dedicated to analyzing incoming packets, fulfill this role. Clients
authenticate to these “servlets”, typically through mechanisms such as IPsec or TLS,
which then forward packets from “trusted” users toward the ultimate destination. In a
more figurative sense, such an approach effectively builds a fortress around a destination
node. By moving the filtering process deeper into the network and outright rejecting
all packets that do not come through the approved pathways, this approach attempts
to proactively eliminate flooding attacks. Simulation of such an approach in large-scale
networks demonstrates that such techniques not only reduce the effectiveness of such
attacks, but also can improve the performance experienced by end-users [128].
Follow on work by these and other authors provide additional robustness to this approach. For instance, Stavrou et al [129, 130] attempt to reduce the state that servlets
must keep by including a Kerberos-like ticket along with each packet. Moreover, this
scheme uses a spread-spectrum like transmission of packets to servlets to prevent more
sophisticated attackers from blocking communications by disabling a single node in the
overlay network. MOVE, further work by Stavrou et al [131], uses the same overlay mitigation technique but moves critical services to another server when an attack is detected.
Legitimate traffic, marked as such through the use of cryptographic authentication as
above or the successful completion of a CAPTCHA puzzle [106, 107], is routed by the
overlay to this new site. Unauthenticated and malicious traffic continues to access the
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site directly.
There are a number of difficulties in applying this approach as a general purpose
mitigation strategy against DoS attacks. Chief in this are the assumptions of intent and
pre-established relationships. In the case of the former, legitimate clients may be infected
or under the control of the attacker, making any filtering against these nodes futile. In
the case of the latter, no pre-established relationship need exist for a legitimate user to
access content on many websites. For example, news websites attempt to serve content
to all who access them. Even online retailers and banks, both of which have established
relationships with customers, aggressively seek opportunities to expand their business
online and allow new accounts to be created. A sustained DoS, or even merely an attack
that significantly degrades the performance of non-malicious new users, may still prove
to be an effective attack. While the approach in the MOVE system attempts to mitigate
many of these problems through the use of CAPTCHAs, such tests are becoming easier
to break [108] and are therefore not a sufficient means to protect systems against a
determined attacker.
Applying this technique within cellular networks would be extremely difficult. Most
critically, there currently is no means of adding computational power “deep” into the
network. Even if such nodes did exist, allowing any client to set arbitrary policy while
keeping rulesets within manageable size constraints to maintain performance requirements is an extremely difficult problem. Finally, the nature of DoS attacks differs in
these systems. Whereas a DoS attack in a traditional data network can focus on a single
entity (domain or service) and potentially minimize collateral damage, we will show that
similar attacks in cellular networks are inherently difficult to target at a single user and
maximize damage to others nearby.

3.3.6

Upstream Defenses

All of the previous mitigation techniques have attempted to address DoS attacks at either the affected host/domain or within the network core itself. As previously mentioned,
flooding mitigations based at the end host fail to work because devices are simply overwhelmed. Solutions in the middle of the network, such as Pushback or overlays, failed to
gain traction as router owners have little incentive to allow others to set policy in their
nodes. Solutions deployed as close to the source of such attacks are therefore believed
by many to be the only realistic means of mitigating such attacks.
On of the simplest upstream defenses is egress filtering. As source address IP spoofing embodies one of the more significant contributing factors to flooding attacks, egress
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filtering simply ensures that packets exiting a domain came from a legitimate source
address within that domain. For instance, the owner of the domain 130.203.xxx.xxx
should ensure that any packets sent from that domain must have the correct /16 prefix8 . Such a mechanism is valuable when implemented universally; however, because
not all domains implement such filtering, attacks using spoofed addresses are still possible. Moreover, with the proliferation of massive-scale botnets [132], the need for source
address spoofing in such attacks has been minimized.
Extrusion detection, or those analyzing traffic leaving a domain, may provide a more
valuable tool in combating such attacks. For instance, Mirkovic and Reiher [133] proposed D-WARD, which analyzes measurements at connection and aggregate flow granularities. By matching traffic against patterns such as aggressive sending with low response rates and frequency of address spoofing, D-WARD is able to suppress flows before
they leave a domain. Furthermore, such suppression can be better tuned by communication between D-WARD enabled routers. Like other heuristically-driven approaches,
D-WARD may needless throttle traffic due to false positives. Moreover, the benefits of
such a technique will only become manifest should a widespread deployment occur.

3.4

End-to-End Network Design

Originally penned in 1984, “End-To-End Arguments In System Design” [122] has become one of the most profoundly important papers in computer science. Introduced as
large-scale data networks were beginning to be developed, this work argued that functionality and services within the network should be limited to those operations necessary
for all traffic. Accordingly, functions such as reliable delivery, security and connection
establishment should not be implemented in the lowest layers of the protocol stack.
The implications of such an approach are far-reaching. For instance, because networks
themselves could be designed strictly for the task of forwarding packets, many of the
scalability issues facing massive-scale networked systems were eliminated. Moreover, the
applications that could be supported by such a network were limited not by unnecessary
constraints of the network but instead by the creativity of applications architects. Most
critically, this philosophy represented a significant departure from the circuit-switched
telecommunications networks of the time.
The constraints of the End-To-End principle do not necessarily mean that services
valuable to higher-level protocols can not be implemented at lower layers. Such modifi8

Testing on this particular domain indicates that egress filtering is in place.
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cations are in fact encouraged in cases where such services can improve the performance
of the underlying network. For example, reliable delivery demands that some sort of
checksum be used to ensure that errors were not accidentally added during delivery.
However, the network can also benefit from examining checksums. By immediately
dropping packets that are known to be corrupted, the network not only reduces its effort
but also allows higher-level protocols to respond to errors more quickly. As a second example, many-to-many transmission protocols such as multicast are often more efficiently
implemented within the network itself. Accordingly, the End-To-End principle offers
generally applicable guidelines and not necessarily unbreakable rules for system design.
Much debate has ensued about not only the correctness of the above design philosophy, but also whether or not new functionality adheres to or departs from it. One of
the more active discussions centered around the concept of active networking. Simply
put, active networking allows users to attach programs to their packets for execution
within core network routers. Supporters of this approach argue that it allows applications with specific needs to ask the lower layers of the network to better support their
needs [134, 135]. Moreover, many of the same supporters argue that implementing such
arbitrary functionality at the lowest possible level conforms directly to the End-To-End
principle [136]. Like the examples above, many of the supporters of active networking
argued that the performance benefits gained by allowing users and applications to dictate lower-layer functionality permitted such modifications. However, the authors of the
End-To-End principle largely counter this argument by noting that simplicity and uniformity of functionality at lower layers allows for predictable network behavior [137]. The
subtle and unintended interactions that would be experienced as multiple, disparate and
quite likely poorly designed protocol modifications would likely have an opposite effect
on overall network performance.
Admittedly, the nature of the Internet has changed significantly since the initial publication of the End-To-End principle. The speed and vastness of the Internet’s expansion,
the change in nature of content from largely static to highly dynamic with real-time requirements and the interposition of third parties such as governments (e.g., wiretaps)
and ISPs (e.g., firewalls and filtering) into traffic streams have all fundamentally changed
the environment of global-scale networking [138]. Most critical to this dissertation is the
loss of trustworthy interaction. All of the above examples, especially the explosion of
a less technologically sophisticated user base, are contributing factors. In the face of
these changes, many of the DoS mitigation techniques described in the previous section
note that it is the architecture and its lack of higher-layer functionality that allow such
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attacks to occur. However, as we will show in Chapter 6, even systems such as cellular
networks that violate the End-To-End principle are extremely vulnerable to such attacks.
We explain how lack of context and the need for global information make such systems
more vulnerable in Chapter 7.

Chapter

4

Exploiting Rigidity in SMS-Capable
Cellular Networks
Cellular networks are a critical component of the economic and social infrastructures in
which we live. In addition to voice services, these networks deliver alphanumeric text
messages to the vast majority of wireless subscribers. To encourage the expansion of
this new service, telecommunications companies offer connections between their networks
and the Internet. The ramifications of such connections, however, have not been fully
recognized. In this chapter, we evaluate the security impact of the SMS interface on
the availability of the cellular phone network. Specifically, we demonstrate the ability to
deny voice service to cities the size of Washington D.C. and Manhattan with little more
than a cable modem. Moreover, attacks targeting the entire United States are feasible
with resources available to medium-sized zombie networks. This analysis begins with an
exploration of the structure of cellular networks. We then characterize network behavior
and explore a number of reconnaissance techniques aimed at effectively targeting attacks
on these systems. We conclude by discussing countermeasures that mitigate or eliminate
the threats introduced by these attacks.
The vulnerability presented in this chapter presents us with a number of opportunities. First, it brings together much of the background material presented in the previous
chapters. Secondly, it allows us to examine the behavior of cellular networks when a new
service, namely text messaging, behaves in a manner not expected by its designers or
implementers. Finally, we see how reuse of a channel initially intended for the setup of
telephony forces traffic with very different characteristics to conform to the requirements
specified for voice calls. This inflexible treatment of traffic offers hints of a problem more
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significant than a simple flooding denial of service attack.

4.1

Discovering Vulnerabilities in Text Messaging

The majority of mobile phone subscribers are able to receive both voice and alphanumeric text via Short Messaging Service (SMS) transmissions. Text messaging allows
users to interact with each other in situations where voice calls are not appropriate or
possible. With countries such as the US experiencing volumes of five billion messages
per month [139], this service is rapidly becoming as ingrained into modern culture as its
voice counterpart [140, 141].
Text messaging services are extremely popular with the telecommunications industry.
Whereas voice traffic typically yields a fixed amount of revenue per user, service providers
earn up to US$0.10 per text message sent or received by a mobile device [142, 143,
144]. Seeing this tremendous potential for revenue, cellular providers have opened their
networks to a number of additional services designed to increase SMS messaging volume.
Through service provi-der website interfaces, email, and a wide variety of applications
including instant messaging, users across the Internet can contact mobile subscribers
without the use of a cell phone. Such open functionality, however, has serious negative
consequences for these networks.
This chapter evaluates the security impact of Internet-originated text messages on
cellular voice and SMS services. The connections between the Internet and phone networks introduce open functionality that detrimentally affects the fidelity of a cellular
provider’s service. Through the generation and use of large, highly accurate phone hitlists, we demonstrate the ability to deny voice service to cities the size of Washington
D.C. and Manhattan with little more than a cable modem. Moreover, attacks targeting
the entire United States are feasible with resources available to medium-sized zombie
networks. Even with small hit-lists, we show that these cyberwarfare attacks are sustainable for tens of minutes. These attacks are especially threatening when compared
to traditional signal jamming in that they can be invoked from anywhere in the world,
often without physical involvement of the adversary.
There are many dangers of connecting digital and physical domains. For example, a
wide array of systems with varying degrees of connectivity to the Internet were indirectly
affected by the Slammer worm. The traffic generated by this worm was enough to render
systems including Bank of America’s ATMs and emergency 911 services in Bellevue,
Washington unresponsive [42].
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There is nothing fundamentally different about the ways in which these victimized
systems and cellular networks are connected to the Internet; all of the above systems
were at one time both logically and physically isolated from external networks, but have
now attached themselves to the largest open system on the planet. Accordingly, we show
that mobile phone networks are equally as vulnerable to the influence of the Internet.
In evaluating Internet-originated SMS attacks on cellular networks, this chapter offers
the following insights:
• System Characterization: Through analysis of publicly available cellular standards and gray-box testing, we characterize the resilience of cellular networks to
elevated messaging loads.
• Refining Target Search Space: We discuss a variety of techniques that, when
used in combination, result in an accurate database of targets (“hit-lists”) for directed attacks on cellular networks. These lists are absolutely essential to mounting
effective attacks against these networks.
• SMS/Cellular Network Vulnerability Analysis: We illuminate the fragility
of cellular phone networks in the presence of even low-rate attacks. We demonstrate
and quantify the ability to incapacitate voice and SMS service to neighborhoods,
major metropolitan areas and entire continents.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 gives a high-level
overview of GSM network architecture and describes text message delivery; Section 4.3
investigates cellular networks from an attacker’s perspective and identifies the mechanisms necessary to launch Denial of Service (DoS) attacks; Section 4.4 models and
quantifies DoS attacks in multiple environments; Section 4.6 proposes various solutions
to help alleviate these problems; Section 4.7 examines public response to the original
paper and provides a glimpse into the current state of affairs; Section 4.8 presents concluding remarks and offers our first analysis of the impact of rigidity on the security oon
the security of cellular networks.

4.2

SMS/Cellular Network Overview

This section offers a simplified view of an SMS message traversing a GSM-based system
from submission to delivery. These procedures are similar in other cellular networks
including CDMA.
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Figure 4.1. A simplified depiction of the SMS network.

4.2.1

Submitting a Message

There are two methods of sending a text message to a mobile device - via another mobile
device or through a variety of External Short Messaging Entities (ESMEs). ESMEs include a large number of diverse devices and interfaces ranging from email and web-based
messaging portals at service provider websites to voice mail services, paging systems and
software applications. Whether these systems connect to the mobile phone network via
the Internet or specific dedicated channels, messages are first delivered to a server that
handles SMS traffic known as the Short Messaging Service Center (SMSC). A service
provider supporting text messaging must have at least one SMSC in their network. Due
to the rising popularity of this service, however, it is becoming increasingly common for
service providers to support multiple SMSCs in order to increase capacity.
Upon receiving a message, the contents of incoming packets are examined and, if
necessary, converted and copied into SMS message format. At this point in the system,
messages from the Internet become indistinguishable from those that originated from
mobile phones. Messages are then placed into an SMSC queue for forwarding.

4.2.2

Routing a Message

The SMSC needs to determine how to route messages to their targeted mobile devices.
The SMSC queries a Home Location Register (HLR) database, which serves as the per-
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Figure 4.2. Simplified examples of an SMS Network and message flow.

manent repository of user data and includes subscriber information (e.g. call waiting
and text messaging), billing data, availability of the targeted user and their current location. Through interaction with other network elements, the HLR determines the routing
information for the destination device. If the SMSC receives a reply stating that the
current user is unavailable, it stores the text message for later delivery. Otherwise, the
response will contain the address of the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) currently providing service. In addition to call routing, MSCs are responsible for facilitating mobile
device authentication, location management for attached base stations (BS), performing
handoffs and acting as gateways to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).
When a text message arrives from the SMSC, the MSC fetches information specific to
the target device. The MSC queries a database known as the Visitor Location Register,
which returns a local copy of the targeted device’s information when it is away from its
HLR. The MSC then forwards the text message on to the appropriate base station for
transmission over the air interface. A diagram of a mobile phone network is depicted in
Figure 4.1, followed by a simplified SMS message flow in Figure 4.2.

4.2.3

Wireless Delivery

The air interface is divided into two parts - the Control Channels (CCH) and Traffic
Channels (TCH). The CCH is further divided into two types of channels - the Common
CCH and Dedicated CCHs. The Common CCH, which consists of logical channels includ-
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PCH [ MH1, MH2 ]
RACH [ BS

MH1 ]

SDCCH [ MH1: Auth, TMSI, SM ]
Base
Station

Mobile
Host 1
(MH1)

Figure 4.3. A simplified SMS air interface communication. The base station notifies two mobile
hosts (MH1 and MH2) of new messages. MH1 hears its identifier and responds. After authenticating and establishing an encrypted channel, the text message is delivered over a dedicated
control channel.

ing the Paging Channel (PCH) and Random Access Channel (RACH), is the mechanism
used by the base station to initiate the delivery of voice and SMS data. Accordingly,
all connected mobile devices are constantly listening to the Common CCH for voice and
SMS signaling.
The base station sends a message on the PCH containing the Temporary Mobile
Subscriber ID (TMSI) associated with the end destination. The network uses the TMSI
instead of the targeted device’s phone number in order to thwart eavesdroppers attempting to determine the identity of the receiving phone. When a device hears its TMSI,
it attempts to contact the base station over the RACH and alerts the network of its
availability to receive incoming call or text data1 . When the response arrives, the base
station instructs the targeted device to listen to a specific Standalone Dedicated Control
Channel (SDCCH). Using the SDCCH, the base station is able to facilitate authentication of the destination device (via the subscriber information at the MSC), enable
encryption, deliver a fresh TMSI and then deliver the SMS message itself. In order to
reduce overhead, if multiple SMS messages exist on the SMSC, more than one message
may be transmitted over an SDCCH session [145]. If a voice call had been waiting at
the base station instead of a text message, all of the above channels would have been
used in the same manner to establish a connection on a traffic channel.
An illustration of this final stage of delivery over the air interface is shown in Figure 4.3.
1
A high number of call initiations at a given base station slows this response as the RACH is a shared
access channel running the Slotted Aloha protocol
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4.3

SMS/Cellular Network Vulnerability Analysis

The majority of legitimate uses for SMS can often be characterized as nonessential,
ranging from social interactions to low priority business-related exchanges. The salient
feature of these communications is that they can typically be accomplished through a
number of other, albeit potentially less convenient channels. During the terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001, however, the nature of text messaging proved to be far more
utilitarian.
With millions of people attempting to contact friends and family, telecommunications
companies witnessed tremendous spikes in cellular voice service usage. Verizon Wireless,
for example, reported voice traffic rate increases of up to 100% above typical levels; Cingular Wireless recorded an increase of up to 1000% on calls destined for the Washington
D.C. area [88]. While these networks are engineered to handle elevated amounts of traffic, the sheer number of calls was far greater than capacity for voice communications
in the affected areas. However, with voice-based phone services being almost entirely
unavailable due to TCH saturation, SMS messages were still successfully received in even
the most congested regions because the control channels responsible for their delivery
remained available.
Text messaging allowed the lines of communication to remain open for many individuals in need in spite of their inability to complete voice calls. Accordingly, SMS
messaging is now viewed by many as a reliable method of communication when all other
means appear unavailable.
Due to this proliferation of text messaging, we analyze Internet-originated, SMS attacks and their effects on voice and other services in cellular networks. We first characterize these systems thro-ugh an extensive study of the available standards documentation
and gray-box testing. From this data, we discuss a number of attacks and the susceptibility of mobile phone networks to each. Lastly, from gray-box testing, we assess the
resilience of these networks to these attacks.
Before discussing the specifics of any attack on cellular networks, it is necessary to
examine these systems from an adversary’s perspective. In this section, we present simple
methods of discovering the most fragile portions of these networks by determining system
bottlenecks. We then investigate the creation of effective targeting systems designed to
exploit these choke points.
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4.3.1

Determining Bottlenecks in Cellular Networks

There is an inherent cost imbalance between injecting SMS messages into the phone
network and delivering messages to a mobile user. Such imbalances are the root of DoS
attacks.
Recognizing these bottlenecks requires a thorough understanding of the system. The
cellular network standards documentation provides the framework from which the system
is built, but it lacks implementation specific details. In an effort to bridge this gap, we
performed gray-box testing [146, 147].
We characterize these systems by delivery disciplines, delivery rates, and interfaces.
All tests were performed using our own phones. At no time did we inject a damaging
volume of packets into the system or violate any service agreement.
4.3.1.1

Delivery Discipline

The delivery discipline of a network dictates the way messages move through the system.
By studying this flow, we determine system response to an influx of text messages.
The overall system response is a composite of multiple queuing points. The standards
documentation indicates two points of interest - the SMSC and the target device.
SMSCs are the locus of SMS message flow; all messages pass through them. Due
to practical limitations, each SMSC only queues a finite number of messages per user.
As SMSCs route messages according to a store and forward mechanism, each message
is held until either the target device successfully receives it or it is dropped due to age.
The buffer capacity and eviction policy therefore determine which messages reach the
recipient.
The SMSC buffer and eviction policy were evaluated by slowly injecting messages
while the target device was powered off. Three of the most prominent service providers
were evaluated: AT&T (now part of Cingular), Verizon, and Sprint. For each provider,
400 messages were serially injected at a rate of approximately one per 60 seconds. When
the device was reconnected to the network, the range of the attached sequence numbers
indicated both buffer size and queue eviction policy.
We found that AT&T’s SMSC buffered the entire 400 messages. While seemingly
large, 400 160-byte messages is only 62.5KB. Tests of Verizon’s SMSC yielded different
results. When the device was turned on, the first message downloaded was not sequence
number one; instead the first 300 messages were missing. This demonstrates that Verizon’s SMSC has a buffer capacity of 100 messages and a FIFO eviction policy. Sprint’s
SMSC proved different than both AT&T and Verizon. Upon reconnecting the device to
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Table 4.1. Mobile Device SMS Capacity

Device
Capacity (number of messages)
Nokia 3560 30
LG 4400
50
Treo 650
500*
* 500 messages depleted a full battery.
the network, we found only 30 messages starting with message number one. Therefore,
Sprint’s SMSC has a message capacity of 30 messages and a LIFO eviction policy.
Messages also remain in the SMSC buffer when the target device’s message buffer is
full. This occurs, as noted in the GSM standards [145], when the mobile phone returns
a Mobile-Station-Memory-Capacity-Exceeded-Flag to the HLR. Because it is impossible
to determine the inbox capacity of every phone, we chose to test three representative
devices of varying age and expense: the Nokia 3560 (AT&T), the slightly newer LG 4400
(Verizon), and the recently released high-end Treo 650 (Sprint) containing a 1GB removable memory stick. Mobile device capacity was observed by slowly sending messages
to the target phone until a warning indicating a full inbox was displayed. The resulting
device buffer capacities varied as shown in Table 4.1.
The delivery discipline experimentation results indicate how the SMS system will
react to an influx of text messages. We confirmed that finite buffer capacities exist in
most SMSCs and mobile devices. In the event of a DoS attack, messages exceeding these
saturation levels will be lost. Even as the memory capacity of more modern phones
increases, the battery depletion phenomenon observed in our high-end test device will
continue to limit the usefulness of a single device in such attacks. Therefore, a successful
DoS attack must be distributed over a number of subscribers.
4.3.1.2

Delivery Rate

The speed at which a collection of nodes can process and forward a message is the
delivery rate. In particular, bottlenecks are discovered by comparing injection rates with
delivery rates. Additionally, due to variations in injection size for different interfaces,
the injection size per message is estimated.
Determining the maximum injection rate for a cellular network is an extremely difficult task. The exact number of SMSCs in a network is not publicly known or discoverable. Given the sheer number of entrances into these networks, including but not limited
to website interfaces, email, instant messaging, and dedicated connections running the
Short Messaging Peer Protocol (SMPP), we conservatively estimate that it is currently
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possible to submit between several hundred and several thousand messages per second
into a network from the Internet using simple interfaces.
A brief sampling of available interfaces is provided in Table 4.2. These interfaces
can be grouped into three main categories: instant messaging, information services, and
bulk SMS. Instant messaging provides the same functionality as text messaging, but
connects new networks of users to cellular networks. With 24 hour news, customers
are frequently flooded with “on the go” updates of headlines, sports, and stocks from
information service providers such as CNN and MSNBC. Lastly, through bulk SMS
providers, companies can provide employees with updates ranging from server status to
general office notifications.
While injection rates for instant messaging and the information services are unknown,
the bulk SMS providers offer plans with rates as high as 30-35 messages per second, per
SMPP connection. Furthermore, by using multiple SMPP connections, START Corp.
(www.startcorp.com) offers rates “an order of magnitude” greater. Combining all of
these conduits provides an adversary with the ability to inject an immense number of
messages.
When message delivery time exceeds that of message submission, a system is subject
to DoS attacks. We therefore compare the time it takes for serially injected messages to
be submitted and then delivered to the targeted mobile device. This was accomplished
via a PERL script designed to serially inject messages approximately once per second
into each provider’s web interface. From this, we recorded an average send time of 0.71
seconds.
Measurement of incoming messages was more difficult due to a lack low-level access to
the device operating system. Via informal observation, we recorded interarrival times of
7-8 seconds for both Verizon and AT&T. Interarrival times for Sprint were undetermined
due to sporadic message downloads occurring anywhere between a few seconds and few
minutes apart. The experiments clearly demonstrate an imbalance between the time to
submit and the time to receive.
While SMS messages have a maximum size of 160 bytes, each submission requires
additional overhead. Using tcpdump, we observed both raw IP and user data traffic. Not
considering TCP/IP data overhead, Sprint, AT&T, and Verizon all required under 700
bytes to send a 160 byte SMS message. This included the HTTP POST and browser
headers.
Due to the ACKs required for downloading the web page (8.5KB for Sprint, 13.6KB
for AT&T, 36.4KB for Verizon), the actual data upload size was significantly higher.
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Table 4.2. A brief sampling of SMS access services

Service
URL
Instant Messaging
AOL IM
mymobile.aol.com/portal/index.html
ICQ
www.icq.com/sms/
MSN Messenger
mobile.msn.com
Yahoo Messenger messenger.yahoo.com/messenger/wireless/
Information Services
CNN
www.cnn.com/togo/
Google
sms.google.com
MSNBC
net.msnbc.com/tools/alert/sub.aspx
Bulk SMS
Clickatell
SimpleWire
START Corp.

www.clickatell.com
www.simplewire.com/services/smpp/
www.startcorp.com/StartcorpX/Mobile Developer.aspx

While the overhead is relative to retransmissions and window size, we recorded upload
sizes of 1300 bytes (Sprint), 1100 bytes (AT&T), and 1600 bytes (Verizon). In an effort
to reduce the overhead induced by TCP traffic, we observed the traffic resulting from
email submission. Even with TCP/IP traffic overhead, less than 900 bytes was required
to send a message. For the purposes of the following analysis, we conservatively estimate
1500 bytes (a standard MTU size) as the required data size to transmit an SMS message
over the Internet.
4.3.1.3

Interfaces

Lost messages and negatively acknowledged submit attempts were observed. We expect
this was due to web interface limitations imposed by the service providers. It is therefore
important to determine both the mechanisms used to achieve rate limitation on these
interfaces and the conditions necessary to activate them.
A group of 50 messages was submitted serially at a rate of approximately one per
second. This was followed by a manual send via the web interface in order to check for
a negative acknowledgment. If an upper bound was not found, the number of sequential
messages was increased, and the test was repeated.
During the injection experiments performed for rate analysis, we encountered interface limitations2 . After 44 messages were sent in a serial fashion through Verizon’s
2

Presumably for mitigating cell phone spam.
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web interface, negative acknowledgments resulted. Further investigation revealed that
blocking was subnet based.
Message blocking was also observed for the AT&T phone. Even though the web interface blindly acknowledges all submissions, we observed message loss after 50 messages
were sent to a single phone. This time, further investigation revealed that even messages
originating from a separate subnet were affected. Seeing an opportunity to evaluate
policy at the SMSC, we sent a text message from the Verizon phone. The message was
received, therefore, AT&T’s SMSC must differentiate between its inputs.
While both Verizon and AT&T use IP based limitations, Sprint deployed an additional obstacle. In order to submit a message through the web interface, a session cookie3
value was required. While circumventing this prevention scheme was accomplished through automated session ID retrieval, further analysis showed it had no effects on rate
limitation.
Due to the above determined SMSC buffer capacity of 30 messages and the sporadic
download times, approximately 30 messages can be injected before loss occurs.
In summary, through gray-box testing, we found SMSCs typically hold far more
messages than the mobile devices. While high end multifunction platforms hold over
500 messages, common phones only hold 30 to 50 messages. When the target device
cannot receive new messages, continued injection from the Internet results in queuing
at the SMSC. Therefore, to launch a successful DoS attack that exploits the limitations
of the cellular air interface (discussed in Section 4.4), an adversary must target multiple
end devices. To accomplish this, effective reconnaissance must occur.

4.3.2

Hit-List Creation

The ability to launch a successful assault on a mobile phone network requires the attacker to do more than simply attempt to send text messages to every possible phone
number. Much like the creation of hit-lists for accelerated worm propagation across the
Internet [148], it is possible to efficiently create a database of potential targets within
a cellular phone network. The techniques below, listed from the most coarse to finegrain methods, are only a subset of techniques for creating directed attacks; however,
the combination of these methods can be used to create extremely accurate hit-lists.
The most obvious first step would be simply to attempt to capture phone numbers
overheard on the air interface. Because of the use of TMSIs over the air interface, this
approach is not possible. We therefore look to the web as our source of data.
3

The session cookie is referred to as a “JSESSIONID” at this particular website.
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4.3.2.1

NPA/NXX

The United States, Canada, and 18 other nations throughout the Caribbean adhere to
the North American Numbering Plan (NANP) for telephone number formatting. NANP
phone numbers consist of ten digits, which are traditionally represented as “NPA-NXXXXXX4 ”. These digit groupings represent the area code or Numbering Plan Area, exchange code5 , and terminal number, respectively. Traditionally, all of the terminal numbers for a given NPA/ NXX prefix are administered by a single service provider.
A quick search of the Internet yields a number of websites with access to the NPA/
NXX database. Responses to queries include the name of the service provider administering that NPA/NXX domain, the city where that domain is located and the subdivision
of NPA/NXX domains among a number of providers. For example, in the greater State
College, PA region, 814-876-XXXX is owned by AT&T Wireless; 814-404-XXXX is managed by Verizon Wireless; 814-769-XXXX is supervised by Sprint PCS.
This information is useful to an attacker as it reduces the size of the domain to
strictly numbers administered by wireless providers within a given region; however, this
data does not give specific information in regards to which of the terminals within the
NPA/NXX have been activated. Furthermore, as of November 23, 2004, this method does
not account for numbers within a specific NPA/NXX domain that have been transferred
to another carrier under new number portability laws. Nonetheless, this approach is
extremely powerful when used in conjunction with other methods, as it reduces the
amount of address space needed to be probed.
4.3.2.2

Web Scraping

As observed in the Internet [58], a large number of messages sent to so-called “dark
address space” is a strong indicator that an attack is in progress. A more refined use of
domain data, however, is readily available.
Web Scraping is a technique commonly used by spammers to collect information on
potential targets. Through the use of search engines and scripting tools, these individuals are able to gather email addresses posted on web pages in an efficient, automated
fashion. These same search tools can easily be harnessed to collect mobile phone numbers listed across the web. For example, the query Cell 999-999-0000..9999 at Google
(www.google.com) yields a large number of hits for the entire range of the NPA/NXX
4

Numbers in the last two subsets can take the form of N(2-9) or X(0-9)
The “NXX” portion of a phone number is sometimes referred to as the “NPX” or Numbering Plan
Exchange.
5
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Figure 4.4. The negative (top) and positive (bottom) response messages created by message
submission to a) Verizon, b) Cingular and c) Sprint PCS. Black rectangles have been added to
preserve sensitive data.

“999-999-XXXX”. Through our own proof-of concept scripts, we were able to collect 865
unique numbers from the greater State College, PA region, 7,308 from New York City
and 6,184 from Washington D.C. with minimal time and effort.
The difficulty with this method, much like the first, is that it does not give a definitive listing of numbers that are active and those that are not. As personal web pages
are frequently neglected, the available information is not necessarily up to date. Accordingly, some portion of these numbers could have long since been returned to the
pool of dark addresses. Furthermore, due to number porting, there is no guarantee that
these numbers are still assigned to the service provider originally administering that domain. Regardless, this approach significantly narrows down the search space of potential
targets.
4.3.2.3

Web Interface Interaction

All of the major providers of wireless service in the United States offer a website interface
through which anyone can, at no charge to the sender, submit SMS messages. If a
message created through this interface is addressed to a subscriber of this particular
provider, the message is sent to the targeted mobile device and a positive acknowledgment
is delivered to the sender. A message is rejected from the system and the user, depending
on the provider, is returned an error message if the targeted device is a subscriber of
a different provider or is addressed to a user that has opted to turn off text messaging
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services. An example of the both the positive and negative acknowledgments is available
in Figure 4.4. Of the service providers tested (AT&T Wireless, Cingular, Nextel, Sprint
PCS, T-Mobile and Verizon Wireless6 ), only AT&T did not respond with a positive
or negative acknowledgment; however, it should be noted that subscribers of AT&T
Wireless are slowly being transitioned over to Cingular due to its recent acquisition.
The positive and negative acknowledgments can be used to create an extremely accurate hit-list for a given NPA/NXX domain. Every positive response generated by the
system identifies a potential future target. Negative responses can be interpreted in multiple ways. For example, if the number corresponding to a negative response was found
through web scraping, it may instead be tried again at another provider’s website. If
further searching demonstrates a number as being unassigned, it can be removed from
the list of potential future targets.
While an automated, high speed version of this method of hit-list creation may
be noticed for repeated access to dark address space, an infrequent querying of these
interfaces over a long period of time (i.e. a “low and slow” attack) would be virtually
undetectable.
A parallel result could instead be accomplished by means of an automated dialing
system; however, the simplicity of code writing and the ability to match a phone to a
specific provider makes a web-interface the optimal candidate for building hit-lists in
this fashion.
4.3.2.4

Additional Collection Methods

A number of specific techniques can also be applied to hit-list development. For example,
a worm could be designed to collect stored phone numbers from victim devices by address
book scraping. In order to increase the likelihood that a list contained only valid numbers,
the worm could instead be programmed to take only the numbers from the “Recently
Called” list. The effectiveness of his method would be limited to mobile devices running
specific operating systems. The interaction between many mobile devices and desktop
computers could also be exploited. An Internet worm designed to scrape the contents of
a synchronized address book and then post that data to a public location such as a chat
room would yield similar data. Lastly, Bluetooth enabled devices have become notorious
for leaking information. Hidden in a busy area such as a bus, subway or train terminal,
a device designed to collect this sort of information [149] through continuous polling of
6

Since the original publication of this work, the above providers have changed. AT&T Wireless was
absorbed by Cingular, which recently changed its name back to AT&T. Sprint and Nextel have also
merged into a single entity.
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Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones in the vicinity would quickly be able to create a large
hit-list. If this system was left to run for a number of days, a correlation could be drawn
between a phone number and a location given a time and day of the week.

4.4

Modeling DoS Attacks

Given the existing bottlenecks and the ability to create hit-lists, we now discuss attacks
against cellular networks. An adversary can mount an attack by simultaneously sending
messages through the numerous available portals into the SMS network. The resulting
aggregate load saturates the control channels thereby blocking legitimate voice and SMS
communication. Depending on the size of the attack, the use of these services can be
denied for targets ranging in size from major metropolitan areas to entire continents.

4.4.1

Metropolitan Area Service

As discussed in Section 4.2, the wireless portion of SMS delivery begins when the targeted device hears its Temporary Mobile Subscriber ID (TMSI) over the Paging Channel
(PCH). The phone acknowledges the request via the Random Access Channel (RACH)
and then proceeds with authentication and content delivery over a Standalone Dedicated
Control Channel (SDCCH).
Voice call establishment is very similar to SMS delivery, except a Traffic Channel
(TCH) is allocated for voice traffic at the completion of control signaling. The advantage
of this approach is that SMS and voice traffic do not compete for TCHs, which are held
for significantly longer periods of time. Therefore, TCH use can be optimized such
that the maximum number of concurrent calls is provided. Because both voice and
SMS traffic use the same channels for session establishment, contention for these limited
resources still occurs. Given enough SMS messages, the channels needed for session
establishment will become saturated, thereby preventing voice traffic to a given area.
Such a scenario is not merely theoretical; instances of this contention have been well
documented [150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155].
In order to determine the required number of messages to induce saturation, the details of the air interface must be examined. While the following analysis of this vulnerability focuses on GSM networks, other systems (e.g. CDMA [156]) are equally vulnerable
to attacks.
The GSM air interface is a timesharing system. This technique is commonly employed
in a variety of systems to provide an equal distribution of resources between multiple
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Figure 4.5. An example air interface with four carriers (each showing a single frame). The first
time slot of the first carrier is the Common CCH. The second time slot of the first channel is
reserved for SDCCH connections. Over the course of a multiframe, capacity for eight users is
allotted. The remaining time slots across all carriers are designated for voice data. This setup is
common in many urban areas.

parties. Each channel is divided into eight timeslots and, when viewed as a whole, form
a frame. During a given timeslot, the assigned user receives full control of the channel.
From the telephony perspective, a user assigned to a given TCH is able to transmit voice
data once per frame. In order to provide the illusion of continuous voice sampling, the
frame length is limited to 4.615 ms. An illustration of this system is shown in Figure 4.5.
Because the bandwidth within a given frame is limited, data (especially relating to the
CCH) must often span a number of frames, as depicted in Figure 4.6. This aggregation
is known as a multiframe and is typically comprised of 51 frames7 . For example, over
the course of a single multiframe, the base station is able to dedicate up to 34 of the 51
Common CCH slots to paging operations.
Each channel has distinct characteristics. While the PCH is used to signal each
incoming call and text message, its commitment to each session is limited to the transmission of a TMSI. TCHs, on the other hand, remain occupied for the duration of a call,
which on average is a number of minutes [88]. The SDDCH, which has approximately
the same bandwidth as the PCH across a multiframe, is occupied for a number of seconds
per session establishment. Accordingly, in many scenarios, this channel can become a
bottleneck.
In order to determine the characteristics of the wireless bottleneck, it is necessary to
understand the available bandwidth. As shown in Figure 4.6, each SDCCH spans four
logically consecutive timeslots in a multiframe. With 184 bits per control channel unit
and a multiframe cycle time of 235.36 ms, the effective bandwidth is 782 bps [157]. Given
that authentication, TMSI renewal, the enabling of encryption, and the 160 byte text
7

Multiframes can actually contain 26, 51 or 52 frames. A justification for each case is available in the
standards [157].
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Figure 4.6. Timeslot 1 from each frame in a multiframe creates the logical SDCCH channel. In
a single multiframe, up to eight users can receive SDCCH access.

message must be transferred, a single SDCCH is commonly held by an individual session
for between four and five seconds [88]. The gray-box testing in Section 4.3.1 reinforces
the plausibility of this value by observing no messages delivered in under six seconds.
This service time translates into the ability to handle up to 900 SMS sessions per
hour on each SDCCH. In real systems, the total number of SDCCHs available in a sector
is typically equal to twice the number of carriers8 , or one per three to four voice channels.
For example, in an urban location such as the one demonstrated in Figure 4.5 where a
total of four carriers are used, a total of eight SDCCHs are allocated. A less populated
suburban or rural sector may only have two carriers per area and therefore have four
allocated SDCCHs. Densely populated metropolitan sectors may have as many as six
carriers and therefore support up to 12 SDCCHs per area.
We now calculate the maximum capacity of the system for an area. Chapter 5 offers
a more in-depth characterization of these attacks. As indicated in a study conducted by
the National Communications System (NCS) [88], the city of Washington D.C. has 40
cellular towers and a total of 120 sectors. This number reflects sectors of approximately
0.5 to 0.75 mi2 through the 68.2 mi2 city. Assuming that each of the sectors has eight
SDCCHs, the total number of messages per second needed to saturate the SDCCH
capacity C is:



8 SDCCH
C ' (120 sectors)
1 sector
' 864, 000 msgs/hr



900 msgs/hr
1 SDCCH



' 240 msgs/sec
8
Actual allocation of SDCCH channels may vary across implementations; however, these are the
generally accepted values throughout the community.
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Area

# Sectors

# SDCCHs/
sector
Washington D.C. 120
8
(68.2 mi2 )
12
24
Manhattan
55
8
(31.1 mi2 )
12
24
* assuming 1500 bytes per message

SMS Capacity
240
360
720
110
165
330

msgs/sec
msgs/sec
msgs/sec
msgs/sec
msgs/sec
msgs/sec

Upload
Rate*
2812.5 kbps
4218.8 kbps
8437.5 kbps
1289.1 kbps
1933.6 kbps
3867.2 kbps

Multi-Recipient
Rate*
281.25 kbps
421.88 kbps
843.75 kbps
128.91 kbps
193.66 kbps
386.72 kbps

Table 4.3. Required upload rate to saturate an empty network

Manhattan is smaller in area at 31.1 mi2 . Assuming the same sector distribution as
Washington D.C., there are 55 sectors. Due to the greater population density, we assume
12 SDCCHs are used per sector.



12 SDCCH
C ' (55 sectors)
1 sector
' 594, 000 msg/hr



900 msg/hr
1 SDCCH



' 165 msg/sec

Given that SMSCs in use by service providers in 2000 were capable of processing
2500 msgs/sec [158], such volumes are achievable even in the hypothetical case of a
sector having twice this number of SDCCHs.
Using a source transmission size of 1500 bytes as described in Section 4.3.1 to submit
an SMS from the Internet, Table 4.3 shows the load required at the source to saturate the
control channels, thereby incapacitating legitimate voice and text messaging services for
Washington D.C. and Manhattan. The adversary’s attack requirements can be reduced
by an order of magnitude when attacking providers including Verizon and Cingular
Wireless due to the ability to have a single message repeated to up to ten recipients.
Due to the data gathered in Section 4.3.1, sending this magnitude of messages to a
small number of recipients would degrade the effectiveness of such an attack. As shown
in the previous section, targeted phones would quickly see their buffers reach capacity.
Undeliverable messages would then be buffered in the network until the space allotted
per user was also exhausted. These accounts would likely be flagged and potentially
temporarily shut down for receiving a high number of messages in a short period of
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Figure 4.7. A high level overview of the effects resulting from a targeted text messaging attack
on a metropolitan area.

time, thereby fully extinguishing the attack. Clever usage of well constructed hit-lists
keeps the number of messages seen by individual phones far below realistic thresholds
for rate limitation on individual targets.
Using the conservative population and demographic numbers cited from the NCS
technical bulletin [88]9 and assuming 50% of the wireless subscribers in Washington
are serviced by the same network, an even distribution of messages would require the
delivery of approximately 5.04 messages to each phone per hour (1 message every 11.92
minutes) to saturate Washington D.C. If the percentage of subscribers receiving service
from a provider is closer to 25%, the number is only 10.07 messages per hour (1 message
every 5.96 minutes). In a more densely populated city such as Manhattan, with a
population estimated at 1,318,000 with 60% wireless penetration and 12 SDCCHs, only
1.502 messages would have to be received per user per hour if half of the wireless clientele
use the same provider. That number increases slightly to 3.01 if the number is closer to
25%.
Depending on the intended duration of an attack, the creation of very large hit-lists
may not be necessary. An adversary may only require a five minute service outage to
accomplish their mission. Assuming that the attacker created a hit-list with only 2500
phone numbers, with each target having a buffer of 50 messages and launched their
attack in a city with 8 SDCCHs (e.g. Washington D.C.), uniform random use of the hitlist would deliver a single message to each phone every 10.4 seconds, allowing the attack
9

572,059 people with 60% wireless penetration and 8 SDCCHs (and that devices are powered on).
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to last 8.68 minutes before buffer exhaustion. Similar to the most dangerous worms in
the Internet, this attack could be completed before anyone capable of thwarting it could
respond.
When compared to the requisite load to launch these attacks listed in Table 4.3,
many of these scenarios can be executed from a single high-end cable modem. A more
distributed, less rate intense attack might instead be launched from a small zombie
network. Figure 4.7 summarizes the impact of such an attack.

4.4.2

Regional Service

Both popularity and the potential for high revenue have forced service providers to
investigate methods of increasing SMS capacity in their networks. Already, a number of
major industrial players [159, 160] offer solutions designed to offload SMS traffic from the
traditional SS7 phone system onto less expensive, higher bandwidth IP-based networks.
New SMSCs, each capable of processing some 20,000 SMS messages per second, would
help to quickly disseminate the constantly increasing demand.
Advanced services including General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced
Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) promise high speed data connections to the Internet for mobile devices. While offering to alleviate multimedia traffic at the SMSC
and potentially send some SMS messages, these data services are widely viewed as complimentary to SMS and will thus not replace SMS’s functionality in the foreseeable future [161]10 . In terms of SMS delivery, all aspects of the network are increasing available
bandwidth except the SDCCH bottleneck.
We examine a conservative attack on the cellular infrastructure in the United States.
From the United States Census in 2000, approximately 92,505 mi2 [162] are considered
urban. This 2.62% of the land is home to approximately 80% of the nation’s population.
We first model the attack by assuming that all urban areas in the country have highcapacity sectors (8 SDCCHs per sector). This assumption leads to the results shown
below:

C '

8 SDCCH
1 sector



900 msg/hr
1 SDCCH



1.7595 sectors
1 mi2



(92, 505 mi2 )
' 1, 171, 890, 342 msg/hr
' 325, 525 msg/sec
10

SMS over GPRS is already in service; however, it is not the default method of SMS delivery on
GPRS-capable phones and must be activated by the user. Furthermore, SMS over GPRS still defaults
to the standard SMS delivery mechanism when GPRS is unavailable
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This attack would require approximately 3.8 Gbps and a nation-wide hit-list to be
successful. If the adversary is able to submit a single message to up to ten different
recipients, the requisite attack load for the adversary drops to approximately 370 Mbps.
Considering that previous distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks have crippled websites such
as Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com) with gigabit per second loads, this attack on the entire
cellular infrastructure is wholly realizable through a relatively small zombie network.

4.4.3

Targeted Attacks

While total network degradation attacks can occur, Internet attacks can be targeted.
Internet driven attacks directed at specific targets in the physical domain are not new.
In 2002, anonymous individuals inundated spammer Alan Ralsky with thousands of
mail-order catalogs on a daily basis. Through the use of simple scripting tools and a
lack of mechanisms to prevent automation [43], these individuals subscribed their target
to postal mailing lists at a much faster rate than he could possibly be removed. In so
doing, Mr. Ralsky’s ability to receive normal mail at his primary residence was all but
destroyed.
This same attack can be applied to SMS service. While the complete disruption of
a user’s SMS service is dangerous, a more interesting attack occurs when the adversary
wishes to stop a victim from receiving useful messages. For example, a jealous ex-lover
may wish to keep a message from being delivered; a stock trader may want to delay
updates received by competitors; an attacker may want to keep a systems administrator
from receiving a notification.
This attack is accomplished by flooding the user with a superfluous number of messages. This results in one of three outcomes: a buffer somewhere overflows and the
message is lost, the message is delayed longer than its shelf-life11 , or the user does not
notice the message due to the deluge of meaningless messages.
In many cases, an attack allowing intentional message loss is ideal for the adversary. Mobile phones, like other embedded devices, have significant memory constraints,
thereby limiting the number of messages a phone can hold. For all but the highest-end
phones (see Section 4.3.1), this typically ranges from 30 to 50 messages. Once the phone
can no longer receive messages, the service provider’s network begins to buffers all subsequent messages. For reasons of practicality, providers impose limitations on the number
11

An SMS weather notification is useless if you are already stuck in the rain.
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of messages the network can store per user. Thus, if the adversary can exceed this value,
messages become lost.
The SMSC is not the only locus for message loss. As observed with the Nokia
3560, when the buffer became full, any message with content assumed to be known (any
outbox message and read messages in the inbox) were automatically deleted. While this
occurrence was isolated to the firmware of a specific phone, the potential to remotely
maliciously destroy a user’s data exists.
The onslaught of large numbers of packets helps accomplish the remaining two attack outcomes. During the testing in Section 4.3.1, where 400 messages were injected
to determine the size of the SMSC buffers, the delivery of all packets took almost 90
minutes even with the constant monitoring and clearing of phone buffers. Temporally
critical messages were potentially delayed beyond their period of usefulness. Additionally, the use of the “Clear Inbox” function significantly increases the possibility of a user
accidentally deleting a legitimate text message that arrived among the attack messages.
While deleting an immense number of text messages is taxing on the user, as described
in Section 4.3.1, the receipt of large amounts of data consumes significant battery power.
This leads to yet another targeted DoS attack, a battery depletion attack.

4.5

Attacks from Subscriber Devices

Cellular networks are driving the next generation of general purpose computing platforms. The combination of always-on connectivity and device portability offer a wide
range of new opportunities. From remote access to email to use as a trusted token in
financial transactions to emergency response communications, researchers and developers increasingly task mobile phones with critical operations. Unfortunately, currently
available device operating systems exhibit a nearly complete lack of control over access
to operations and resources.
Such problems result in a radical violation of underlying design assumptions upon
which telecommunications networks were built. Specifically, because applications running on mobile phones in the past were limited, the behavior of user devices and the traffic they created were largely predictable. However, emerging platforms, with malleable
software configurations, cannot be depended upon to behave in any particular manner.
Because device operating systems do not regulate how applications use phone resources,
these devices are subject to a variety of fundamental vulnerabilities. The combination
of systemic device weakness, networks with a narrow tolerance for unexpected behavior,
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and an ever-increasing pool of applications creates an exceedingly fragile environment
incapable of providing the guarantees expected of a telecommunications network.
To demonstrate that such attacks can just as easily be launched from inside the network, we investigate the current state of security in mobile phone operating systems.
We use two example vulnerabilities to expose inadequacies in mediation, access control,
resource management and quality of service mechanisms. These vulnerabilities are then
viewed in the context of their impact on larger telecommunications systems. In order to
provide specific examples of mechanisms in mobile phones, we examine the Symbian operating system [163]. While a number of other prominent alternatives including variants
of Linux and Windows exist, we have selected Symbian because it represents more than
50% of the smart phone market share [164].
Symbian is based on a microkernel architecture, supporting only memory management and scheduling within the kernel itself. All remaining components of the base
subsystem, including process management and the filesystem, are provided via modules
in user space. Additional subsystems providing telephony, graphics, security and an application framework sit above the base subsystem. Figure 4.8 offers an overview of this
system.
In keeping with its status as the most widespread OS, Symbian is also the most attacked [165]. However, other mobile device operating systems have historically contained
similar serious weaknesses [166, 167]. Vulnerabilities including DLL overwriting, weaknesses in Bluetooth security, capability circumvention, and an increasing pool of malware
(Cabir [92], Mabir [94], Skulls [91], etc) represent a small sampling of currently available
exploits. The specific examples below are novel in their illustration of new and systemic
weaknesses in mobile phone operating systems, but achieve similar ends as previously
published vulnerabilities. Note that these exploits are possible using standard API calls
available to all applications.

4.5.1

Keylogging

The Window Session Server controls all GUI-based programs running on a Symbian
based device. In order for applications to respond to user input, this service returns
specific key press events to each application calling the CaptureKey() function. For
example, a game may call CaptureKey() for all directional arrows on the keypad. As we
discovered on Symbian 60 and Symbian 80 systems, this function returns key presses to
all requesters, regardless of the application in focus. Because each application can call
CaptureKey() for multiple keys, we were able to implement a program running in the
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Figure 4.8. The architecture of the Symbian operating system. Because there is only a single
user, requests by an attacker are treated the same as those made by the legitimate client.

background capable of logging all buttons pressed by the user.
Keylogging is actually enhanced by other artifacts of mobile phones. On each button
press, for example, mobile phones emit a Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) tone.
Each DTMF tone uniquely identifies the button pressed such that a receiver can decode
and determine the associated numerical value. The uses of this technique are widespread
and include resolving user PINs. However, such tones can also be locally decoded by an
adversary to recover the same information. By simply recording a small portion of a
phone call, triggered by a button push after its initiation, an adversary could log keys
aurally.
The dangers of keylogging on such a platform are becoming increasingly acute. Service providers are already beginning to aggressively market mobile phone access to bank
accounts and bill payment [168]. A number of researchers have also suggested the use of
such devices as trusted tokens in security critical operations [169, 170].

4.5.2

Remote Command Execution

Attention (AT) commands are used to send instructions to a modem. Operations including establishing voice calls, sending SMS messages, and accessing phonebook data can be
executed using such messages. In previous generations of mobile phones, the use of AT
commands was restricted through a serial cable for testing and troubleshooting purposes.
However, the widespread use of Bluetooth technology allows AT commands to be issued
wirelessly via the Dial Up Networking (DUN) profile. Using weaknesses in Bluetooth
allowing an adversary to add themselves to a connection white-list, an attacker can remotely send commands to nearby phones. Because the DUN service does not perform
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additional access control checks, the attached adversary can perform actions including
sending voice/data calls and SMS messages without the permission or knowledge of the
affected host.
While the remote execution of AT commands was previously accomplished by BlueBug [171], this previous exploit takes advantage of another service - the serial port profile.
By demonstrating the ability to recreate such vulnerabilities across multiple services, we
reinforce our assertion of the lack of control being an endemic property of these operating
systems.

4.5.3

Network Impact

With a high degree of accuracy, voice call duration, frequency and even destination
have become predictable parameters in telecommunications networks. Accordingly, such
systems have evolved and been optimized around anticipated user behavior. The level to
which these networks are tailored to expected behavior is easily observable through their
reaction to non-standard traffic patterns. For example, the advent of dial-up modems
forced service providers to vastly increase capacity as users began occupying call circuits
for significantly longer than when only voice communication was possible. Increased end
device capability must therefore be examined in terms of its potential impact on the
network.
Instead of attacking through portals connecting cellular networks and the Internet,
an adversary could use a large number of infected devices to generate the same volume
of SMS traffic. Assuming that a compromised device sends a single text message once
every five seconds and that those devices are evenly distributed throughout Manhattan,
a successful attack could be characterized as:

165 msg 5 sec
1 sec 1 device
= 825 infected phones

# P hones =

While seemingly a large number, this quantity of cellular-capable devices could
quickly and easily be compromised. For instance, by placing a “carrier” or infecting
device in a trashcan of a heavily trafficked area such as a subway or busy intersection,
more than enough devices could be affected. Using the centrally coordinated time functionality provided the network, an adversary can simulataneously launch and in so doing
abuse the delicate balance of bandwidth apportioning between signaling and communi-
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cations channels [3, 4, 7].
Damage to the network is also not limited to denial of service. With significantly
expanded capabilities and open functionality, devices may also probe critical network
servers for weaknesses. The possibility of gaining control of once-isolated core nodes
through vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows, including the Home Location Register
(HLR) and Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs), becomes a greater reality given the potential to create and send targeted malformed control messages into the network. Such
control could be used for activities ranging from illicit eavesdropping to fraudulent billing.

4.6

Solutions

Many of the mechanisms currently in place are not adequate to protect these networks.
The proven practicality of address spoofing or distributed attacks via zombie networks
makes the use of authentication based upon source IP addresses an ineffective solution [121]. As demonstrated in Section 4.4, limiting the maximum number of message
received by an individual over a time period is also ineffective. Due to the tremendous
earnings potential associated with open functionality, it is also difficult to encourage
service providers to restrict access to SMS messaging. Solutions must therefore take all
of these matters into consideration. The mechanisms below offer both long term and
temporary options for securing cellular networks.

4.6.1

Eliminating Internet-Originated Text Messaging

The most extreme approach to addressing the vulnerabilities discussed in this chapter
is by closing all text messaging gateways between cellular networks and the Internet.
Unfortunately, such a solution is neither practical nor complete. In the case of the
former, the closure of such interfaces would correspond to a significant loss of revenue.
The ability to infect mobile phones with an increasing pool of malcode [92, 91, 94] also
reduces the effectiveness of such measures. Whether through cellular data or Bluetooth
connections, the ability to compromise and remotely control such devices allows attacks
to be launched from within the network itself [5]. Given the size of these networks and
the number of connected external entities, implementing this option may actually be
impossible. Accordingly, we immediately discard this suggestion as unrealistic.
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4.6.2

SmartER Phones

The name smart phone is a misnomer. Instead, we have created a device with vastly
expanded functionality but with no additional context in which to make decisions. From
our experience over the past two years [4, 3, 7, 8], we argue that the problems facing
this field can be divided into three distinct areas. First, device operating systems do
not control their operations and resource usage. Second, because telecommunications
networks have been over-engineered, even slight changes in mobile phone behavior will
have an impact on network behavior. Finally, the increasing diversity of applications and
open connectivity to the Internet, both of which lack context specific to cellular systems,
will continue to test the limits of both devices and networks.
In short, the continued success of these networks is dependent on the creation of
smarter, more responsible phones - devices capable of intelligently operating in conjunction with telecommunications networks, not independently of them. We use a networkaware packet scheduler running as a module in a mobile phone as an example. Because
every connection to the network requires significant initial overhead (registration, channel assignment, etc), establishing connections requires an expensive set of operations for
both the network and mobile phones. However, this cost could be amortized by scheduling background events on mobile phones (e.g. checking for email, updating sports scores)
to coincide with network initiated connections such as periodic location updates. Such
traffic can be piggybacked on the same session, benefitting the mobile phone by minimizing the power and bandwidth resources spent on connection overhead. This behavior
would also be beneficial for the network, by increasing the predictability of network access by the device. Such requests would occur with enough regularity12 without altering
the perceived experience of even non-mobile users.
Accomplishing the above requires effective versions of the mechanisms discussed in
this section. Through the combination of mediation, access control, resource management and quality of service, we can begin to address much of the Byzantine and unexpected behavior previously discussed. While some of the mechanism options are known,
the mobile phones and telecommunications networks have unique requirements that will
require the creation of new conceptual approaches. Most critically, operating systems
designers will need to possess a more intimate understanding of the telecommunications
infrastructure of which they are a part.
12

The frequency of updates is provider dependent; however, anywhere between six and ten messages
per hour is well within reason.
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4.6.3

Separation of Voice and Data

It is highly unlikely that the numerous connections between the Internet and cellular
networks will or can be closed by service providers. In light of this, the most effective
means of eliminating the above attacks is by separating all voice and data communications. In so doing, the insertion of data into cellular networks will no longer degrade the
fidelity of voice services.
This separation should occur in both the wired network and at the air interface.
Dedicating a carrier on the air interface for data signaling and delivery eliminates an
attacker’s ability to take down voice communications. Dedicated data channels, however,
are an inefficient use of spectrum and are therefore unattractive. Even if this solution is
implemented, the bottleneck may be pushed into the SS7 network. More importantly,
separating text messaging traffic onto IP or dedicated SS7 links does not prevent an
attack from overloading the air interface. Until offloading schemes [159, 160] are fully
implemented in these networks, overload controls [172] based upon origin priority should
be implemented to help shape traffic. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2, a partial separation
has already begun with the introduction of data services including GRPS and EDGE;
however, these networks will remain vulnerable to attack as long as interconnections
between voice and data flows exist.
The separation of voice and data is not enough to completely ensure unaffected
wireless communications. In situations similar to September 11th where voice capacity
is saturated, Internet-originated SMS messages can still be used to fill data channels
such that legitimate text messaging is still impossible. SMS traffic should therefore
be subject to origin classification. Text messages originating outside of the network
should be assigned low priority on data channels. Messages originating within the phone
network should receive high priority. This solution assumes that the SMSC is sufficiently
protected from physical compromise by an attacker. If this expectation does not hold,
more sophisticated, distributed mechanisms will have to be employed throughout the
SS7 network.

4.6.4

Resource Provisioning

Many service providers have experience dealing with temporary elevations in network
traffic such as flash crowds. COSMOTE, the Greek telecommunications company responsible for providing service to the 2004 Olympic games, deployed additional base
stations and an extra MSC in the area surrounding the Olympic Complex [173]. This
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extra equipment allowed this system to successfully deliver over 100 million text messages
during the 17 day duration of the games [174]. Similarly, sporting events and large public
gatherings in the United States regularly take advantage of so-called Cellular-on-Wheels
(COW) services in order to account for location-dependent traffic spikes.
The effects of Internet-originated SMS attacks could be reduced by increasing capacity to critical areas in a similar fashion. Unfortunately, the cost of additional equipment
makes this solution too expensive. Even if a provider rationalized the expense, the
elevated provisioning merely makes DoS attacks more difficult but not impossible. Additionally, the increased number of handoffs resulting from reduced sector size would
induce significant strain on the network core.
Alternatively, the way in which resources are managed could be shifted in such networks. As we demonstrate in Chapter 5, simple queuing and reprovisioning can help
mitigate such an attack. We leave the discussion of these techniques and why they are
fundamentally limited, to the coming chapters.

4.6.5

Rate Limitation

Due to the time and money required to realize either of the above solutions, it is necessary
to provide short term means of securing cellular networks. Many of these techniques
harness well-known rate limitation mechanisms (e.g., fair queuing, etc) and are explored
in greater detail in our follow-on work [7].
On the air interface, the number of SDCCH channels allowed to deliver text messages
could be restricted. Given the addition of normal traffic filling control channels, this
attack would still be effective in denying service to all but a few individuals. Additionally,
this approach slows the rate that legitimate text messages can be delivered, potentially
elevating congestion in the core of the phone network. This approach is therefore not an
adequate solution on its own.
Because many of these attacks are heavily reliant upon accurately constructed hitlists, impeding their creation should be of the highest priority. Specifically, all of the web
interfaces should cease returning both positive and negative acknowledgments for submitted SMS messages. Instead, a message indicating only that the submission was being
processed should be returned so as to not permit an attacker from accurately mapping an
NPA/NXX domain. This is currently the behavior seen when a mobile-to-mobile message is sent. Unfortunately, because legitimate users are unable to determine whether or
not their message has been accepted by the system, the tradeoff for implementing this
policy is a reduction in the reliability of Internet-originated text messages.
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Furthermore, all web interfaces should limit the number of recipients to which a
single SMS submission is sent. The ability to send ten messages per submission at both
the Verizon and Cingular Wireless websites is particularly dangerous as flooding the
system requires one-tenth of the messages and attack load necessary to interfere with
other networks.
Reducing the ability to automate submissions is another approach that should be
considered as a temporary solution for these interfaces. Having the sender’s computer
calculate tractable but difficult puzzles [103, 102] before a submission is completed limits
the frequency with which any machine can inject messages into a system. The use of
CAPTCHAs [106, 175], or images containing embedded text that is difficult for computers to parse, is also plausible. Because CAPTCHAs are not unbreakable [108] and
puzzles only impede the submission speed for individuals, both of these countermeasures
can be circumvented if an attacker employs a large enough zombie network.
A final option to keeping open web interfaces is to require a sender of a message
through this mechanism to pay for the transaction. Accounts could be set up with a
number of credits that could be increased at the cost of the user. This approach may be
particularly attractive to service providers as it would provide an additional source of
income; however, it may still be possible to purchase the requisite number of messages
need to launch an attack through this interface, so careful planning would be necessary
before any attempts at implementation were made. Additionally, it may be difficult
to convince customers to pay for something they have been receiving for free for many
years.

4.6.6

Education

While the above mechanisms are appropriate for the prevention of DoS attacks, they
have limited success preventing other attacks. Phishers will still be able to send messages to individuals through the web interface with anonymity; however, their ability to
blanket large prefixes in a short period of time is greatly reduced. Unfortunately, it may
only require a single message for an attacker to get the sensitive information they seek.
Malcode, whether downloaded or self-propagating, will also pose a similar problem. As
mobile phones rapidly evolve from limited embedded devices to general purpose computing platforms, they will become increasingly attractive targets [5]. While a number of
software suites designed to protect mobile phones from such threats are available [176],
these devices generally lack many of the most basic operating system protection mechansisms.
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Figure 4.9. Approximately one year after the publication of the original paper, Cingular Wireless placed restrictions on its web interface. Only subscribers can now submit messages directly
through their portal; however, email-submitted messages still remain open to all.

The most practical solution for this family of exploits is therefore education. Cellular
service providers must launch an aggressive campaign to reach all of their clients to tell
them that no such request for information will ever come via SMS text. To this date,
we are unaware of any such effort.

4.7

Reflections on Disclosure

The publication of vulnerabilities discovered during the course of research is hotly debated. Disclosure of such problems, as is frequently argued, ultimately leads to their
exploitation. In some cases, such as those in which absolutely no short-term mitigation
techniques are available or human life is imminently threatened, immediate public disclosure may in fact be irresponsible. Equally as dangerous, however, is the failure to discuss
such problems in the larger community. As an increased of zero-day exploits is making
painfully obvious, the public disclosure of a vulnerability does not necessarily indicate
its independent discovery. The researchers and engineers responsible for designing such
systems must be aware of previous weaknesses in order to avoid recreating them in the
future. In order to balance these concerns, we engaged in significant discussions with
federal and state officials prior to the release of the original paper [4]. Through these
conversations, we were able to communicate with representatives within the telecommunications industry and eventually the research community. To more fully understand
the reaction to our disclosure, we look back one year later on both initial and long term
responses to this attack.
One of the greatest misconceptions of this attack centered around SMS spam. Our
initial work in fact briefly examined the presence of unsolicited messages made possible by connections between the Internet and cellular networks. Volumes of such spam
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have in fact increased since the initial publication of this work [177]; however, this is a
tangential issue to the problem presented in this chapter. To illustrate this point, we
return to the results of the gray-box testing discussed in Section 4.3.1. To avoid losing
messages to spam filtering, we used sets of text designed to pass as regular communications. Specifically, we took 160 byte sequences from the terms of service agreements
available on service provider websites. At no time were any of our messages unexpectedly dropped. Less obvious text could be increasingly effective. For example, a message
containing phrases such as “Stuck in the office - will be late for dinner.” would be virtually impossible to filter out. While spam filtering has certainly advanced significantly
since its inception, it is not sufficiently developed such that it is able to determine sender
intent. Accordingly, filters are a necessary defense, but ultimately fail to prevent such
attacks from occurring.
Because of the closed nature of cellular networks, observing the progress of measures addressing this problem has been difficult. However, there have been a number
of encouraging signs. Nearly a year after the initial public disclosure of the vulnerability, Cingular Wireless (once again AT&T) closed their website’s public SMS interface.
Figure 4.9 shows that, due to the potential for misuse, this avenue for submitting text
messages has been removed [178]. Instead, subscribers can log into their accounts to use
this service. This technique, however, does not not completely solve the problem. It
is still possible to send unsolicited messages to end hosts via email, instant messaging
programs and bulk providers. As mentioned in Section 4.6, mobile hosts compromised
by malware would also remain a threat. While this move is a significant step towards
addressing the problem, it is by no means a silver-bullet.

4.8

Practicality

Cellular networks are a critical part of the economic and social infrastructures in which we
live. These systems have traditionally experienced below 300 seconds of communication
outages per year (i.e., “five nines” availability). However, the proliferation of external
services on these networks introduces significant potential for misuse. We have shown
that an adversary injecting text messages from the Internet can cause almost twice the
yearly expected network down-time in a metropolitan area using hit-lists containing as
few as 2500 targets. With additional resources, attacks capable of denying voice and
SMS service to an entire continent are also feasible. By attacking the less protected edge
components of the network, we elicit the same effects as would be seen from a successful
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assault on the well protected network core.
One the surface, the attacks described in this chapter seem to point to a simple
flooding DoS attack - a narrow channel shared by two services appears to be overwhelmed
by a small but carefully crafted attack flow. However, further inspection begins to raise
new questions. Why are two flows with diametrically opposing characteristics sharing
a bandwidth and a mechanism rigidly specialized for the delivery of only one of them?
What is it about the behavior of single packet flows that clogs cellular networks when
multi-packet flows do not? Attempting to answer such questions forces us to re-evaluate
our initial flooding attack hypothesis. Accordingly, our next set of experiments attempt
to address the problem and, in so doing, understand the characteristics of the attack at
a foundational level.
Mobile voice and data systems have and will continue to become indispensable tools
in the lives of billions of people across the globe. The problems presented in this chapter
and their causes must therefore be addressed in order to preserve the usability of these
critical services.

Chapter

5

Mitigating Attacks on Rigidity in
SMS-Capable Cellular Networks
The transformation of telecommunications networks from homogeneous closed systems
providing only voice services to Internet-connected open networks that provide voice and
data services presents significant security challenges. For example, the previous chapter
illustrated that a carefully crafted DoS attack via text messaging could incapacitate
all voice communications in a metropolitan area with little more than a cable modem.
This attack highlights a growing threat to these systems; namely, cellular networks are
increasingly exposed to adversaries both in and outside the network. In this chapter, we
use a combination of modeling and simulation to demonstrate the feasibility of targeted
text messaging attacks. Under realistic network conditions, we show that adversaries can
achieve blocking rates of more than 70% with only limited resources. We then develop
and characterize five techniques from within two broad classes of countermeasures - queue
management, scheduling and resource provisioning. Our analysis demonstrates that
these techniques can eliminate or extensively mitigate even the most intense targeted text
messaging attacks. We conclude by considering the tradeoffs inherent to the application
of these techniques in current and next generation telecommunications networks.
Most critically, this chapter offers us significant evidence that the phenomenon we
are observing is not simply the result of a flooding denial of service attack. Through
a much more detailed analysis of the system, we observe that our mitigation strategies
allow cellular networks to withstand such attacks in handful of ways, but not in a manner
expected in traditional data networks. Specifically, the rigid manner in which channels
are used fails to achieve the multiplexing behavior expected in data networks. We reflect
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more deeply upon this observation in our concluding remarks in the chapter.

5.1

Developing Mitigation Techniques

In addition to traditional voice communications, cellular systems offer a wide variety
of data and text/short messaging services (SMS). Cellular providers have introduced
SMS gateways between the phone networks and the Internet to increase the reach (and
volume) of text messaging. These gateways are partially responsible for the soaring usage
of text messaging. Some five billion text messages are sent each month in the United
States alone [139]. Indeed, for significant numbers of users, text messaging has become
the primary means of communication [179].
Such interconnectivity is not without serious security risks. The cellular infrastructure was designed to operate as a homogeneous and highly controlled system. Interconnectivity with the Internet invalidates many of the assumptions upon which the phone
networks were designed. These failing assumptions lead to critical vulnerabilities. In
the previous chapter, we showed that, under a simple model, small but carefully crafted
volumes of text messages could be used to incapacitate all cellular communications in
large metropolitan areas. Particularly in times of crisis, the cost of the maliciously driven
loss of cellular communications could be immeasurable.
In this chapter, we consider both the reality and mitigation of previously postulated
attacks on text messaging. Using analytical modeling and highly detailed simulation of
the GSM air interface, we show that the simple model described in the original study
underestimated the traffic volumes necessary to to effect a high-impact attack by approximately a factor of three. However, while the specific estimates made by Enck et
al. were not perfect, we found their qualitative arguments of feasibility to hold under
a range of realistic traffic models. In short, our findings demonstrate that cellular networks are in fact quite vulnerable to SMS-based attacks mounted by adversaries with
even limited resources. Specifically, an attack capable of preventing the large majority of
voice communications in a metropolitan area is indeed possible with the traffic capacity
available to a single cable modem.
In the presence of this reality, we have developed five techniques from within two
broad classes of countermeasures, queue management and resource provisioning, to combat these attacks. Our goal is to maintain the high availability of voice telephony required
by regulatory bodies while attempting to provide maximal throughput for high-value text
messaging. We apply well-known queueing techniques including variants of Weighted
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Fair Queueing (WFQ) and Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED), which are well
tested for addressing traffic overload in the Internet. These schemes attempt to provide
differentiated service to voice and data, and hence alleviate resource contention.
The second class of solutions reapportion the wireless medium using the novel Strict
Resource Provisioning (SRP), Dynamic Resource Provisioning (DRP) and Direct Channel Allocation (DCA) algorithms. Our modeling and simulation analyses of the countermeasures demonstrates their utility: the effect of the solutions ranged from partial attack
mitigation for both flows to the prevention of attack-related voice blocking and the successful delivery of high priority text messages. A further exploration of the deployment
of these solutions highlights a number of security, performance, and complexity tradeoffs.
We discuss these tradeoffs throughout and make a number of recommendations to the
community.
In this work, we make the following contributions:
• Network/Attack Characterization: We create a realistic characterization of
system behavior under targeted SMS attacks. Such characterizations dually ascertain their existence and develop a profile of the effect of an attack under varying
traffic intensity and arrival models.
• Current Countermeasure Analysis: We briefly consider popularly advertised
solutions to targeted text messaging attacks. Principally, we find that the currently
deployed “edge solutions” are largely ineffective against all but the most naı̈ve
attack.
• Countermeasure Development and Evaluation: We develop and characterize
a number of countermeasures adapted from well-established queueing techniques
and novel channel allocation strategies. Our analysis demonstrates that these attacks can be effectively mitigated by altering the traffic handling disciplines at
the air interface. Hence, countering these attacks need not require a substantive
change to internal structure or operation of cellular networks, but can be handled
entirely by software changes at the base station.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 provides an overview
of cellular signaling networks and characterizes targeted SMS attacks; Section 5.3 offers
a number of mitigation strategies and models their ability to mitigate these attacks; Section 5.4 details the attack and mitigation simulations; and Section 5.5 offers concluding
remarks and future work.
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Figure 5.1. A high level description of SMS delivery in an SS7 network.

5.2
5.2.1

System/Attack Characterization
Message Delivery Overview

In the following subsection, we provide a high-level, simplified tutorial on text message
delivery in cellular networks. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate this process.
5.2.1.1

Message Insertion

Messages may be submitted into the system from cell phones operating within the system
or from external sources. We focus on delivery from external sources, but the message
flow for all types of messages is similar.
An Internet-originated SMS message can be generated by any one of a number of External Short Messaging Entities (ESMEs). ESMEs include devices and interfaces ranging
from email and web-based messaging portals to service provider websites and voicemail,
services and can be attached to telecommunications networks either by dedicated connection or the Internet. When a message is injected into the network, it is delivered
to the Short Messaging Service Center (SMSC). These servers are responsible for the
execution of a “store-and-forward” protocol that eventually delivers text messages to
their intended destination.
The contents and destination information from the message are examined by the
SMSC and are then copied into a properly formatted packet. At this point, messages
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Figure 5.2. An overview of SMS message delivery on the wireless or air interface. Incoming
voice calls would follow a similar procedure except that they would receive a TCH after using
the SDCCH.

originating in the Internet and those created in the network itself become indistinguishable. Formatted text messages are then placed in an egress queue in the SMSC and
await service.
5.2.1.2

Message Routing

Before an SMSC can forward a text message to a targeted mobile device, it must first
determine the location of that device. To accomplish this, the SMSC queries a database
known as the Home Location Register (HLR). The HLR is responsible for storing subscriber data including availability, billing information, available services and current
location. With the help of other elements in the network, the HLR determines the
routing information for the targeted device. If the desired phone is not available, the
SMSC stores the message until a later time for subsequent retransmission. Otherwise,
the SMSC receives the address of the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) currently providing service to the target device. The MSC delivers the text message over the wireless
interface through its attached Base Stations (BS).
5.2.1.3

Wireless Delivery

An area of coverage in a wireless network is called a cell. Each cell is typically partitioned
into multiple (usually three) sectors. We characterize the system on a per sector basis
throughout the chapter.
The air interface, or radio portion of the network, is traditionally divided into two
classes of logical channels — the Control Channels (CCHs) and Traffic Channels (TCH).
TCHs carry voice traffic after call setup has occurred. CCHs, which transport information about the network and assist in call setup/SMS delivery, are subclassified further.
In order to alert a targeted device that a call or text message is available, a message
is broadcast on the Paging Channel (PCH). Note that multiple base stations broadcast
this page in an attempt to quickly determine the sector in which the targeted recipient is
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Table 5.1. Commonly Used Variables

λcall
λSM S
µSDCCH,call
µT CH,call
µSDCCH,SM S
ρcall
ρSM S

Arrival rate of voice calls
Arrival rate of text messages
Service rate of voice calls at SDCCH
Service rate of voice calls at TCH
Service rate of text messages at SDCCH
Call traffic intensity
SMS traffic intensity

Table 5.2. System and Attack Parameters

µ−1
T CH
µ−1
SDCCH,call
µ−1
SDCCH,SM S
λcall
λSM S,attack
λSM S,regular

120 sec [180]
1.5 sec [180]
4 sec [88]
50,000 calls/city/hr
.2525 calls/sector/sec
495 msgs/city/sec
9 msgs/sector/sec
138.6K/city/hr
0.7 msgs/sector/sec

located. Upon hearing its temporary identifier on the PCH, available devices inform the
network of their readiness to accept incoming communications using the slotted ALOHAbased Random Access Channel (RACH) uplink. A device is then assigned a Standalone
Dedicated Control Channel (SDCCH) by listening to the Access Grant Channel (AGCH).
If a text message is available, the base station authenticates the device, enables encryption, and then delivers the contents of the message over the assigned SDCCH. If instead
a call is incoming for the device, the SDCCH is used to authenticate the device and
negotiate a TCH for voice communications.

5.2.2

Simulator Design and Implementation

While analytics easily characterize simplistic network loads, it is difficult to analyze
multi-faceted input flows. To more fully characterize targeted SMS attacks and mitigation techniques, we developed an extensible, detailed GSM simulator. A number of
simulation environments, including OPNET and NS2, were considered. The GSM air
interface modules for both OPNET and NS2 focus on mobility management and did not
contain support for SMS. More importantly, neither design was amenable to modeling
potential countermeasures. Commercial GSM simulators were also considered, but were
highly complex, specialized, and cost prohibitive.
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The core simulator is over 5,000 lines of C with supplement scripts written in various
languages. In total, the project contains over 8,000 lines of code. All code was written
with flexibility of configuration and extensibility in mind. Figure 5.3 depicts our simulator architecture. Solid lines indicate voice and SMS message flow; dashed lines indicate
reporting of events, including creation, stage entrance, blocking, and completion. Simulation begins in the Message Generation stage, where messages are randomly created
using a Mersenne Twister Pseudo Random Number Generator [181]. Message generation
can follow Poisson, uniform, or bursty arrival patterns. After creation, messages proceed
to the RACH stage, which strictly follows 3GPP TS 04.18 [182] and is tunable using
the max retrans and tx integer variables. The Service Queue Manager stage assigns messages to an SDCCH. If desired, a pluggable Service Queue Module can be defined using
standard interface callback functions. If possible, the Service Queue Manager assigns a
message to an SDCCH. Rather than simulating exact communication and compensating
for retransmission, messages are held in the SDCCH stage for an exponential mean service time corresponding to message type. For accuracy, each SDCCH services messages
by decreasing counters only during frames defined in 3GPP TS 05.01 [157]. When counters reach zero, SMS messages complete and voice messages attempt to acquire a TCH.
Like the SDCCH stage, the TCH stage uses an exponential mean hold time to simulate
channel occupancy. TCHs service messages during every frame, and when the hold time
counter reaches zero, the call is complete, and the TCH is released.
The accuracy of the simulator was verified by running simple base scenarios and
comparing blocking and utilization to values obtained using equations 5.8 and 5.9. Base
scenarios similar to those in the paper were created: 12 SDCCHs, 45 TCHs, voice and
SMS service times with exponential means of 1.5 and 4.0 seconds respectively, voice
holding time with exponential mean of 120 seconds, voice call loads representing 25K,
50K, 75K, and 100K calls per hour to Manhattan, and SMS messages loads of 1, 2,
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and 3 messages per second to a sector. Voice and SMS loads were simulated separately
and the average blocking and utilization of 1,000 runs was compiled. Both blocking and
utilization are measured on a scale from 0 to 1.0. Statistical analysis showed that 95% of
all samples fell within 0.006 of the mean, with many close to 0.001. For example, SDCCH
utilization for the SMS load of 3 msgs/sec was 0.809609 ± 0.00133944. Compared to
calculated blocking and utilization, all simulated means deviated less than 20%, with all
utilization means less than 2%. All but one simulated blocking mean was within 10%
calculated values. The outlier was resulted from simulating a very small blocking value
and was off by −5 × 10−4 , which is acceptable as the corresponding equations tend to
poorly estimate blocking for very small loads.

5.2.3

System Vulnerability

All large scale attacks, whether targeting the digital or physical domain, evolve in the
following phases: recognition (identification of a vulnerability), reconnaissance (characterization of the conditions necessary to attack the vulnerability), exploit (attacking the
vulnerability) and recovery (cleanup and forensics). We approach targeted SMS attacks
in the same fashion. In the previous chapter, we provided a methodology for executing
such an attack; we summarize it here.
The vulnerability in GSM cellular networks that allows for targeted text message
attacks to occur is the result of bandwidth allocation on the air interface. Under normal
operating conditions, the small ratio of bandwidth allocated to control versus traffic
data is sufficient to deliver all messages with a low probability of blocking. However,
because text messages use the same control channels as voice calls for delivery (SDCCHs),
contention for resources occurs when SMS traffic is elevated. Given a sufficient number
of SMS messages, each of which require on average four seconds for delivery [88], arriving
voice calls will be blocked for lack of available resources.
Sending text messages to every possible phone number is not an effective means
of attacking a network. The haphazard submission of messages is in fact more likely
to overwhelm gateways between the Internet and telecommunications networks than to
disrupt cellular service. An adversary must efficiently blanket only the targeted area
with messages so as to reduce the probability of less effective collateral damage. The
information to achieve such a goal, however, is readily available. Using tools including
NPA-NXX Area Code Databases, Internet search engines and even feedback from service
provider websites, an attacker can easily construct a “hit-list” of potential targets. Given
this information, an adversary can then begin exploiting the bandwidth vulnerability.
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Figure 5.4. Blocking characteristics of a network under a variety of traffic intensities.
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Figure 5.5. Channel utilization characteristics of a network under a variety of traffic intensities.

The exploit itself involves saturating sectors to their SDCCH capacity for some period
of time. In so doing, the majority of attempts to establish voice calls are blocked. For
all of Manhattan, which would typically be provisioned with 12 SDCCHs per sector, a
perfectly executed attack would require the injection of only 165 messages per second,
or approximately 3 messages/sector/second.

5.2.4

Network Characterization

We begin by developing characterizations of the GSM air interface under a range of standard operating conditions. A cellular deployment similar to that found in Manhattan [88]
is used as our baseline scenario. Each of the 55 sectors in the city has 12 SDCCHs1 . We
1
In reality, only the highest capacity sectors would be so over-provisioned [88], making this a conservative estimate for every sector in a city.
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Figure 5.6. Blocking characteristics of a network under emergency conditions (100K calls/hr,
276K msgs/hour).

assume both call requests and text messages arrive with a Poisson distribution and that
TCH and SDCCH holding times are exponentially distributed around the appropriate
means (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2) unless explicitly stated otherwise. Such values are well
within standard operating conditions [183, 184, 139].
Figure 5.4 illustrates the blocking rates for traffic channels under four different voice
traffic loads. Most relevant to the current discussion is the nonexistence of call blocking.
The absence of such blocking reinforces the robustness of the design of GSM as a voice
communication system. Specifically, the only points of congestion in the system are the
traffic channels themselves. Figure 5.5 further supports the blocking data by illustrating
very low SDCCH utilization rates for offered loads of both 50 and 100K calls/hour.
Elevated loads may represent significant public gatherings (e.g., concerts, celebrations), holiday spikes or large-scale emergencies. Blocking on other channels begins to
become observable only under such extreme circumstances. Figure 5.6 highlights an
emergency situation in which the call and SMS rate spikes from 50K calls/hour to 100K
calls/hour and 138K msgs/hour to 276K msgs/hour, respectively. Figure 5.7, which
shows the channel utilization data for the “emergency” scenario, reinforces that it is only
under extreme duress that other channels in the system begin to saturate.

5.2.5

Attack Characterization

In order to judge the efficacy of any countermeasure against targeted SMS attacks, it
is necessary to fully characterize such an event. We seek to understand the observed
conditions and the subtle interplay of network components given a wide range of inputs.
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Figure 5.7. Channel utilization characteristics of a network under emergency conditions (100K
calls/hr, 276K msgs/hour).

We use the simulator described in the previous subsection and the parameters in Table 5.2
to understand such attacks.
To isolate the impact of blocking caused by SDCCH congestion, we do not include
SDCCH queues; we examine the impact of such queues in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. If a call
request or text message arrives when all SDCCHs are occupied, the request is blocked.
A sector is observed for a total of 60 minutes, in which the middle 30 minutes are
exposed to a targeted SMS attack. The SMS attack intensity is varied between 4 and
13 times the normal SMS load, i.e., λSM S = 165 msgs/sec (3 messages/second/sector)
to λSM S = 495 msgs/sec (9 messages/second/sector)2 . All results are the average of
1000 runs, each using randomly generated traffic patterns consistent with the above
parameters.
Because delay variability is likely throughout the network, and because SDCCH
holding times will not be deterministic due to varying processing times and errors on the
wireless links, the perfect attack presented in our previous work [4] would be difficult to
achieve in real networks. Accordingly, we investigate a number of flow arrival characteristics while considering exponentially distributed SDCCH holding times. Figure 5.8
illustrates the effectiveness of attacks when messages arrive with a Poisson, bursty (12
messages delivered back-to-back), or uniform distribution. Notice that, due to the addition of variability, bursty attacks are the least successful of the three. This is because it
is unlikely that 12 text messages arriving back-to-back will all find unoccupied SDCCHs.
Thus, blocking occurs on the attack messages, and legitimate traffic that arrives between
2

Because DoS attacks on the Internet frequently exhibit more than an entire year’s volume of traffic [37], such an increase is relatively insignificant.
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Figure 5.8. The blocking probability for traffic exhibiting uniform, Poisson and bursty arrival
patterns over varying attack strengths.

bursts has a higher probability of finding an available SDCCH. The most effective attack
is when messages arrive uniformly spaced; however, due to variable network delay, such
an attack would also be difficult to realize.
Our remaining experiments therefore assume a Poisson distribution for the arrival
and exponential service time of text messages. Because this assumption is commonly
used in work modeling traffic in telecommunications networks, and so we apply it here.
We use an attack intensity of 495 msgs/sec, which is equal to 9 messages/second/sector
and yields a blocking probability of 71%. For this case we show the SDCCH and TCH
utilization in Figure 5.9. This figure shows the effectiveness of the attack: during the
attack, the SDCCH utilization is near 1.0, and the TCH utilization drops from close to
70% down to approximately 20%. This shows that although TCHs are available for voice
calls, they cannot be allocated due to SDCCH congestion. Our experiments suggest that,
at this rate, no other bottlenecks in the system exist, including other control channels
or the SS7 signaling links.

5.3

Mitigation Techniques

Voice communications have traditionally received priority in telecommunications systems. Because voice has been the dominant means by which people interact via these
networks, providers allow for the degradation of other services in order to achieve high
availability for the voice services. There are, however, an increasing set of scenarios in
which the priority of services begins to change.
On September 11th, 2001, service providers experienced significant surges in usage.
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Figure 5.9. The utilization of SDCCHs and TCHs for an attack exhibiting a Poisson interarrival
at a rate of 495 messages/second.

Verizon Wireless reported the number of calls made increased by more than 100% above
average levels. Cingular Wireless experienced an increase of over 1000% for calls bound
for the greater Washington D.C area [88]. In spite of the increased call volume, SMS
messages were still received in even the most inundated areas because the control channels used for their delivery remained uncongested. In both emergency and day-to-day
situations, the utility of text messaging has increased to the same level as voice communications for significant portions of the population [179].
A simple analysis shows that repurposing all resources used in voice telephony for
SMS delivery would greatly increase overall network throughput. Specifically, more users
would be able to communicate concurrently under such a scheme. However, regulations
constraining the availability of voice services during times of emergency prevent such
an approach from being implemented. Given requirements for reliable voice and an
ever-increasing demand for and reliance upon SMS, mitigation strategies must not only
maintain the availability of voice services, but also maximize the throughput of legitimate
text messages.
There are three traditional approaches to combating congestion. The first is rate
limitation of the traffic source — in this case the interfaces on which messages are
submitted. The network can also be protected by shedding traffic or using scheduling
mechanisms. Finally, resources may be reallocated to alleviate the network bottleneck.
We examine these solutions below. While other solutions including processor overload
controls [185, 186] and more distributed mechanisms [126] are potentially applicable, we
examine the above solutions because of their generality and ease of deployment.
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5.3.1

Current Solutions

Cellular providers have introduced a number of mitigation solutions into phone networks
to combat the SMS-based DoS attacks. These solutions focus on rate limiting the source
of the messages and are ineffective against all but the least sophisticated adversary. To
illustrate, the primary countermeasure discovered by the authors of the original study
was a per-source volume restriction at the SMS gateway [4]. Such restrictions would,
for example, allow only 50 messages from a single IP address. The ability to spoof
IP addresses and the existence of zombie networks render this solution impotent. Another popular deployed solution filters SMS traffic based on the textual content. Similar
to SPAM filtering, this approach is effective in eliminating undesirable traffic only if
the content is predictable. However, an adversary can bypass this countermeasure by
generating legitimate looking SMS traffic from randomly generated simple texts, e.g.,
“Remember to buy milk on your way home from the office. -Alice”
Note that these and the overwhelming majority of other solutions deployed in response to the SMS vulnerability can be classified as edge solutions. Ineffective by construction because of their lack of context, such solutions try to regulate the traffic flowing
from the Internet into the provider network at its edge. Limiting the total volume of
traffic coming across all interfaces results simply in reduced income under normal operating conditions. For example, a total of 1,000 email-generated text messages per second
distributed across a nation cause no ill effects to the network and generates significant
revenue; however, Section 5.2 shows that such a volume targeted to one region is more
than sufficient to paralyze the network.
Rate limitation is largely unattractive even within the core network. The distributed
nature of Short Messaging Service Centers (SMSCs), through which all text messages
flow, makes it difficult to coordinate real-time filtering in response to targeted attacks.
Moreover, because provider networks cover huge geographic areas and consist of hundreds of thousands of network elements, any compromised element can be a conduit for
malicious traffic. If left unregulated, the connections between provider networks can also
be exploited to inject SMS traffic.
Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, we assume that an adversary is able to
successfully submit a large number of text messages into a cellular network. The defenses
below are dedicated to protecting the resource that is being exploited in the SMS attack –
the bandwidth constrained SDCCHs. Note that the Internet faces a similar conundrum:
once dominant perimeter defenses are failing in the face of dissolving network borders,
e.g., as caused by wireless connectivity and larger and more geographically distributed
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networks [187]. As is true in the Internet, we must look to techniques providing “defense
in depth” to protect telecommunications networks.
In the following sections we discuss mitigation techniques based on queue management and resource provisioning. The investigation of such solutions arose after considering the practicality of the mechanisms discussed in Section 4.6. For each solution we
provide some basic analysis to provide insight; the motivation for parameter selection is
covered in more detail in Section 5.4.

5.3.2

Cellular Data

A number of providers have begun using cellular data services such as GPRS to assist in
the delivery of text messages. While such services provide higher bandwidth, they do not
necessarily mitigate targeted text messaging attacks. While the coverage of cellular data
networks is expanding, service is not universal. Moreover, because data channels can be
reclaimed for use by voice calls during periods of elevated traffic, SMS is often delivered
over SDCCHs in areas with access to cellular data services. Finally, as discussed in
Chapter 6, such services are subject to even lower rate attacks. Accordingly, targeted
text messaging attacks have not been made obsolete by cellular data networks and must
therefore be addressed.

5.3.3

Back-Pressure

Feedback-based solutions are commonly used to mitigate congestion scenarios. Should
dropping occur, the destination can simply alert the source to decrease the intensity of
its flow. However, such a scheme would be difficult to implement correctly in a cellular
network. Because the SMSC only knows the MSC and not the base station to which a
text message is destined, a request to decrease traffic volume from a base station would
cause the SMSC to decrease its throughput to all base stations managed by an MSC
even if no congestion was present on these other links. This response may degrade the
performance over extremely large geographic regions. Moreover, because MSCs are not
store-and-forward nodes, the only place in the network with enough context to address
a low-rate denial of service attack is the base stations themselves.
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5.3.4
5.3.4.1

Queue Management Techniques
Weighted Fair Queueing

Because we cannot rely on rate limitation at the source of messages, we now explore
network-based solutions. Fair Queueing [188] is a scheduling algorithm that separates
flows into individual queues and then apportions bandwidth equally between them. Designed to emulate bit-wise interleaving, Fair Queueing services queues in a round-robin
fashion. Packets are transmitted when their calculated interleaved finishing time is the
shortest. Building priority into such a system is a simple task of assigning weights to
flows. Known as Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [189], this technique can be used to
give incoming voice calls priority over SMS.
We provide a simplified analysis to characterize the performance of WFQ in this
scenario. We apply WFQ to the service queues of the SDDCH. We create two waiting
queues, one for voice requests and one for SMS requests, respectively. The size of the call
queue is 6 and the size of the SMS queue is 12 (discussed in Section 5.4). To determine
the relative blocking probability and utilization of the voice and SMS flows, we begin by
assuming the conditions set forth in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
WFQ can be approximated as a general processor sharing system (GPS) [190]. The
average service rate of such systems is the weighted average of the service rates of all
classes of service requests. In our case we have two types of requests: voice calls with
λcall = 0.2525 calls/sector/sec and an average service time on the SDCCH of µ−1
call = 1.5
seconds, and SMS requests with λSM S = 9.7 msgs/sector/sec (attack traffic + regular
−1 = 3.94 seconds.
traffic) and µ−1
SM S = 4 seconds. Therefore, for our system, µ

Although our system has multiple servers (SDCCHs), and is thus an M/M/n system,
because it is operating at high loads during an attack, it may be approximated by an
0

0

M/M/1 system with its µ = nµ , where µ is the service rate calculated above. Using
these values, and accounting for the weighting of 2:1 for servicing call requests, the
call traffic intensity λcall /µcall = ρcall = 0.04, and the expected call queue occupancy
is about 1%. Because the ρSM S is much greater than 1, its SMS queue occupancy is
approximately 100%. When combined, the total queue occupancy is approximately 67%.
These numbers indicate that the WFQ-based approach would sufficiently protect
voice calls from targeted SMS attacks. Section 5.4 offers additional insight through
simulation.
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5.3.4.2

Weighted Random Early Detection

Active queue management has received a great deal of attention as a congestion avoidance mechanism in the Internet. Random Early Detection (RED) [191, 192], one of the
better known techniques from this field, is a particularly effective means of coping with
potentially damaging quantities of text messages. While traditionally used to address
TCP congestion, RED helps to prevent queue lockout and RED drops packets arriving
to a queue with a probability that is a function of the weighted queue occupancy average,
Qavg . Packets arriving to a queue capacity below a threshold, tmin , are never dropped.
Packets arriving to a queue capacity above some value tmax are always dropped. Between tmin and tmax , packets are dropped with a linearly increasing probability up to
Pdrop,max . This probability, Pdrop , is calculated as follows3 :
Pdrop = Pdrop,max · (Qavg − tmin )/(tmax − tmin )

(5.1)

The advantages to this approach are twofold: first, lockout becomes more difficult
as packets are purposefully dropped with greater frequency; secondly, because the capacity of busy queues stays closer to a moving average and not capacity, space typically
exists to accommodate sudden bursts of traffic. However, one of the chief difficulties
with traditional RED is that it eliminates the ability of a provider to offer quality of
service (QoS) guarantees because all traffic entering a queue is dropped with equal probability. Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) solves this problem by basing the
probability a given incoming message is dropped on an attribute such as its contents,
source or destination. Arriving messages not meeting some priority are therefore subject
to increased probability of drop. The dropping probability for each class of message is
tuned by setting tpriority,min and tpriority,max for each class.
We consider the use of authentication as a means of creating messaging priority
classes. For example, during a crisis, messages injected to a network from the Internet
by an authenticated municipality or from emergency personnel could receive priority
over all other text messages. A number of municipalities already use such systems for
emergency [193] and traffic updates [194]. Messages from authenticated users within the
network itself receive secondary priority. Unauthenticated messages originating from the
Internet are delivered with the lowest priority. Such a system would allow the informative
messages (i.e., evacuation plans, additional warnings) to be quickly distributed amongst
the population. The remaining messages would then be delivered at ratios corresponding
3

Some variants of RED additionally incorporate a count variable. Equation 5.1 is the simplest version
of RED defined by RFC 2309 [192].
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to their priority level. We assume that packet priority marking occurs at the SMSCs
such that additional computational burden is not placed on base stations.
Here, we illustrate how WRED can provide differentiated service to different classes
of SMS traffic using the attack scenario described in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. We maintain
separate queues, which are served in a round robin fashion, for voice requests and SMS
requests. We apply WRED to the SMS queue. We assume legitimate text messages
arrive at a sector with an average rate of 0.7 msgs/sec with the following distribution:
10% high priority, 80% medium priority, and 10% low priority. The attack generates an
additional 9 msgs/sec.
To accommodate sudden bursts of high priority SMS traffic, we choose an SMS queue
size of 12. Because we desire low latency delivery of high priority messages, we target
an average queue occupancy Qavg = 3.
To meet this objective, we must set tlow,min and tlow,max . For M/M/n systems with
a finite queue of size m, the number of messages in the queue, NQ , is:
ρ
1−ρ

(5.2)

p0 (mρ)m
m!(1 − ρ)

(5.3)

N Q = PQ
where:
PQ =
where:
p0 =

"m−1
X (mρ)n
n=0

n!

(mρ)m
+
m!(1 − ρ)

#−1
(5.4)

Setting NQ = 3, we derive a target load ρtarget = 0.855. ρtarget is the utilization
desired at the SDCCHs. Thus, the packet dropping caused by WRED must reduce the
actual utilization, ρactual or λSM S /(µSM S · n), caused by the heavy offered load during
an attack, to ρtarget . Therefore:
ρtarget = ρactual (1 − Pdrop )

(5.5)

where Pdrop is the overall dropping probability of WRED. For traffic with average arrival
rate of λSM S = 9.7 msgs/sec, ρactual = 3.23. Solving for Pdrop ,
Pdrop = 1 −

ρtarget
= 0.736
ρactual

(5.6)

Pdrop can be calculated from the dropping probabilities of the individual classes of
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messages by (λlow = 9.07):
Pdrop =

Pdrop,high · λhigh + Pdrop,med · λmed + Pdrop,low · λlow
λSM S

(5.7)

Because we desire to deliver all messages of high and medium priority, we set Pdrop,high
= Pdrop,med = 0. Using Equation 5.7, we find Pdrop,low = 0.787. This value is then used
in conjunction with Equation 5.1 to determine tlow,min and tlow,max .
The desired average queue occupancy, Qavg , is 3. From equation 5.1, tlow,min must be
an integer less than the average queue occupancy. This leaves three possible values for
tlow,min : 0, 1, and 2. The best fit is found when tlow,min = 0 and tlow,max = 4, resulting
in 75% dropping of low priority traffic.
Using this method it is possible to set thresholds to meet delivery targets. Of course,
depending on the intensity of an attack, it may not be possible to meet desired targets
according to Equation 5.7, i.e., it may not be possible to limit blocking to only low
priority traffic. While the method outlined here provides just an approximate solution,
given the quantization error in setting tlow,min and tlow,max (they must be integers), we
believe the method is sufficient. We provide more insight into the performance of WRED
in Section 5.4.

5.3.5

Resource Provisioning

None of the above methods deal with the system bottleneck directly; rather, they strive
to affect traffic before it reaches the air interface. An alternative strategy of addressing
targeted SMS attacks instead focuses on the reallocation of the available messaging
bandwidth. We therefore investigate a variety of techniques that modify the way in
which the air interface is used.
To analyze these techniques we resort to simple Erlang-B queueing analysis. We
present a brief background here. For more details see Schwartz [190]. In a system with
n servers, and an offered load in Erlangs of A, the probability that an arriving request
is blocked because all servers are occupied is given by:
PB =

An
n!
Pl=n−1
Al
l=0
l!

(5.8)

The load in Erlangs is the same as the utilization, ρ, in a queueing system; it is simply
the offered load multiplied by the service time of the resource. The expected occupancy
of the servers is given by:
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Figure 5.10. The probability that incoming calls and SMS messages are blocked in a system
implementing SRP. We vary the number of SDCCHs that will accept SMS requests from 1 to
12(all).

E(n) = ρ(1 − PB )
5.3.5.1

(5.9)

Strict Resource Provisioning

Under normal conditions, the resources for service setup and delivery are over provisioned. At a rate of 50, 000 calls/city/hour in our baseline scenario, for example, the
calculated average utilization of SDCCHs per sector is approximately 2%. Given this
observation, if a subset of the total SDCCHs can be used only by voice calls, blocking due
to targeted SMS attacks can be significantly mitigated. Our first air interface provisioning technique, Strict Resource Provisioning (SRP), attempts to address this contention
by allowing text messages to occupy only a subset of the total number of SDCCHs in
a sector. Requests for incoming voice calls can compete for the entire set of SDCCHs,
including the subset used for SMS. In order to determine appropriate parameters for
systems using SRP, we apply Equations 5.8 and 5.9.
To isolate the effectiveness of SRP, we consider a system with no queue. Figure 5.10
shows the blocking probabilities for a system using SRP when we vary the number
of SDCCHs that will accept SMS requests from 1 to 12 (all). Because incoming text
messages only compete with voice calls for a subset of the resources, any resulting call
blocking is strictly a function of the size of the subset of voice-only SDCCHs. The attacks
of intensity 165, 330, and 495 msgs/city/sec (3, 6, and 9 messages/second/sector) have
virtually no impact on voice calls until the full complement of SDCCHs are made available
to all traffic. In fact, it is not until 10 SDCCHs are made available to SMS traffic that
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Figure 5.11. The probability of an incoming call/message blocking in a sector for a varying
number of SDCCHs.

the blocking probability for incoming voice calls reaches 1%.
By limiting the number of SDCCHs that will serve SMS requests, the blocking for
SMS is increased. When only six SDCCHs are available to text messages, blocking
probabilities for SMS are as high as 84%. Because significant numbers of people rely
upon text messaging as their primary means of communication, such parameters should
be carefully tuned. We will discuss the impact of additional factors after examining the
results of simulation in Section 5.4.
5.3.5.2

Dynamic Resource Provisioning

While SRP reprovisions capacity on existing SDCCHs, other over-provisioned resources
in the sector could be manipulated to alleviate SDCCH congestion. For example, at a
rate of 50,000 calls/hour, each sector uses an average of 67% of its TCHs. If a small
number of unused TCHs could be repurposed as SDCCHs, additional bandwidth could
be provided to mitigate such attacks.
Our second air interface technique, Dynamic Resource Provisioning, attempts to mitigate targeted text messaging attacks by temporarily reclaiming a number of TCHs (up
to some limit) for use as SDCCHs. This approach is highly practical for a number of
reasons. First, increasing the bandwidth (762 bits/second) of individual SDCCHs is difficult without making significant changes to either the radio encoding or the architecture
of the air interface itself. Because major changes to the network are extremely expensive
and typically occur over the course of many years, such fixes are not appropriate in the
short term. Secondly, dynamically reclaiming channels allows the network to adjust itself
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to current conditions. During busy hours such as morning and evening commutes, for
example, channels temporarily used as SDCCHs can be returned to the pool of TCHs
to accommodate elevated voice traffic needs. Lastly, because SDCCHs are assigned via
the AGCH, allocating incoming requests to seemingly random timeslots requires almost
no changes to handset software.
Figure 5.11 demonstrates the blocking probability for incoming calls and text messages in a sector using DRP to add a variable number of SDCCHs. Again, no queue
was used. The ability of an attacker to block all channels is significantly reduced as the
number of SDCCHs increases. Attackers are therefore forced to increase the intensity
of their attack in order to maintain its potency. For attacks at a rate of 165 msgs/sec,
doubling the number of available SDCCHs reduces the calculated blocking caused by an
attack by two orders of magnitude. The blocking probability caused by attacks at higher
rates, in which the number of Erlangs is greater than the number of SDCCHs, decreases
in roughly a linear relationship to the number of SDCCHs added.
One potential drawback with DRP is that by subtracting TCHs from the system, it
is possible to increase call blocking because of TCH exhaustion. In fact, the reclamation
of TCHs for use as SDCCHs increases the blocking probability for voice calls from 0.2%
in the base scenario (45 TCHs, 12 SDCCHs) to 1.5% where 40 SDCCHs are available (a
reduction to 40 TCHs). Section 5.4 offers additional insight into the tradeoffs inherent
to this scheme.
5.3.5.3

Direct Channel Allocation

From the security perspective, the ideal means of eliminating the competition for resources between call setup and SMS delivery would be through the separation of shared
mechanisms. Specifically, delivering text messages and incoming call requests over mutually exclusive sets of channels would prevent these flows from interfering with each
other. The challenge of implementing such a mechanism is to do so without requiring
significant restructuring of the network architecture or incurring tremendous expense.
As previously mentioned, such fundamental changes in network operation are typically
too expensive and time consuming to be considered in the short term. While the SRP
technique provides a rudimentary separation, it is possible to further isolate these two
types of traffic.
As mentioned in the previous section, DRP is easily implementable because the
AGCH specifies the location of the SDCCH allocated for a specific session. After call
requests finish using their assigned SDCCH, they are instructed to listen to a specific
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TCH. Because the use of a TCH is the eventual goal of incoming voice calls, it is therefore
possible to shortcut the use of SDCCHs for call setup. Incoming calls could therefore be
directed to a TCH, leaving SDCCHs exclusively for the delivery of SMS messages. This
technique, which we refer to as Direct Channel Allocation (DCA), removes the shared
SDCCH channels as the system bottleneck.
Calculating blocking probabilities for a system implementing DCA is a matter of
analyzing SDCCH and TCH blocking for the two independent flows. For 165 msgs/sec,
text messages have a calculated blocking probability of approximately 20%. This value
increases to 68% as the attack intensity increases to 495 msgs/sec. Voice calls, at an
average rate of 50, 000 calls/hour, have a blocking probability of 0.2%. Note that because
the shared bottleneck has been removed, it becomes extremely difficult for targeted text
messaging attacks to have any effect on voice communications. In Section 5.4, we will
highlight these new potential points of contention.

5.4

Results and Discussion

In order to characterize each of our proposed mitigation techniques, we simulate attacks
against networks with the parameters of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 unless otherwise noted. The
RACH parameters used optimal settings [195]. We also recorded no blocking on the
RACH or SS7 signaling links during any simulation. Because of small deviations from
the mean (95% confidence interval of ±0.006), we omit error bars for clarity. Additional
information regarding the verification of the simulator and statistical significance of our
results are available in the Appendix.
As previously mentioned, the techniques provided in the following subsections are
designed to preserve the availability of voice telephony and then maximize the throughput of legitimate text messaging. The performance and tradeoffs associated with each
approach vary significantly. We summarize these results at the end of each subsection.

5.4.1

Queue Management Strategies

In the following two subsections we present our simulation results for WFQ and WRED.
For both solutions, we maintain queues of size 6 and 12 for call requests and SMS
messages, respectively. We experimented with several values of queue size and found
these to provide a good balance between additional latency and robustness. Note that
because the arrival rate of SMS messages is greater than the processing rate (ρ > 1), no
finite queue can prevent dropping.
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5.4.1.1

Weighted Fair Queueing

Buffering alone is not sufficient to protect against congestion [188, 196]; rather, mechanisms designed to mediate tail drop blocking are necessary. We apply WFQ with a
weight of 2 for calls and 1 for SMS messages to ensure voice calls receive a suitable
amount of SDCCH bandwidth.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the resulting blocking for a sector implementing WFQ. The
preferential treatment of voice traffic eliminates the blocking previously seen in an unprotected system. Incoming text messages, however, continue to experience roughly the
same blocking (72%) observed by all traffic in the base attack scenario. As is shown in
Figure 5.13, the queue itself does nothing to prevent congestion. Total queue utilization
is 65%. As two-thirds of the queue space is available to text messaging, this represents
a near total average occupancy of the SMS queue and a virtually unused voice traffic
queue. Such an observation conforms to our analytical results. This figure also demonstrates the ability to protect voice services, as TCH utilization is not lowered during the
attack.
The advantage to implementing the WFQ mechanism is not only its relative simplicity, but also its effectiveness in preventing degradation of voice services during targeted
SMS attacks. Unfortunately, the granularity for prioritizing text messages is insufficient
to provide adequate service to those users relying upon text messaging as their dominant
means of communication. Accordingly, if users believe that their traffic is unlikely to be
delivered, their faith in text messaging as a reliable service will decrease. While finer
granularity can be provided by adding one queue per SMS class, this solution will result
in inefficient memory use and complexity. We discuss means of adding such granularity
through the use of WRED.
5.4.1.2

Weighted Random Early Detection

The use of a prioritized dropping policy allows a system to offer similar prioritization
to WFQ while maintaining only a single queue. In our implementation of WRED, we
maintain one queue for voice requests (size of 6) and one queue for SMS messages (size 12)
and apply WRED to the SMS queue. We differentiate the SMS traffic by setting different
thresholds for each class. We assume that SMS traffic is marked upstream as having
high, medium, or low priority. We assign the thresholds as (thigh,max = thigh,min = 12),
medium (tmed,max = 10, tmed,min = 6) and low (tlow,max = 4, tlow,min = 0) priority.
These priorities correspond directly to emergency priority users, network customers and
Internet-originated messages, respectively. Qavg is maintained as a simple weighted
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Figure 5.12. The simulated blocking probability for a sector implementing WFQ. Notice that
voice calls are unaffected by the attack, whereas the majority of text messages are dropped.
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Figure 5.13. Utilization for a sector implementing WFQ. Note that TCH utilization is constant
throughout the attack.

average with a weight of 0.8 on the most recent sample.
Figure 5.14 gives the blocking for each of the three priorities of text messages. Because
voice calls never block in these simulations, we omit them from this graph. Both high and
medium priority flows also do not experience blocking throughout the simulations. The
blocking of Internet-originated messages averages 77%, approximately the same blocking
probability experienced by all incoming messages in the base attack scenarios. Service
queue utilization, shown in Figure 5.15, is 20%. With a total queue capacity of 18,
this corresponds to an average occupancy of 3.88 messages. Also notice that the TCH
occupancy is maintained throughout the attack.
The parameters used in this simulation are the same as those in Section 5.3. We set
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Figure 5.14. The simulated blocking probability for a sector implementing WRED. Unlike
WFQ, only Internet-originated text messages are dropped at an elevated frequency.
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Figure 5.15. Utilization for a sector implementing WRED. Note that the queue occupancy is
low due to the decreased priority of Internet-originated messages.

the medium priority thresholds to allow some loss at very high loads to protect the high
priority traffic under extreme circumstances, but because our average queue occupancy
is about 3.9, no dropping of medium priority messages occurs. This matches well with
our analytical results.
Systems implementing WRED not only match the elimination of voice call blocking
seen through the use of WFQ, but also offer significantly improved performance in terms
of message delivery. Implementing this solution, however, faces its own challenges. The
authentication of high priority messages, for example, would require the use of additional infrastructure. High priority messages originating outside the network, such as
emergency messages distributed by a city, may require the use of a dedicated line and/or
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Figure 5.16. Blocking for a sector implementing SRP
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Figure 5.17. Channel utilization under SRP

the use of a public key infrastructure (PKI) for authentication. Because of historical
difficulties effectively achieving the latter [197], implementing such a system may prove
difficult. Even with such protections, this mechanism fails to protect the system against
insider attacks. If the machine responsible for sending high priority messages into the
network or user phones are compromised by malware, systems implementing WRED lose
their messaging performance improvements over the WFQ solution. Note that networks
not bounding priority to specific geographic regions can potentially be attacked through
any compromised high priority device.
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Figure 5.18. Blocking for a sector implementing DRP
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Figure 5.19. Channel utilization under DRP

5.4.1.3

Summary

As demonstrated in this subsection, queue management techniques are a valuable tool
for protecting voice telephony from targeted SMS attacks. The benefits of these schemes,
however, are more limited than in traditional data networks. For instance, the shedding
of TCP packets in an IP network should cause flow control mechanisms to reduce transmission rates. Because the same does not happen here, queue management techniques
essentially “bail water” until an attack subsides. Accordingly, such mechanisms should
be relied upon as a last line of defense. We therefore look to techniques that reapportion
the resources on the air interface for a more flexible response.
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5.4.2
5.4.2.1

Air Interface Strategies
Strict Resource Provisioning

Before characterizing the SRP technique, careful consideration was given to the selection of operating parameters. Because many MSCs are capable of processing up to
500K calls/hour, we engineer our solution to be robust to large spikes in traffic. We
therefore allow SMS traffic to use 6 of the 12 total SDCCHs, which yields a blocking probability of 1% of voice calls by the SDCCH when voice traffic requests reach
250, 000 calls/hour. (Note that calls would experience an average blocking probability
of 71% due to a lack of TCHs with requests at this intensity.) Because these networks
are designed to operate dependably during elevated traffic conditions, we believe that
the above settings are realistic.
The blocking probabilities for SMS and voice flows in a sector implementing SRP
are shown in Figure 5.16. Because SRP prevents text messages from competing for all
possible SDCCHs, voice calls experience no blocking on the SDCCHs throughout the
duration of the attack. Text messages, however, are blocked at a rate of 83%. Channel
utilization, illustrated in Figure 5.17, gives additional insight into network conditions.
Because calling behavior remains the same during the attack, the resources allocated
by the network are more than sufficient to provide voice service to users. By design,
SDCCH utilization plateaus well below full capacity. While the SDCCHs used by text
messages have an average utilization of 97%, the SDCCHs used by incoming voice calls
average a utilization of 6.3%. This under-use of resources represents a potential loss of
utility as the majority of text messages (legitimate or otherwise) go undelivered.
The difficulty with this solution is correct parameter setting. While theoretical results indicate that allocating 10 SDCCHs only increases call blocking to 1%, voice traffic
volumes fluctuate throughout the day. Provisioning resources in a static fashion must
account for worst-case scenarios and therefore leads to conservative settings. While protecting the network from an attack, such a mechanism may actually hinder the efficiency
of normal operation. When traffic channels are naturally saturated, as may be common
during an emergency or elevated traffic scenario discussed in Section 5.2.4, such hard
limits actually prevent users from communicating. Furthermore, as unsustained bursts
of text messages are generally innocuous, such a limitation may directly impact the
provider’s ability to generate revenue as user perception of SMS as a real-time service
erodes. Determining the correct balance between insulation from attacks and resource
utilization becomes non-trivial. Accordingly, we look to our other techniques for more
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Figure 5.20. Blocking for a sector implementing DCA

complete solutions.
5.4.2.2

Dynamic Resource Provisioning

Although it is possible to reclaim any number of TCHs for use as SDCCHs under the
DRP mechanism, we limited the candidate number of channels for this conversion to two.
In these experiments, a single TCH was repurposed into 8 SDCCHs every 10 minutes
during the attack. This separation was designed to allow the network to return to steady
state between channel allocations. While converting only two channels is not enough to
completely eliminate attacks at high intensities, our goal is to understand the behavior
of this mechanism.
The blocking probabilities for SMS and voice flows in a sector implementing the DRP
technique are illustrated in Figure 5.18. As TCHs are converted for use as SDCCHs,
the blocking probabilities for both incoming SMS and voice requests fall from 72% to
53% and eventually 35%. This represents a total reduction of the blocking probability
by approximately half. Call blocking due to TCH exhaustion was not observed despite
the reduced number of available TCHs. Figure 5.19 illustrates a gradual return towards
pre-attack TCH utilization levels as additional SDCCHs are allocated. The effects of the
reprovisioning are also obvious for SDCCH utilization. The downward spikes represent
the sudden influx of additional, temporarily unused channels. While SDCCH utilization
quickly returns to nearly identical levels after each reallocation, more voice calls can be
completed due to a decrease probability of the attack holding all SDCCHs at any given
time.
As was a problem for SRP, determining the correct parameters for DRP is a difficult
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Figure 5.21. Channel utilization under DCA

undertaking. The selection of two TCHs for conversion to SDCCHs illustrates the utility
of this mechanism, but is not sufficient for real settings. To reduce the blocking probability on SDCCHs below the values observed for TCHs, a total of 48 SDCCHs would have
to be made available. This leaves 39 TCHs, which results in a call blocking probability
of 2.1% due to TCH exhaustion. Elevations in the volume of voice calls would likely
require the release of some number of reclaimed TCHs to be repurposed to their original
use.
The decision to convert channels is also non-trivial. Whereas the decision to reallocate channels at specific times was decided statically in our simulation, dynamically
determining these parameters would prove significantly more challenging. Basing reclamation decisions on small observation windows, while offering greater responsiveness,
may result in decreased resource use due to thrashing. If the observation window becomes too large, an attack may end before appropriate action can be taken. As was
observed for SRP, the static allocation of additional SDCCHs faces similar inflexibility
problems. Low resource utilization under normal operating conditions again represents
a potential loss of opportunity and revenue.
5.4.2.3

Direct Channel Allocation

To simulate the DCA mechanism, incoming voice calls skip directly from the RACH to
the next available TCH. An average of 1.5 additional seconds was added to each incoming
call duration to account for the processing formerly occurring on an SDCCH. As is shown
in Figure 5.20, voice calls arriving in a sector implementing the DCA scheme experience
no additional blocking during a targeted SMS attack. Figure 5.21 confirms the results in
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the previous figure by showing the constant TCH utilization throughout the duration of
the attack. No additional assistance is provided for the delivery of text messages under
DCA.
While removing the bottleneck on the shared path of SMS delivery and voice call
setup, DCA potentially introduces new vulnerabilities into the network. One advantage
of using SDCCHs to perform call establishment is that users are authenticated before
they are assigned TCHs. Under the DCA model, however, valuable traffic channels can be
occupied before users are ever authenticated. Using a single phone planted in a targeted
area, an attacker could simply respond to all paging messages and then ignore all future
communications from the network. Because there are legitimate reasons to wait tens
of seconds for a phone to reply to a page, an attacker could force the network to open
and maintain state for multiple connections that would eventually go unused. Note that
because paging for individual phones occurs over multiple sectors, a single rogue phone
could quickly create a black-hole effect. Such an attack is very similar to the classic
SYN attack observed throughout the Internet. While seemingly the most complete, the
potential for additional damage made possible because of the DCA approach should be
carefully considered.
5.4.2.4

Summary

The resource management techniques presented above offer a number of valuable countermeasures against targeted SMS attacks. At a high level, SRP provides functionality
to the weighted fair queueing approach under high load by ensuring that channels are
always available to voice traffic. SRP, however, experiences even high rates of SMS
blocking than weighted fair queueing (83% vs 72%). DRP allows the network to accommodate spikes in traffic by reapportioning unused TCHs, thereby making the network
more flexible to a wider range of operating conditions. As we discovered in the DCA case,
however, the repurposing of resources must be carefully executed so as to not introduce
new vulnerabilities into the system.

5.4.3

Combining Mechanisms

There is no “silver-bullet” for maintaining a high quality of service for both text messaging and voice calls during a targeted SMS attack. As the above techniques demonstrate,
each potential solution has its own weaknesses. The combination of such solutions, however, offers techniques robust to a wider array of threats. We examine two examples in
which the fusion of mechanisms provides additional protections.
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Figure 5.22. Blocking for a sector implementing both WRED and DRP.

While directly addressing the bandwidth issue that makes targeted SMS attacks possible, the DRP technique lacks granularity to separate incoming voice and SMS requests.
WRED, on the other hand, provides such traffic classification but is unable to react to
attacks originating from trusted sources. To illustrate the benefits of layering these techniques, we increase the volume of legitimate traffic to 2 msgs/sector/sec, with 90% of
that traffic being medium priority and the remaining 10% split equally between high and
low priority flows. Such an increase would be representative of the elevated volumes of
messages sent from crowded events such as concerts or public celebrations such as New
Year’s Eve gatherings. Figure 5.22 shows the result of the combination of the two techniques during an attack. Because of the naturally increased volume of legitimate traffic,
subscriber-to-subscriber traffic experiences approximately 5% blocking in a sector only
implementing WRED. As DRP activates and adds additional SDCCHs, only the attack
traffic is dropped. Such a technique may be especially valuable during an emergency, as
additional bandwidth can be provisioned to clients less likely to be malicious.
Another potentially beneficial combination is SRP and DRP. Given high volumes of
voice traffic, a provider may not be able to repurpose enough SDCCHs to eliminate the
effects of a targeted text messaging attack. Instead, a subset of the total channels could
be reserved for voice requests. In so doing, voice blocking due to targeted text messaging
attacks could be eliminated. All additional channels could be added to reduce blocking
for text messages. Figure 5.23 illustrates an attack scenario in which two TCHs are
reclaimed for use as SDCCHs, with 18 of 24 total SDCCHs made available to SMS. Note
both the elimination of call blocking and the gradual reduction of blocking rates for text
messages.
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Figure 5.23. Blocking for a sector combining DRP and SRP.

Other combinations are less useful. Integrating WRED and SRP, for example, would
simply reduce the bandwidth made available for even high priority mechanisms. Accordingly, the network may experience decreased throughput for legitimate messages than
under either scheme alone. The use of DCA with any other mechanism fails to prevent
the vulnerability introduced in the previous subsection, and therefore does not warrant
further investigation.
While no susceptible examples were uncovered during the course of this research, the
combination of any of the above mitigation techniques should also be carefully considered. This fusion may lead to the creation of new or magnification of previously mentioned vulnerabilities. Accordingly, additional testing on development networks should
be conducted before such integration could occur.

5.5

Limitations of Proposed Mitigations

In this chapter, we characterize the impact of targeted SMS attacks on GSM cellular
networks. Our simulations and analyses provide additional attestation that the network
bottleneck resides in the SDCCHs and that an adversary can cause blocking probabilities
as high as 70% across Manhattan with a cable modem. We then present a number of
techniques from queue management and resource provisioning with the goal of maintaining the availability of voice telephony and providing high throughput for text messaging
with varying results. WFQ and WRED offer a last line of defense by separating traffic,
but fail to help the network absorb additional traffic. SRP functions similarly. The
remaining two methods, DRP and DCA, allow the network to dedicate unused resources
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to the problem; however, DCA creates a serious new vulnerability and is therefore not
a viable solution. In spite of these shortcomings, all of the above techniques except for
DCA offers an effective means of mitigating the impact of targeted SMS attacks on voice
calls.
The attacks discussed throughout are representative of growing and increasingly problematic class of vulnerabilities. The connectivity between the Internet and traditional
voice networks introduces new avenues for exploit: once confined to exploiting only inert
hosts, remote adversaries can debilitate the services we depend on to carry on our daily
lives. In a broader sense, the ability to control the physical world via the Internet is
inherently dangerous, and more so when the affected components are part of critical
infrastructure. This work provides some preliminary solutions and analysis for these
vulnerabilities. Essential future work will seek more general solutions that address these
vulnerabilities in current and next generation networks.
For as diverse as the mitigation strategies in this chapter appear, they all exhibit a
similar meta-functionality. At a very high level, each solution attempts to protect the
network by maximizing parallelism for a set of channels with a relatively static service
time. The queue management techniques, for example, attempt to separate legitimate
from unwanted traffic in a number of ways (e.g., voice versus SMS; high versus medium
versus low priority SMS, etc); however, the abstract goal of all such approaches is to
ensure that the throughput of non-attack traffic is not decreased. The air interface
resource provisioning strategies do the same by either restricting the SDCCHs usable
by SMS (i.e., SRP) or increasing the number of channels capable of conducting setup
operations (i.e., DRP). In no single scenario, however, were the techniques presented
herein able to increase the throughput experienced by the individual.
When a system gains improvement due to parallelism, Ahmdal’s law teaches us that
the improvement possible by such parallelism is limited. For example, if a hypothetical
process requires 10 seconds to complete, providing identical resources to address multiple
outstanding requests can, at best, reduce the total time required to complete a process
to 10 seconds. More specifically, throughput for the system can be improved by the
incorporation of parallelism; however, no single unit becomes faster. In a traditional
data network, when more resources (i.e., bandwidth) are added, the throughput of all
services can individually increase. By rigidly parceling pieces of the total bandwidth as
indivisible services, cellular networks prevent such an increase from occuring. Accordingly, because of the limitations facing the mechanisms proposed in this chapter, we must
now investigate how changes to one remaining resource potentially capable of addressing
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this issue can mitigate such attacks. We therefore now explore how higher bandwidth
services can cope against similar attacks.

Chapter

6

On Rigidity and Security in Cellular
Networks
The emergence of connections between telecommunications networks and the Internet
creates significant avenues for exploitation. For example, through the use of small volumes of targeted traffic, researchers have demonstrated a number of attacks capable of
denying service to users in major metropolitan areas. While such investigations have explored the impact of specific vulnerabilities, they neglect to address a larger issue - how
the architecture of cellular networks makes these systems susceptible to denial of service
attacks. As we show in this chapter, these problems have little to do with a mismatch
of available bandwidth. Instead, they are the result of the pairing of two networks built
on fundamentally opposing design philosophies. We support this a claim by presenting
two new attacks on cellular data services. These attacks are capable of preventing the
use of high-bandwidth cellular data services throughout an area the size of Manhattan
with less than 200 Kbps of malicious traffic. We then examine the characteristics common to these and previous attacks as a means of explaining why such vulnerabilites are
artifacts of design rigidity. Specifically, we show that the shoehorning of data communications protocols onto a network rigorously optimized for the delivery of voice causes
that network to fail under modest loads.

6.1

Identifying Rigidity in Cellular Networks

The interconnection of cellular networks and the Internet significantly expands the services available to telecommunications subscribers. Once limited to basic voice services,
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these systems now offer data connections at the lower end of broadband speeds. Accordingly, devices attached to such networks are capable of engaging in applications ranging
from traditional voice communications to streaming video. While initial uptake of these
services has been slow [198, 199], notable advances in connection speed and an expanded
set of supported devices (e.g., laptops) are beginning to spur substantial acceptance and
usage.
The transformation of these systems from isolated providers of telephony to Internetattached general purpose communication networks has already been marred by concerns
of inadequate security. As connections between such systems and external data networks
have developed, a number of researchers have noted weaknesses in the telecommunications infrastructure. For example, our previous chapters on targeted text messaging
attacks demonstrated the ability to deny service to large metropolitan areas with the
bandwidth available to a single cable modem [3, 6]. While these and a host of other exploits [89, 96] have explored the impact of specific attacks against cellular networks, they
have all failed to answer a larger question: “How does the architecture of cellular data
networks inherently make them susceptible to denial of service attacks?” Unexpectedly,
the answer to this question has little to do with bandwidth constraints. Instead, these
vulnerabilities are the result of the conflict caused by connecting two networks built on
fundamentally opposing design philosophies.
In this chapter, we argue that low-rate denial of service attacks in telecommunications networks are artifacts of incompatibility caused by interconnecting systems built
with two differing sets of design requirements. While the merits of independent “smart”
and “dumb” architectures have been widely debated, none have examined the inherent
security issues caused by the connection of two mature systems built on these opposing
design tenets. To support our assertion, we present two new vulnerabilities in cellular
data services. These attacks specifically exploit connection setup and teardown procedures in networks implementing the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). Through
a combination of analysis and simulation, we characterize the impact of such attacks
on legitimate voice and data services in the network. We then use these new attacks,
in combination with previously discussed vulnerabilities, as demonstrable evidence that
the translation of traffic between these two network architectures is the root of such
problems. Through this, we seek to develop a larger sense for why such attacks are possible, even in the presence of a cellular network with hypothetically infinite bandwidth.
Ultimately, by understanding causality, the discovery of future vulnerabilities is vastly
simplified.
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In so doing, we make the following contributions in this chapter:
• New Vulnerability Analysis: We identify and develop a realistic characterization of two new vulnerabilities in cellular data networks. These exploits target
specific components of the expensive connection setup and teardown procedures
and can prevent legitimate use of data services. While the partitioning of voice
and data flows in such networks is designed to protect each traffic type from the
other, our attack on setup mechanisms demonstrates that optimizations made for
efficiency can result in the disruption of voice services.
• Implications of Combined Design Philosophies on Security: We use the
body of available vulnerabilities as the basis for an analysis to determine the underlying cause of such denial of service attacks. Consequently, we show that these
problems are not necessarily the result of poor protocol design but are instead
deeply rooted in opposing architectural assumptions.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 presents and offers
an initial analysis for our newly discovered vulnerabilities; Section 6.3 uses monitoring
of deployed cellular networks and simulation to support the conclusions made in the
previous section; Section 6.4 coalesces the previous attacks on cellular networks as data
points in our larger argument; Section 6.5 offers a discussion of techniques to address
such problems; Section 6.6 offers concluding thoughts.

6.2

New Vulnerabilities in Cellular Data Services

We present two new denial of service (DoS) vulnerabilities in cellular data services.
These attacks use a relatively small amount of traffic to exploit connection setup and
teardown mechanisms. We use publicly available specifications to provide an initial
characterization of these attacks and as a means of demonstrating the potential for the
interruption of data services in major metropolitan areas.

6.2.1

Network Architecture

Before a GPRS/EDGE1 network provides any services to a mobile device user, a series
of attachment and authentication procedures must take place. On power-up, a device
1

Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) is largely equivalent to GPRS. The most significant
difference is the use of a new wireless modulation technique known as 8-phase shift keying (8PSK), which
allows higher data rates.
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Figure 6.1. A high level network architecture for cellular data networks.

(e.g., mobile phone) transmits a GPRS-attach message to the network. The base station
forwards this message to the attached Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), which authenticates the user’s identity with the help of the Home Location Register (HLR). The
HLR supports both voice and data operations in the network by keeping track of information including user location, availability and accessible services. When this process
completes, the mobile device has a virtual connection with the network.
In order to exchange packets with external networks, the mobile device must then
establish a Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context with the network. The PDP context is
a data structure stored in the SGSN and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and
is responsible for mapping billing information, quality of service requirements and an IP
address to a user device. While many phones do not currently automatically establish
a PDP context on power-up, the trend towards doing so (e.g., email-capable phones
and GPRS-equipped laptops) is rapidly increasing. As cellular providers move into the
broadband Internet market, such numbers will continue to expand rapidly.
Having been authenticated and registered, a mobile device is capable of exchanging
packets with hosts internal and external to the cellular network. At some time after
attachment, a packet originating from an Internet-based host and destined for a mobile
device arrives at the GGSN. The GGSN compares the destination IP address to those of
established PDP contexts and, upon finding the corresponding entry, forwards the packet
to the corresponding SGSN. The SGSN begins the process of connection establishment
and wireless delivery. Figure 6.1 highlights this network architecture.
The final hop of packet delivery occurs over the air interface. The details of this
step, however, depend upon the current state of the device. As power has traditionally
been a concern in this setting, mobile devices are not constantly listening for incoming
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packets. To accommodate this constraint, devices operate in one of three states: IDLE,
STANDBY, and READY. Devices in the IDLE state are unregistered with the network
and therefore unreachable. In the power-saving STANDBY state, in which the vast
majority of time is spent, devices periodically listen for network “wake up” messages
known as pages. Upon receiving a page from the network, the device transitions into the
READY state. In this state, a device constantly monitors the air interface for incoming
packets. When packets are not received for a number of seconds, devices transition back
into the STANDBY state to conserve power. These three states and the transitions
between them are shown in Figure 6.2.
On the arrival of the first packet in a flow, the SGSN begins the process of locating
the targeted device. If the destination device is not currently in the READY state, the
base station nearest to the device is unknown to the network. Accordingly, the SGSN
creates paging messages to be sent from a number of base stations. Upon receiving
a paging request, a base station transmits a message to multiple sectors (i.e., service
areas) over the Packet Paging Channel (PPCH). Whether due to interference or sleep
cycles, the paging process typically requires multiple iterations. If the targeted device is
awake and hears its temporary identifier in a paging message, it attempts to alert the
network of its presence by responding on the Packet Random Access Channel (PRACH).
The base station receiving this response alerts the SGSN that the destination device has
been located. The network then responds on the Packet Access Grant Channel (PAGCH)
with a message containing a list of Packet Data Traffic Channels (PDTCHs) that should
be monitored for incoming data. The device acknowledges receiving this message over
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Figure 6.3. When the first packet of a session arrives at the base station, the host must be
paged and then assigned logical resources. The messages and channels used to accomplish this
are shown above.

the Packet Associated Control Channel (PACCH). At the end of this setup, as illustrated
in Figure 6.3, the network can then route traffic directly to the READY state device.
Note that the above channels are largely complementary to channels used for voice
signaling (the naming convention, minus the “Packet” prefix, is the same). Because
running two sets of control channels leads to the underuse of limited spectrum, the
standards documents indicate that it is acceptable for voice and data control channels
to be shared [200, 17].

6.2.2

Packet Multiplexing on the Air Interface

Data services have been available from cellular networks for a number of years. Like voice
telephony, these circuit-switched services required that a single endpoint monopolize a
channel for the entire duration of its connection to the network. Regardless of whether
this connection was used to constantly stream content or intermittently deliver packets,
the provider charged the end user for the entire duration of the connection. Accordingly,
demand for such inefficient services was not great. GPRS overcomes these limitations
by multiplexing multiple traffic flows over individual links. Accordingly, it is possible to
serve a large number of users on a single physical channel concurrently and only charge
them for the packets they exchange.
GPRS provides data service by building on the timeslot structure of GSM. Specifically, a contiguous piece of radio spectrum is subdivided into equal timeslots. When
assigned a timeslot, a user exerts temporary control over a small piece of the air interface. To provide the illusion of continuous control, sets of eight timeslots are grouped
into a frame so that each can be serviced once every 4.615ms. This sampling across
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timeslots creates physical channels, upon which voice, data and control traffic can be
delivered. When used for data, these physical channels are referred to as Packet Data
Channels (PDCHs). Each set of 52 frames creates larger units known as multiframes.
These multiframes are subdivided into 12, four-timeslot blocks, with logical channels
then mapped onto each block. The remaining four timeslots in a multiframe are used
for time synchronization and signal strength measurement periods. For example, in Figure 6.4, block B0 may function as a PPCH and blocks B1, B4 and B7 may be used as
PDTCHs2 [17].
When the first packet in a flow arrives at a base station for a user in STANDBY mode,
the paging method described above occurs. As part of connection establishment, the flow
receives a unique MAC layer label known as the Temporary Flow Identifier (TFI). Every
subsequent packet belonging to the Temporary Block Flow (TBF) is marked with this
TFI so that a targeted mobile device knows which packets to decode. When the base
station has no more packets to send to the destination mobile device, the TBF and its
associated TFI expire and can be reused by other flows in the immediate area. Upon
TBF expiration, the mobile device returns to the STANDBY state.

6.2.3

Exploiting Teardown Mechanisms

Because the process of locating, paging and establishing a connection between the network and an end device is expensive, the immediate expiration of a TBF is impractical.
2

Note the subtle difference in naming. PDTCHs are virtual channels that are run on top of physical
PDCHs.
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For example, minor variations in packet interarrival times would force a system as described above to frequently relocate, repage and reestablish connectivity with users.
Accordingly, networks implement a delayed teardown of resources. This means that devices remain in the READY state and retain their TBF for a number of seconds before
the network attempts to reclaim its logical resources. When a packet is delivered to the
user, the network sets a timer3 , which is reset to its default value on the arrival of each
additional packet. The standards recommend a timer value of approximately five seconds [201]. Given that the connection establishment process requires roughly the same
amount of time, such a value is entirely reasonable.
Because TFIs are implemented as a 5-bit field, an adversary capable of sending
32 messages to each sector in a metropolitan area can exhaust logical resources and
temporarily prevent users from receiving traffic. Targeted devices would not need to be
infected or controlled by the adversary; rather, hit-list generation techniques similar to
those discussed in Chapter 4 could be used to locate hosts able to receive traffic. If this
task can be repeated before the TBF timers expire, a denial of service attack becomes
sustainable. In order to more explicitly characterize the attack requirements, we model
such an attack on Manhattan using well known parameters [88, 162]. Given an area of
31.1 miles2 and a sector coverage area of approximately 0.5 and 0.75 miles2 , Manhattan
contains 55 sectors. Using a READY timer of 5 seconds and 41 byte attack packets (i.e.,
TCP/IP headers plus one byte), the delivery of legitimate data services in Manhattan
could be prevented with the attack shown below:

Capacity ≈ 55 sectors ×

32 msgs 41 bytes
1
×
×
1 sector
1 msg
5 sec

≈ 110 Kbps
The exhaustion of all hypothetical TBFs may not be necessary given current usage
and deployed hardware. As the current demand for voice services far outpaces cellular
data usage, only a small percentage of physical channels in a sector are used as PDCHs. Because GPRS/EDGE are not extremely high bandwidth services, allowing 32
individual flows to be concurrently multiplexed across a single PDCH would be detrimental to individual throughput. Accordingly, often only a subset of the 32 TBFs (4,
3

This timer is referred to in the specifications as T3169 [201]. It is actually started when the counter
N3101, which indicates the number of radio blocks that have passed since the last exchange with the
targeted device occurred, reaches its maximum value. Our description above is meant to simplify the
exact mechanisms for the reader without loss of precision.
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8 or 16 [202, 203]) are usable. The maximum number of concurrent TBFs in a sector
is therefore min(d ∗ u, 32), where d is the number of downlink PDCHs and u is the
maximum number of users per PDCH. While the number of PDCHs can be dynamically
increased in response to rising demand for data services, networks typically hold unused
channels to absorb spikes in voice calls. It is therefore unlikely that all 32 TBFs will be
available at all times, if ever. A more realistic approximation of the attack traffic load
required to deny access to data services is given by:

4 → 16 msgs 41 bytes
1
×
×
1 sector
1 msg
5 sec
≈ 14.1 → 56.4 Kbps

Capacity ≈ 55 sectors ×

The brute-force method of attacking a cellular data network in a metropolitan setting
is simply to saturate all of the physical channels with traffic. Even at their greatest levels
of provisioning, the fastest cellular data services are simply no match against traffic
generated by Internet-based adversaries [96, 148]. Such attacks, obvious by the sheer
volume of traffic created, would likely be noticed and mitigated at the gateways to the
network. However, with knowledge of the interaction between different network elements,
it is possible for an adversary to launch a much smaller attack capable of achieving the
same ends. A basic understanding of the packet delivery process provides the requisite
information for realizing this attack.
Given a theoretical maximum capacity of 171.2 Kbps per frequency and as many as
8 allocated frequencies per sector, an adversary attempting the brute-force saturation of
such a system would instead need to generate the volume of traffic as calculated as:

Capacity ≈ 55 sectors ×

8 frequencies
171.2 Kbps
×
1 frequency
1 sector

≈ 73.56M bps
By attacking the logical channels instead of the raw theoretical bandwidth, an adversary can reduce the amount of traffic needed to deny service to a metropolitan area by as
much as three orders of magnitude. Note that networks implementing EDGE, which can
provide three times the rate of a GPRS system, would experience the same consequences
given the same volume of attack traffic.
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6.2.4

Exploiting Setup Procedures

If connections to an end host must repeatedly be reestablished, the interarrival time
between successive packets becomes exceedingly large. Delaying resource reclamation is
therefore a necessary mechanism to ensure some semblance of continuous connectivity
to the network. This latency, however, is not simply the result of the time required
for a user to overhear an incoming paging request. To better understand setup cost,
we examine a network in which resource reclamation occurs immediately after the last
packet in a flow is received.
Of particular interest to such an analysis is the performance of the common uplink
channel, the PRACH. Because this channel is shared by all hosts attempting to establish
connections with the network, the PRACH inherently has the potential to be a system
bottleneck. To minimize contention, access to the PRACH is mediated through the
slotted-ALOHA protocol. Given a channel divided into timeslots of size t and time
synchronization across hosts, end devices attempting to establish connections transmit
requests at the beginning of a timeslot. In so doing, the network reduces the amount
of time during which collision can occur from 2t in the random access case to t. While
slotted-ALOHA offers a significant improvement over random access, its throughput
remains low. Given a traffic intensity of G messages per unit time, the normalized
throughput γ of slotted-ALOHA is:

γ = Ge−G
The maximum theoretical utilization of channel implementing slotted-ALOHA is
0.368. In reality, however, this value is significantly lower, especially in periods of elevated
traffic. As the number of incoming connection establishment requests increases, so too
does the need for retransmission due to collision. The throughput of such a system
therefore typically stabilizes at a point far below this optimum value. Given a large
number of paging requests, potentially caused by the immediate reclamation of resources
as described above, the throughput of this already constrained channel would be severely
degraded. Accordingly, the rate at which responses to connection establishment requests
will pass through this channel is much lower than the available bandwidth. Because the
behavior of the PRACH is highly unstable and affected by feedback (i.e., retransmissions
due to collision), we leave the characterization of specific traffic volumes necessary to
cause blocking to the next section.
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6.3

Attack Characterization

In order to better characterize the observations made in the previous section, we extend
the GSM simulator from our previous work [7] to include support for GPRS data services.
The parameters of this simulator were set by information from a variety of sources.

6.3.1

Simulator Expansion and Implementation

We extend the GSM simulator built in the previous chapter to provide support for GPRS
data service. In total, the project contains nearly 10,000 lines of code (an addition of
approximately 2,000 lines) and supporting scripts. A high-level overview of the components is shown in Figure 6.5, where solid and broken lines indicate message and reporting
flows, respectively. Traffic is created according to a Poisson random distribution through
a Mersenne Twister Pseudo Random Number Generator [181], saved to a file and then
loaded at runtime. The path taken by individual requests depends on the flow type. We
focus on the data path as the behavior of SMS and voice messages were explained in the
previous iteration of the simulator.
If the network has not currently dedicated resources to a flow on the arrival of a
packet, it is passed to the RACH module. This random access channel is implemented
in strict accordance with 3GPP TS 04.18 [182] and is tunable via max retrans and
tx integer values. Messages completing processing in the RACH are then delivered to
the Service Queue Manager module, which in turn redirects data packets to the PDCH
module. If a TFI is available, the packet is assigned the virtual resource, timers are
set to five seconds and the packet is then delivered according to a FIFO ordering. The
arrival of additional packets in a flow resets the timers to their default values to maintain
resource control. When timers expire, the network reclaims a TFI for use in the delivery
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Figure 6.7. TFI utilization for a Manhattan-wide attack at 200 Kbps. Actual PDTCH utilization (not shown) is virtually zero because of infrequent arrivals for these established flows.

of other flows. Packets arriving at the Message Generation Manager as part of an active
flow bypass the connection setup phases of the network and move directly to the PDCH
module.
The accuracy of simulation was measured in two ways. The components used by
voice and SMS were previously verified using a comparison of baseline simulation against
calculated blocking and utilization rates. With 95% confidence, values fell within ±0.006
(on a scale of 0.0 to 1.0) of the mean. The simple nature of the PDCH module allowed
verification of correctness through baseline simulations and observation.
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6.3.2

Modeling Attacks on Teardown Mechanisms

To demonstrate the exploitation of delayed resource teardown, we simulate a GPRS
network under varying traffic loads. Although the full complement of TBFs may not
be available in all real deployments [202, 203], we conservatively allow for up to 32
concurrent flows. When in use, each TFI is held for exactly five seconds unless a new
packet arrives. While it is possible for a single device to obtain multiple TFIs, we
assume that all incoming flows for a given destination share a single TBF [204]. Finally,
we observed that voice and data requests share control channels in real networks and
therefore replace data control channels with their voice equivalents (i.e., RACH instead
of PRACH) in our simulations.
Legitimate voice and data calls were modeled as Poisson random processes and generated at rates of 50,000 and 20,000 per hour, respectively, across Manhattan. The
duration of these flows are also generated in a similar fashion with means of 120 and 10
seconds, respectively. These values represent standard volumes and exhibit no blocking.
Attack flows, each consisting of a single packet, are also modeled by a Poisson random
process with rates ranging from 100-200 Kbps. Each run, of which there were 1000 iterations for each attack load, simulated an hour of time with attacks occupying the middle
30 minutes.
Figure 6.6 shows the blocking rates of legitimate traffic caused by an attack on the
delayed teardown mechanism. At a rate of 160 Kbps or greater, the ability to use cellular
data services within Manhattan is virtually nonexistent. The amount of traffic required
to execute such an attack is slightly greater than the estimation of a perfect scenario in
Section 6.2.3 due to the exponential interarrival rate used to generate packets. However,
because this more realistically represents the nature of packet delivery in a network given
the presence of other traffic, it offers a more accurate characterization of the attack. In
spite of having the potential to deliver large volumes of traffic once flows are established,
these results demonstrate that use of cellular data services can in fact be denied with
less load than was used in the targeted text messaging attacks [4, 7].
Figure 6.7 offers additional insight into the attack by providing the utilization profile
for a number of channels. Most importantly, only the PDTCHs operate at capacity
during the attack. This utilization represents the state of virtual resources, not channel
bandwidth. None of the channels responsible for delivering voice, most critically the
traffic channels (TCHs), are measurably affected by the increase in data traffic. Note
that this is deliberate as cellular data services such as GPRS are designed to completely
separate voice and data services.
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Figure 6.8. Blocking caused when immediate resource reclamation is enforced on data sessions.
Notice that because both voice and data flows use the RACH, increased data requests cause voice
blocking. No blocking was observed on other channels.

6.3.3

Modeling Attacks on Connection Setup

To characterize the impact of frequent connection reestablishment on a cellular data
network, we simulate a variety of traffic levels in the presence of immediate resource
recovery. Specifically, when the base station no longer has packets to send for a particular
flow, the targeted device returns to the STANDBY state. Except for delayed teardown
procedures, all network settings and conditions including legitimate traffic volumes and
interarrival patterns, remain the same. Attacks in this scenario, each of which occurs
according to a Poisson random distribution, range from 2200-4950 Kbps spread across
all of Manhattan. As in our previous experiments, each attack traffic level was run for
1000 iterations.
Figure 6.8 shows the blocking rates for legitimate traffic on a number of channels.
Unlike the attack in the previous section, in which PDTCH blocking occurred because
of TBF exhaustion, no loss of packets was observed on the PDTCHs. In spite of this,
the results of these simulations confirm a more significant vulnerability - both voice and
data flows experience blocking on the RACH. Although such networks strive to separate
voice and data traffic, the dual use of control channels allows misbehavior in one realm to
affect the other. Generating just over 3 Mbps of traffic for the entire city of Manhattan,
an adversary is capable of blocking nearly 65% of all traffic - voice and data. For a
network in which a blocking probability of 1% is typically viewed as unacceptable, such
an attack represents a serious operational crisis.
Figure 6.9 provides further information about the impact of the 4950Kbps attack on
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Figure 6.9. The impact of RACH congestion on voice calls. Notice that during the attack
phase, voice call blocking on the RACH causes a significant under utilization of traffic channels.

voice and data services. The most notable consequence of this attack is observable in
the nearly 80% decrease in TCH utilization. The near zero utilization of PDTCHs offers
an explanation to the lack of blocking observed in the previous figure - the majority of
legitimate traffic is being filtered out before it can ever be delivered by the PDTCHs.
Accordingly, a network using the settings described above is subject to attacks capable
of denying both voice and data services.

6.4

Conflicting System Design Philosophies

At first glance, the differences between each of the attacks on cellular networks appear
stark. Targeted text messaging attacks fill and maintain a low-bandwidth control channel
at capacity. Adversaries attacking cellular data services exhaust virtual resources or
take advantage of access protocol inefficiencies. In reality, all of these vulnerabilities
are remnants of a conflict between the design philosophies of telecommunications and
traditional data networks. Specifically, they are the result of contrasting definitions of a
flow and the role of networks in establishing them. To make such a claim more concrete,
we begin by demonstrating how a pair of seemingly adequate techniques for mitigating
the above attacks fails to do so.
The most obvious approach to addressing the data attacks described in Section 6.2
is to expand the range of possible TFI values. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, these
limitations are necessary given the bandwidth available to GRPS/EDGE networks. The
use of 32 (or fewer) concurrent flows per sector is a requisite concession for providing basic
levels of connectivity between the network and end devices. In order for an increased
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Figure 6.10. Given a connection establishment latency and the size of requests (in packets), we
examine the impact of varying rate on system throughput. When the available capacity allows
for the virtually instantaneous delivery of requests, system throughput plateaus. This result
indicates that bandwidth is ultimately not the bottleneck in this system. (log-scale)

pool of identifiers to have a meaningful effect, the bandwidth available to data services
would also need to be significantly increased. This combination of approaches is actually
implemented in 3G cellular networks such as UMTS [205]. However, even these networks
suffer from the high cost of connection establishment (i.e., delivering the first packet in
a flow).
A session establishment period lasting a few seconds represents only a small fraction
of the total lifetime for a connection persisting for a number of minutes. Given the limited amount of spectrum allocated to cellular providers, such infrequently used channels
predictably occupy as little space as possible to avoid wasting bandwidth. Because the
duration of a packet flow may not provide sufficient time over which such an expense
can be amortized, the minimal allocation of bandwidth to connection establishment may
in fact create a system bottleneck. To capture the impact of an improved transmission
rate on connection setup, we offer a simple model of request throughput for a sector as
follows:

T hroughput =

# P ackets
Setup Latency +

# P ackets
Bandwidth
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Figure 6.11. Increasing the number of channels can improve overall system throughput. However, individual throughputs and connection setup times react inversely. Reducing the expense
of connection establishment must therefore come from a reduction in connection setup latency.
(log-scale)

If the expense associated with connection establishment was the result of inadequate
resources, an increase in rate should alleviate much of this cost. Such a scenario would
be equivalent to increasing the size of the smallest link in a traditional data network to
improve end-to-end throughput. However, the calculated effects of an increased transmission rate on overall throughput are extremely limited in this setting. Because connection
establishment exchanges contain fixed-length messages and not the variably sized packets
of data delivery, the presence of additional bandwidth does little to improve performance
after each channel can send paging requests instantaneously. As is shown in Figure 6.10,
the limit of system throughput as rate approaches infinity becomes:

lim T hroughput =

BW →∞

# P ackets
Setup Latency

Increasing system throughput can, for this reason, be accomplished in one of two ways. In
the first, the number of channels over which connections can be sent could be increased.
Such a change would allow many more connection establishment requests to be sent in
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parallel. While increasing the throughput of the system as a whole, this approach would
prove detrimental to individual users. As shown in Figure 6.11, subdividing a fixed
bandwidth into additional channels intuitively reduces the throughput of a single user.
Adding extra channels could also potentially create elevated contention for the shared
uplink channel (RACH). More importantly, increasing the throughput of the system
does not necessarily reduce cost with respect to delay experienced by individual users.
Therefore,
Decreasing the cost of connection establishment in a cellular data network
is not a matter of increasing transmission rate but rather the reduction of
connection setup latency.
The concept of connection establishment is considerably different in cellular and
traditional data networks. In the case of the former, the network must page, wake, and
negotiate with a targeted device before ultimately delivering traffic. Whether due to
misaligned sleep cycles, missed paging messages or congestion, this set of operations can
require several seconds before being able to transmit data. As discussed in Section 6.2,
these concessions are made because the network assumes that end devices are limited
both in terms of power and computational ability. True packet-switched networks provide
no such services; rather, higher layers in the protocol stack implement functionality as
needed. In general, each packet is treated as an individual entity and is simply forwarded
to the next logical hop. Whether it is wired or wireless in nature, there is no connection
to be established from the perspective of the network4 . Nodes responsible for routing
packets do not assume that their next hop neighbors have any specific abilities other
than moving the packet closer to its intended destination. Accordingly, connection setup
latency is more accurately depicted as propagation delay from the viewpoint of these
networks. Given that the delay of propagation time and connection establishment differ
by many orders of magnitude, the underlying cause of low-rate attacks on cellular data
networks becomes more clear.
The vulnerable components in both the targeted text messaging and cellular data
service attacks are those mechanisms responsible for translating traffic from one network
architecture to another. While a data network simply forwards individual packets as
they arrive, a cellular data network interprets the first packet in a flow as an indicator
of more traffic to come. Rather than simply forward that packet to its final destination,
4
We consider connection establishment in terms of individual flows. Initial access to almost every
network has a cost (authentication, etc). This startup cost, however, is amortized in both settings.
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Figure 6.12. A comparison of the cost of delivering a single packet in cellular and traditional
data networks. In the cellular data case (left), a significant amount of delay is added because of
connection establishment procedures, whereas the router in the traditional setting (right) simply
forwards the packet to the final hop.

the network dedicates significant processing and bandwidth resources to ensure that the
end device is ready to receive data. This assumption is valid in traditional telephony
because of the nature of voice communication. Except for cases of an immediate hangup,
sessions are guaranteed to contain multiple “packets” of information. Data communications, however, do not necessarily share this characteristic. Any protocol or application
generating packets separated by a number of seconds (e.g., instant messaging programs,
session keep-alive messages, applications implementing Nagle’s algorithm [206]) violates
this model. Whether it is embodied by text messages or data traffic, the amplification
of a single incoming packet into a series of expensive delay inducing setup operations is
the source of such attacks. Figure 6.12 reinforces this conclusion by comparing generalizations of the two architectures.
Connection establishment in cellular and traditional networks are so different because
the philosophies upon which these systems are based are incompatible. The notion
that the middle of a network provide only a limited set of simple functions is at the
core of the end-to-end principle [122]. By making no assumptions about the context
in which a packet’s contents will be used, the network is free to specialize in a single
task - moving data. Services not used by all applications, including reliable delivery,
content confidentiality and in-order arrival, become the responsibility of higher layers
of the protocol stack in the end hosts. The concentration on sending packets allows
networks built according to the end-to-end principle to be flexible enough to support
new application types and usage models as they emerge. Telecommunications networks
are built on the opposite model. Hard service requirements, especially for real-time
interaction, forced the network to provide the majority of service guarantees. Because the
functionality of the network was once limited to voice applications, telecommunications
systems could be tightly tailored to a specific set of constraints. The inclination to build
a network in such a manner was addressed by the original end-to-end argument:
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“Because the communications subsystem is frequently specified before the applications that use the subsystem are known, the designer may be tempted to
“help” the users by taking on more function than necessary.” [122]
Because these specialized networks implement more functionality than is absolutely
necessary to deliver data traffic, they exhibit rigidity, or the inability to adapt to meet
changing requirements or usage [2]. Rigidity in design causes such systems to enforce
assumptions appropriate for one subset of traffic on all others. The treatment of each
packet as part of a larger flow is one embodiment of such inflexibility. This rigidity is
also apparent when examined from the perspective of evolving end devices. For example,
many laptops now contain hardware supplying access to cellular data networks [177, 207].
Regardless of their ability to implement services at higher layers of the protocol stack
or their access to power, these end devices are forced to transition between STANDBY
and READY states simply because such behavior is mandated by the network. Devices
connecting via 802.11 could simply trade off the overhead associated with paging at the
cost of additional power use. This point is made more obvious when put in the context
of home or office LANs supported by a cellular backhaul connection. The network
would require such systems to participate in the process of location determination and
connection establishment in spite of their lack of mobility. By building assumptions
and services into the network itself, the system as a whole is made less flexible. When
conditions change and assumptions fail to hold, the rigidity of cellular data systems
causes them to break.

6.5

Constructing Robust Cellular Data Networks

Addressing the specific attacks detailed in this chapter may be realistic in the short term.
Optimized paging techniques [208, 209] may help to reduce search time and its resulting
delay. As was done with the SMS attacks [7], techniques from queue and resource
management could be used to mitigate blocking on the RACH. The move to 3G and
a significantly larger pool of identifiers would reduce the practical likelihood of virtual
resource exhaustion. While such methods would indeed mitigate many of the example
vulnerabilites discussed in this work, a strategy for building robust cellular data systems
based on constant patching would ultimately fail. All of the above solutions merely treat
the symptoms of a larger problem. Accordingly, as long as there is a disconnect between
the ways in which data is delivered in cellular and traditional data systems, exploitable
mechanisms will exist. Such mechanisms need not be limited to the wireless portion of
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the network; rather, any component of the core network involved in establishing a session
will be vulnerable.
The larger issue discussed in this chapter, that of vulnerability caused by the exchange of traffic across two incompatible networks, will not be easily solved. Genuinely
addressing this problem will require notable changes to the interaction between cellular
data networks and end devices. Once such technique might require a significant increase
of location awareness on the side of the network. Between the generation of paging lists
and bandwidth used in multiple sectors, significant processing resources and time are
spent finding a device each time a connection establishment occurs. Instead of knowing
that a device is serviced by a potentially large set of base stations, an improved system
might require location update information from a device each time it moves between sectors. Used in concert with much shorter sleep cycles, such an improvement to location
knowledge may make the elimination of paging possible. This approach, however, would
have a serious impact on resources in both end devices and the network. From the user
perspective, increased monitoring and interaction with the network would negatively
impact battery life. In the case of the latter, the overhead needed to process such an
increase in messaging would also affect network performance. A more radical approach
would be to replace cellular data services with a new high-bandwidth wireless protocol.
Instead of necessarily sharing bandwidth and timeslotting schemes with voice communications, this new protocol would be assigned to a separate portion of the spectrum. In
so doing, designers of the new data system would not be constrained by any of the rigidity forced upon current cellular data networks. In addition to technical tradeoffs, this
solution would also need to deal with the complexities involved in spectrum allocation reducing its viability for the forseeable future.
These solutions are not an endorsement of any technology or architecture over another. Instead, they are simply the product of an observation of the impact on availability caused by interconnecting diametrically opposed methods of system design. Being
beholden to a specific architecture and failing to understand the problems caused by
linking such networks are in fact the causes of the rigidity seen in this system. It is
highly unlikely that similar thinking will correct the problem.

6.6

Characterizing the Existence of Rigidity

Efforts to address recently discovered vulnerabilities in cellular networks have focused
on treating symptoms instead of the disease. Attempts to solve individual exploits have
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been largely ad-hoc and, in their efforts to mitigate specific problems, create significant
additional complexity and vulnerabilities in these systems. Without an understanding of
why such attacks are happening, this cycle of vulnerability discovery and patching will
continue indefinitely. The problems presented in this dissertation are artifacts of a larger
architectural mismatch. Specifically, in spite of a concerted effort to support packetswitched traffic, cellular data networks are still, at their essence, circuit-switched systems.
Because of this inflexibility, any mechanism responsible for connection establishment in
these networks is vulnerable to a low-rate denial of service attack.
We arrive at this conclusion by making the following contributions:
• Although conventional wisdom suggests that increased bandwidth provides robustness against such attacks, we use two new vulnerabilities to demonstrate that lowrate denial of service attacks can prevent legitimate access to cellular data services.
In so doing...
• ... we demonstrate that a mismatch of bandwidth between cellular data networks
and the Internet is not the cause of such attacks. Instead, they are the result of
the contrasting ways in which “smart” and “dumb” networks treat flows. From
this...
• ...we show that in their uniform treatment of all flows, regardless of size or duration,
cellular data networks exhibit design rigidity. By building significant assumptions
about the behavior of traffic into the network itself, such systems are made brittle
in the face of changing conditions.
Addressing these issues can therefore come from one of two approaches. In the first,
methods of safely translating traffic between packet- and circuit-switched networks could
be developed. Alternatively, such networks could be redesigned to truly support packetswitched mechanisms. By genuinely separating voice and data, not only in the spectrum
they occupy but also in the techniques through which they are delivered, robust cellular
data networks could be constructed. In the absence of such changes, cellular networks
will continue to remain vulnerable to low-rate exploits.

Chapter

7

Rigidity and Moving Forward
Immediately after the destruction of the span of the Tacoma Narrows bridge, appeals for
its reconstruction arose. The bridge represented not only a major artery for commerce
and military traffic between the Olympic Peninsula and the rest of the state, but also
served as a symbol of the state itself. Unfortunately, these calls to action were premature
as the damage to the bridge was far more extensive than appearances first revealed. The
forces created by the oscillation of the roadway damaged the superstructure, requiring
the entire bridge to be scrapped before a new one could be constructed. The outbreak of
World War II then diverted many of the necessary resources, such as the salvaged steel,
away from the rebuilding project and toward the war effort. All told, the opening of a
new bridge would have to wait for almost a decade.
The delay in rebuilding the Tacoma Narrows bridge is likely to have greatly improved
the safety of the new roadway. Engineers at the University of Washington’s new civil
engineering structural engineering lab were able to develop and test new designs against
the effects of aerodynamics. By testing a variety of new plans, this team was able to show
that the ultimate design would not exhibit the same fluttering behavior. As a testament
to this improved design, construction of an identical second span was completed in 2007
next to the rebuilt span [210].
While informal evidence and conversations indicate that the attacks suggested in
this dissertation have happened, albeit on a very small scale, such systems are thus
far fortunate to not have been successfully attacked by a determined adversary. However, the response to such a statement should not ignore the problems presented in this
dissertation. The preceding chapters have identified a number of previously unknown
vulnerabilities in cellular networks that are deeply rooted in the architecture of the net-
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works themselves. The continued race toward the convergence of cellular networks and
the Internet will therefore only cement the inevitability of such attacks. The lessons
learned from this work are not all negative. They give us perspective on design decisions
pertinent to all communications networks. They offer us real examples from real systems
where optimization permits behavior capable of destabilizing an entire network. Most
critically, they remind us that most networks are not truly isolated and will be impacted
by the design decisions made by neighboring systems.
In this final chapter, we discuss the lessons learned with regard to rigidity’s impact
on security. As we will demonstrate, the implications of this work reach far beyond
the domain of cellular networks. Finally, because this work has uncovered the need for
significant independent evaluations of such systems, we conclude with a discussion on
the next steps to be taken in cellular network security research.

7.1

Denial of Service Attacks

7.1.1

Logical vs Flooding Attacks

If the text messaging attack presented in Chapter 4 was categorized immediately after
its publication, it almost certainly would have been identified as a flooding DoS attack.
Certainly, our initial understanding and description of the problem would logically have
led to such a conclusion - a handful of channels with 762 bits/sec of capacity are connected
more or less directly to the Internet. Clearly these channels must have been inundated
by the flood of targeted traffic. As it turns out, these channels were overwhelmed, but
not in the manner we expected.
The network characterization and mitigation techniques presented in Chapter 5
hinted at a flaw in our reasoning. Imagine competition in a traditional data network between two packets. We use a simple model of a single egress queue to clearly illustrate the
problem. Assuming that one packet arrives slightly after the other, the longest amount
of time this second packet will have to wait is the time it takes to send a maximum
transmission unit (MTU) sized packet. Accordingly, we can characterize the atomic unit
or “channel” size in traditional networks as a single packet. The same, however, is not
true in a cellular network. Given a single SDCCH, no amount of multiplexing is possible,
even if that SDCCH is not used during a timeslot. The same is true in the assignment
of TFIs/TBFs in cellular data networks. The size of the channel in this case is therefore
significantly larger than in data networks. Accordingly, every packet originating from a
data network must be expanded to the minimum channel size of the cellular network.
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This automatic amplification of traffic represents a logical weakness in the protocols
of cellular networks. Because some of the time when such channels are held is not used
to transmit (i.e., waiting for a response), an adversary attacking such a system exhausts
the number of channels and not the bandwidth itself. This argument is made even more
clear in Chapter 6, where we showed that the presence of infinite bandwidth does little
to improve resiliency against such attacks.
Some logical DoS attacks are simple to fix after they are discovered. Buffer overflow
vulnerabilities, for example, can be patched in new versions of code. However, most of
the examples from this class of vulnerabilities are deeply rooted within the architecture
itself. The attacks discussed in this dissertation are of this sort. Unlike flooding DoS
attacks, where bandwidth and processing can be added to protect a system, fundamental
changes in the way cellular networks deal with data flows must occur to really address
these problems.

7.1.2

Problems in “Controlled” Networks

Many argue that it is the very architecture of the Internet that enables DoS attacks
to occur. Routers within the core forward packets without any consideration for the
capabilities of their intended endpoints, relegating flow control to an end-to-end issue.
Moreover, because packets cross through numerous autonomous systems in their journey
between source and destination, acting against DoS attacks upstreams is difficult or
impossible. Systems with centralized control like cellular networks, as the argument
goes, surely would not experience such problems. With the flick of a switch, a single
administrator could easily shut down such attacks. Unfortunately, the reality is far from
that simple.
For the above centralized control to be effective, an administrator would need access
to an accurate source of global information in real-time. Every component in the network
would therefore need to keep the administrator constantly updated with their condition.
Such techniques are in fact applied for call-gapping overload controls in the PSTN.
In particular, if a high-traffic telephony event is known about prior to its occurance
(e.g., concert tickets going on sale), controls can be set to drop some percentage of
such requests and respond with a fast busy. These controls allow calls requiring the
use of the same switches as the innundated service to be delivered at or near expected
rates. While nodes in cellular networks do in fact send status messages to a variety
of other points within the network, the information provided in such messages is far
from exhaustive. Because conditions can change so quickly, the frequency with which
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such information would have to be transmitted back to the administrator would require
a staggering amount of bandwidth. Moreover, after this information arrived and was
eventually processed, conditions that caused an alarm may have passed. Like all solutions
requiring global knowledge, this problem becomes increasingly difficult to address as a
network grows large and mobile. Dealing with low-rate DoS attacks makes this problem
even more acute as the boundary between proper, blocking-free operation and an attack
is extremely small in these networks. For example, simply changing the profile of an
attack from constant rate to pulses of traffic may cause centralized controls to thrash
and needlessly restrict the flow of traffic.
It should also be noted that completely controlled networks only exist in the abstract. The vast expansion of inter-connectivity with other service providers, increased
functionality of end devices and the addition of new services to such systems obscure
the behavior and even the origin of traffic. As cellular providers evolve into common
carriers, the ability to truly control traffic will be minimized.

7.2

End-To-End Arguments and Security

As was true when the End-To-End principle was first published, functionality should not
be built into locations and layers where not all traffic can benefit. While previous work
has suggested that such functionality may limit scalability decrease performance, this
dissertation has shown that such practices can actually result in the unexpected failure
of the network itself. In so doing, this work raises a number of new observations.
One of the subtle implications of the original End-To-End principal was negatively
effecting traffic from neighboring domains. A domain specializing in transporting certain
types of traffic, namely those of interest to its business, would likely be less concerned
with providing optimizations for traffic passing through the system. Such self-interest
could lead to significant problems for clients with traffic traversing multiple domains.
In an interesting twist, this work demonstrates that perhaps the inverse is true. By
specializing for one type of traffic, a network may actually make itself vulnerable to the
traffic generated by its neighbors. However, such a result should not come as a surprise
- by ignoring environmental information, in this case traffic from another domain, the
system fails to consider a potentially crucial input.
The problems created by one-sided optimizations create concern over the current
“net-neutrality” debate. Attempting to provide services instead of just bandwidth, a
large number of companies have argued that they should be able to tailor their net-
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work to better support their interests. In so doing, certain types of traffic may be
treated differently than others. While quality of service mechanisms in the evolving IP
standard [211] also attempt to achieve differentiated services, building domain-unique
optimizations into each network may be dangerous. Such optimizations require reexamination of discussion on active networking by Reed et al [137], in which the authors note
that such non-uniform functionality built into lower layers may obscure our understanding not only of traffic in such networks, but also increase the complexity of routing and
decimate performance. While this dissertation does not specifically address these issues
directly, the impact of rigidity on cellular networks should serve as a design warning.

7.3

Future Work

Both cellular and traditional telecommunications have largely been ignored by the academic security and networking communities. However, these systems have been redesigned and rebuilt many more times than the Internet. Accordingly, such systems
must be viewed as an opportunity by researchers - large-scale changes and improvements suggested in this domain may indeed be deployed within the lifetime of their
creation.
This dissertation therefore represents only a small portion of the investigation that
must occur. Throughout the following section, we offer additional high-level issues that
must also be addressed. As these problems are explored in depth, they too will inspire
new problems and solutions.

7.3.1

Vulnerabilities in the Network Core

The work presented thus far in this dissertation has investigated the security of only one
aspect of cellular networks - the air interface. However, the majority of functionality
in cellular networks is built into the core itself. With the rapid expansion between
provider networks, connectivity with the larger Internet and increased end user device
capabilities, vulnerabilities in core services represent a real threat to current and next
generation telecommunications systems.
As discussed in Chapter 3, significant security vulnerabilities have already been identified within the core of current networks. For example, the lack of authentication between nodes allows any adversary capable of injecting or modifying messages the ability
to eavesdrop upon, redirect or shut down large portions of a network. While application
layer security protocols such as MAPsec [30] have been proposed and approved by the
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standards bodies for such systems, no such systems have been successfully deployed.
In fact, during a recent panel discussion with providers and equipment manufacturers,
members of the panel admitted that attempts to deploy MAPsec had resulted in such
a significant network slowdown that it had to be removed within 24 hours [212]. Even
in the presence of new application layer security protocols such as MAP, research has
shown that a number of attacks on cellular infrastructure are still possible [213].
Accordingly, much remains to be done in this space. While a number of researchers
have investigated mobile viruses [214, 215, 216], none of these investigations have analyzed the impact of malicious behavior on the network itself. Instead, all have simulated
the spread and impact of malcode much like it occurs in the Internet - without much if
any noticeable degradation to core routers. Our initial work in this area tells a much
different story. Such malcode is in fact much more likely to incapacitate the core of the
network before it reaches saturation. Such work is necessary to change the understanding
of such networks across the larger community.
Almost no independent testing of the code running in core elements of the network has
occurred at the time of this dissertation. For example, it is not clear whether techniques
such as static analysis or fuzzing have been run on the systems such as the HLR or
MSCs. Moreover, because many of the nodes with the network core run on common
operating systems such as Red Hat, it is not clear how vulnerable such systems are to
currently known attacks.

7.3.2

Translation Functions

Rigidity in cellular networks causes data traffic to be translated into circuit-switchedlike flows. Specifically, turning a single packet into a series of negotiations between the
network and the end devices creates a significant point of amplification. However, if
the transition between packet- and circuit-switched communications could be made less
expensive, such systems could be made significantly more robust against such attacks.
There are a number of initial candidate approaches to achieving this goal. For example, the number of authentications between the network and the end devices can be
minimized. A ticket-based system such as Kerberos [217] may provide one such solution.
After successfully authenticating itself to the network, a client could receive a reusable
credential that would allow it to communicate with the network for a specified period
of time. In addition to containing a session key, this credential might also list a number of PDTCHs upon which the client should listen for incoming packets. Accordingly,
the network could page the client and then transmit the data on the specified channels.
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Because the end device alerts the network when it receives packets by transmitting linklayer acknowledgments, the network would know that the packets were received. Such
an approach clearly faces difficulties - an adversary sending known plaintext to a target
could leverage the reused session key to recover Ki . Moreover, the channels selected by
the base station a priori would have to be done carefully, so as to balance traffic.
Alternatively, the network could reduce the overhead by forcing devices to remain
active while they are connected to data services. The current toggling between READY
and STANDBY states occurs because the network assumes that all end user devices are
power constrained. However, if the user were able to explicitly leave the device in the
high power mode, much like they do with a wireless-capable laptop, the network could
simply forward packets without needing to do expensive connection establishments.
Both of these approaches work well, of course, in the absence of mobility. The impact
on handoffs between base stations and routing areas would need to be investigated before
either approach could be implemented.

7.3.3

New Services

The driving force behind the increasing uptake of cellular networks is the vast expansion
in services. Connectivity with the larger Internet, storage of music and movie files and
even directions via satellite navigation systems such as GPS all make cellular networks
appealing to customers. As providers continue to expand the selection of the services
they offer, the introduction of these new technologies will create new security concerns
in these systems.
Chief among the most hyped new services in cellular networks is WiMAX [218], also
known as IEEE 802.16. Similar to 802.11 networks, WiMAX will provide true broadband
speeds to mobile users. WiMAX systems will also use strong encryption algorithms such
as 3DES and AES to provide confidentiality for all traffic. Traffic will be authenticated
and protected using a PKI and user certificates stored in end devices. While all of
the above is certainly and improvement over the poor security mechanisms associated
with 802.11, a significant number of challenges remain. For instance, the presence of
certificates on devices that are notoriously poor at defending against attackers may
provide little security. Moreover, because encryption only protects packets exchanged
in the hop between WiMAX base stations and the client, additional protections such as
IPsec must be added to the backhaul.
Unfortunately, access to WiMAX products is somewhat limited at the time of this
writing. Moreover, because the standard is still evolving in significant ways, an in-depth
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evaluation may not be possible at the current time without the assistance of equipment
manufacturers. However, because major providers such as Sprint [219] have already
begun to deploy such systems, an evaluation of current technology is absolutely crucial.

7.4

The Future of Rigid Systems

Specialization and the rigidity that results from it have their place in some scenarios.
Any system with a well defined and limited scope of duties and inputs can in fact benefit
from specialization. In a world of technology in which many services attempt to provide
every possible function while doing none of them well, specialization can provide truly
exceptional systems. Voice-only cellular telecommunications networks are one of the best
examples. These systems have long been among the most reliable ever constructed. By
leveraging more than a century of telephony experience, these systems provide one of the
most efficient and inexpensive means of connecting with the world around us. Rigidity
therefore has its place in many systems.
Unfortunately, as these systems have evolved beyond their initial mandate, the rigidity resulting from their specialization poses significant threats to the security of the network. As we have shown in this dissertation, by forcing all flows through such networks
to participate in operations optimized for circuit-switched traffic, cellular networks make
themselves inherently vulnerable to low-rate denial of service attacks. Using multiple
new vulnerabilities, this work has demonstrated that such problems are deeply rooted
within the architecture itself and are therefore unlike to be solved quickly.
As we move forward and design new networks, the lessons of rigidity must be remembered. Emerging architectures supporting highly specialized networks should take
advantage of optimizations where possible; however, designers must be aware of the
complications that may arise when these systems are inter-connected with networks that
have fundamentally different requirements and goals. As such system are connected,
problems similar to the ones explored in this dissertation will almost certainly reemerge.
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